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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 
 

 
Buff-necked Woodpecker (Meiglyptes tukki). Sukadana, West Kalimantan, Indonesia. 
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On a spring day in 1996 I was behind my desk at the Zoological Museum in Amsterdam, 
writing up the results of surveys that I made in Mexico for threatened birds and remnants of 
old-growth forests. For about 15 seconds Dr Jan Wattel, curator of the bird collection at the 
museum and my supervisor, stopped by to tell me that the Netherlands Science Foundation 
(NWO) had issued a call for proposals. NWO was inviting proposals for research on groups 
of plants or animals that had the potential to measure the impact of habitat disturbance on 
biodiversity, preferably in Indonesia. Was it not an idea, Wattel asked, for me to write a 
proposal on Indonesian woodpeckers as indicators for forest disturbance? With that Wattel, 
who moves and thinks about twice as fast as the average human being, zipped out of the 
room again. As I pondered the proposition, I was not immediately enthusiastic. The 
attractive part, of course, was the possibility that I could continue to work on woodpeckers. I 
had grown up following a small population of banded Black Woodpeckers in a coastal nature 
reserve in the Netherlands, had searched for Ivory-billed Woodpeckers in Cuba, and as part 
of my MSc work in Mexico I had re-constructed the extinction process of the Imperial 
Woodpecker. Woodpecker research had an engrained lure to me, and in Indonesia and other 
parts of Southeast Asia more species of woodpeckers co-exist than anywhere else on Earth. 
However in the books that I consulted, drawings of many of the Asian woodpeckers did not 
look all that appealing. There was for instance the ungainly Great Slaty Woodpecker with a 
drab grey coloration and a ridiculous thin neck, a far cry from the boldly black-and-white, 
wild-crested Campephilus and Dryocopus woodpeckers that I hoped to study next in South 
America. Having spent nearly two years in Cuba and Mexico, I had become fluent in 
Spanish, an asset I was inclined to make use of. Whereas in Latin America chatting about the 
Dutch soccer team and windmills created an instant friendly disposition in total strangers, 
Indonesia and the Netherlands had a long and sometimes ugly colonial history together. With 
five former classmates working in Indonesia, that country appeared already overcrowded 
with Dutch biologists. Last but not least, the disease-ridden, dark forbidding jungles of 
Indonesia appeared a rather intimidating place to do several years of field research. 
 Despite my mixed initial reactions about woodpecker research in Indonesia, I 
continued reading about the Southeast Asian region and looking at maps. In the arch of 
islands that stretches between the Asian mainland and Australia, woodpeckers are found in 
the west only. They reach their highest species richness on the large islands and peninsula of 
the archipelago: Sumatra, Borneo and Java, and the peninsula shared between Malaysia and 
southernmost Thailand and Myanmar. Between these islands and the peninsula there are a 
great many small islands, and sea depth is shallow. During periodic ice ages, with the most 
recent ice age about 10,000 years ago, sea levels dropped and the sea floor in the western 
Indo-Malayan archipelago fell dry. The exposed land became covered with forests and 
savannahs that facilitated exchange of plants and animals between the former islands. After 
sea levels rose again, the re-formed islands, large and small, started out with the same set of 
species. The smaller islands lost a subset of the shared species pool through local extinctions 
in the course of time. The larger islands with vast forests maintained most of these species up 
to the present. During the 20th century, with the invention of the bulldozer and chainsaw, the 
destruction of the rainforests of Malaysia and Indonesia began. In the course of this 
destruction, large and small fragments of forest were formed out of the forests that once 
blanketed the larger islands. Just as happened after sea level rise 10,000 years earlier, the 
small man-made fragments lost species out of the shared species pool through local 
extinctions, whereas the larger fragments as yet maintained the full set of species.  
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It dawned on me that as a by-product of geological and human history, we had an 
accidental biological experiment under way here on the grandest scale. Research on a 
selected group of species in the three settings -large forest areas, small forest fragments, and 
small islands- could show not only through what ecological differences species co-existed in 
the tropical rainforest, but also whether these differences changed over two very different 
time scales: the time since species were lost in recent fragments, and the time since they 
were lost from small islands. If they changed after species went missing, how much? How 
much on different time scales? And in what direction: towards the vacant niches of missing 
species, or in random directions? Answers to these questions could provide new insight in 
the evolution of co-existence of species in tropical forests, which in turn could provide a 
deep understanding of the responses of species to forest disturbance, fulfilling the theme of 
the NWO programme.  
 

 
Figure 1. Fragmentation of Sundaic lowland forests from geological and human causes. (A) During 
the last glacial maximum sea level was ca. 120 m lower than at present. Exposed land connected 
present-day islands. Location and extent of savannah vegetation during this period is uncertain. 
Lowland forests during this time included dipterocarp rainforests as well as dry forest types. Map after 
E. Meijaard (Journal of Biogeography 30: 1245-1257, 2003). (B). After post-glacial sea level rise the 
familiar present outlines of Sumatra, Borneo, Java and the Thai-Malay-Myanmar peninsula appeared. 
Numerous small islands were formed. Lowland forests became nearly all dipterocarp rainforest. (C) 
As a consequence of human population growth and mechanized deforestation, much of the lowland 
rainforest has now been cleared. In the process of forest clearing small forest fragments have been 
formed in the lowlands. Forest cover data courtesy of E. Colijn/The Gibbon Foundation.  
 

Delving into the scientific literature on the effects of forest fragmentation and on the 
distribution of birds in Indonesia, I found out that between Indonesian large forest areas, 
fragments, and small islands, woodpeckers indeed showed the expected variations of rich 
and poor sets of species drawn from the same original species pool. No such situation exists 
anywhere else on Earth. As it happens, woodpeckers make up a distinctive group of birds, 
which because of their unique anatomy have exclusive access to climbing and excavating 
vertical tree trunks. In European and North American research, woodpeckers have been 
shown to be highly suited for studies of ecological differentiation because aspects of their 
foraging behavior can readily be categorized and quantified. It was clear that woodpeckers 
formed an ideal model group to jump to the research opportunity at hand in western 
Indonesia. 

Spurred by researcher’s curiosity and stepping over my uneasiness regarding 
Indonesia, I wrote a proposal to examine responses of Indonesian woodpeckers to forest 
disturbance, the differentiation in foraging behavior between co-existing species, and the 
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evolution of this differentiation in recent forest fragments and on small islands. The proposal 
made it through a stiff competition and was approved in March 1997. I applied for research 
permits and a research visa, and with the much appreciated help of Dr Dewi Prawiradilaga of 
the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI), I started my field research in December 1997.  

Once on the ground in Borneo, many of my fears about the country proved 
unfounded. The Indonesian people I worked with were hospitable, generous, fun, agile, 
energetic, strong, patient language teachers, and terrific cooks. The forest was sometimes 
menacing, but more often beautiful, slow to show its many wonders, and sometimes boring. 
The birding was unbelievable: broadbills, kingfishers, babblers, cuckoos, malkohas, 
flycatchers, raptors, pittas, white-eyes, bulbuls, tailorbirds, trogons, hornbills. All 
represented by many, many species, that often differed wildly from each other. The 
woodpeckers were radically different from the meager field guide illustrations I was familiar 
with. They were splendid. The drab, thin-necked Great Slaty Woodpeckers in real life turned 
out to be very fun animals to watch. They would hang around in small, noisy flocks, 
constantly uttering giggling calls as if they were a group of happy schoolgirls. When 
foraging they would regularly mix with a pair of the other large Bornean woodpecker, the 
White-bellied, and so there would be up to eight big woodpeckers all around me in a small 
forest patch. (That was quite an improvement indeed after chasing the ghosts of Ivory-billed 
and Imperial Woodpeckers for several years without ever seeing one!). After a while I even 
had to admit that Great Slaty Woodpeckers actually were beautiful birds, with their ochre 
throats, rounded heads, long bills, and big, soulful brown eyes.  

Other dark forebodings about the project, however, did come true. Early on, in east 
Borneo there were forest fires on an unprecedented scale, the smoke haze stinging and bitter, 
blocking the sunlight for six months straight, and bringing the gut-turning realization that six 
million hectares of rainforest were being destroyed or damaged by man-made fires. This 
included my barely initiated or intended study sites. For relocating to west Borneo, permits 
did not come through until after an ethnic conflict there, with a resurgence of headhunting, 
had settled. Back in the forest, there were close calls with poisonous snakes and falling trees. 
Everyone on my crew suffered from diseases, malaria in particular, and typhoid and dengue 
fever. There was a 45-minute attack by a swarm of thousands of bees that Utami Setiorini, a 
field technician recently graduated from Tanjungpura University, and I barely survived.  

With these adversities, there was a build-up of delays, and by late 2000 I had just 
finished collecting field data in Borneo but my planned fieldwork time was over. I had not 
yet set foot on one of the small islands. I faced the choice of spending my last year of 
funding on dissertation writing, or on fieldwork. I decided on fieldwork, because the small 
islands comparison had been a central focus of the project from the start. Accompanied by 
Utami Setiorini (we were now married!), Pak Nan from west Borneo, and Mohammad Irham 
and Deni Yudiawan, young biologists from Bandung, we had an exhilarating nine months 
exploring remote islands. With our well-versed team at work, data came in expediently, and 
woodpecker diversity and ecology on the islands was full of surprises. Again, there were 
frightening times too: at sea between islands, we were battered and nearly sunk by storms on 
several occasions. On Simeulue island there was nerve-wrecking uncertainty of the 
whereabouts in the forest of Free Aceh fighters. While we were on Lingga island, the 9/11 
attacks occurred, followed by the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, resulting in hostility and 
threats towards westerners that were living in Indonesia.  
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In early 2002 Utami and I came to the Netherlands and I started working on this 
dissertation. Among the short jobs I took next to writing was a search for the possibly-extinct 
Ivory-billed Woodpecker in Louisiana, sponsored by Zeiss Optics, and with Utami I did a 
three-month dissemination project in Indonesia for NWO. By 2004, the dissertation was 
approaching completion. On a spring day, again writing behind my desk at the Zoological 
Museum in Amsterdam, I received an e-mail message from Dr John Fitzpatrick, director of 
the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology. We had met in Louisiana during the 2002 Ivory-
billed Woodpecker search. It was a 7-word message: “We found a bird. Can you come?” 
Since then Utami and I have worked long, intensive field seasons in the southeastern U.S. on 
the Ivory-billed Woodpecker project, and the dissertation received attention only during the 
summer off-seasons. In summer 2006 we went to Myanmar with a National Geographic 
grant that Bill Moore and I had obtained in 2004 and had to use or lose. We collected 
additional field data on Great Slaty Woodpeckers for one chapter in the dissertation.  

Here then, at long last, is my PhD dissertation. It is titled “Community ecology and 
logging responses of Southeast Asian woodpeckers”. Community ecology is defined as: the 
ecological interactions between populations of species that co-exist in a shared habitat. 
Logging, the selective cutting of trees for timber, is a major agent of forest alteration in 
Southeast Asia. Unlike with wholesale forest clearance, a more or less forested landscape 
remains after logging. Most animal species persist in logged forests, at least temporarily and 
at least after one round of logging. Research into which species respond with decreases in 
density (the number of individuals per unit area) offers insight which species may be or 
become of conservation concern, or may be most suited to evaluate the ecological impact of 
different types and intensities of timber exploitation.  

As is common practice in continental northwest Europe and in Scandinavia, the main 
chapters of this dissertation, chapters 2 through 6, are written as papers for scientific 
journals. (This introduction, clearly, does not follow that format). Two chapters have been 
published, and three have been submitted recently. In chapter 2, I examine the impact of 
logging disturbance on woodpeckers in lowland forests of west Borneo, compare 
woodpecker communities in lowland and hill forests, and highlight the importance of 
studying multiple sites in assessments of the impact of logging on species. I found that Great 
Slaty Woodpecker and Checker-throated Woodpecker were the two woodpecker species that 
were most heavily affected by logging disturbance. As the Great Slaty Woodpecker is 
confined in Indonesia and Malaysia to lowland forests, the forest disappearing and being 
logged fastest, this is a cause for great concern. In chapter 3, co-authored by Utami Setiorini 
and Mohammad Irham, we present other data from the same study sites in west Borneo. We 
look into the differences in foraging behavior of 14 co-existing woodpeckers; how such 
differences relate to body size and morphology, and whether similarity in foraging behavior 
is associated with the frequency that a particular species joins other species in mixed 
foraging flocks. In chapter 4, Steph Menken and I present findings about the evolution of 
foraging differentiation of woodpeckers in small forest fragments and on small islands, the 
topic that had spurred my interest in doing research in Asia. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the 
Great Slaty Woodpecker, the woodpecker that in chapter 2 showed a worrisome association 
with the diminishing lowland forests of Borneo. In chapter 5, I first document how the 
foraging and breeding behavior of this species is linked to its living in groups of, typically, 
three to six individuals. Then, with co-authors Dewi Prawiradilaga, Utami Setiorini, Thet 
Zaw Naing, Will Duckworth, and Steph Menken, we investigate the global conservation 
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status of this species. We extend density sampling in logged and primary forests from 
Borneo to Lingga island in Indonesia and to southern and central Myanmar. We combine 
data about declines in logged forests in the four sampled regions with data that was released 
in 2006 by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations about trends 
in forest cover and primary forest area in all Southeast Asian countries where the species 
occurs. We calculate the trend in global population of the species and evaluate this against 
Red List criteria for global conservation status from the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN). In chapter 7, the final chapter, I 
present overall conclusions and recommend directions for further research. 
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Chapter 2  
 
A multiple-site comparison of woodpecker communities in 
Bornean lowland and hill forests 
 
Published in: Conservation Biology 18: 746-757 (2004). 
 

 
Grey-and-Buff Woodpecker (Hemicircus concretus). Semanai, West Kalimantan, Indonesia. 
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Abstract― Logging in the Sunda region of Southeast Asia has affected nearly all lowland 
forests. Despite numerous studies on the effects of this logging, its impact on vertebrate 
communities remains unclear because few researchers have compared more than two 
independent study sites. I assessed whether a community of 14 woodpecker species in West 
Kalimantan, Indonesian Borneo, has been affected by logging in lowlands and whether hill-
forest reserves are a suitable alternative for woodpecker conservation. Eight study sites in 
lowland plains (<70 m elevation) occurred in unlogged forest and forests with a range of 
increasing logging intensities. In addition, two sites were sampled in unlogged hill forest 
(120 to 400 m elevation). Woodpecker species richness and composition in lowlands 
remained unchanged over the range of increasing logging disturbance. Over this range, 
however, significant reductions occurred in total woodpecker biomass (61% reduction), total 
woodpecker density (41% reduction), and densities of Checker-throated Woodpecker (Picus 
mentalis) and Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), which were reduced 
85% and 83%, respectively. The quantity of timber removed (cut basal area) was a better 
predictor of woodpecker density than the proportion of an area remaining as unlogged 
patches. Time since logging, which varied from 3 to 22 years, had little predictive value. 
Within home ranges in logged areas, woodpeckers foraged preferentially in unlogged 
patches but preferred logged patches for other activities. Hill-forest, although unlogged, had 
woodpecker densities, biomass, and species richness even lower than heavily logged lowland 
sites. Notably, the Great Slaty Woodpecker was absent at hill sites, which implies that hill 
reserves are not an option for conservation of this logging-sensitive species. The responses 
of this species in population density may serve as an indicator in forest management. 
Protection of logged lowland forest should be preferred over unlogged hill forests, but 
currently emphasis in conservation effort in the Sunda region is on hill forests. Safeguarding 
the few remaining areas of unlogged lowland forest on Borneo must be a top priority because 
they are of vital importance as reference sites in biodiversity studies.  
 
Key words: Indonesia, Kalimantan, logging, primary forest, replicates. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Lowland rainforests of the Sunda region (Borneo, Sumatra, Java and Peninsular Malaysia) 
are among the most species-rich ecosystems in the world (Whitmore 1984, Jepson et al. 
2001). Within the ecoregion, the elevational band with the highest species richness differs 
between groups of organisms. Although floristically all forests in the region up to 750 m 
elevation can be regarded as lowland forest (Whitmore 1984), the highest faunal diversity is 
reached in lowland plains below the hill-foot boundary at 120-200 m elevation (MacKinnon 
1996, Collar et al. 2001). For instance, 49 out of 247 Sundaic forest birds are largely 
confined to lowland plains (Wells 1985, 1999), as is the Bornean Orang-utan (Pongo 
pygmaeus) (Rijksen & Meijaard 1999).  
 Large areas of Sundaic lowland plain forest have burned in recent years (Siegert et 
al. 2001) or are being converted to plantations, and an even larger area of this forest type has 
been disturbed by logging (Lambert & Collar 2002). Lowland plains are underrepresented in 
the protected area network of the region, and the few existing reserves continue to deteriorate 
(Whitten et al. 2001). In Indonesia, where 72% of the Sundaic lowland forest occurs, 
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primary (i.e. unlogged and unburned) forest remnants are being logged illegally, even in 
protected areas. In an ongoing process of political transition in Indonesia since 1998, 
numerous uncontrolled gangs have been logging in reserves and concessions, felling trees in 
lowlands and swamps, pit-sawing these at the spot, and pulling sawn wood out by hand 
(Jepson et al. 2001). On the other hand, large, relatively secure reserves with hill and 
montane forest at elevations of >200 m can be found on all major landmasses of the region, 
including Indonesia. Conservation status for Sunda forest biodiversity will thus be most 
precarious for those organisms restricted to lowland plains and sensitive to habitat alteration 
after logging. 
 Results of earlier studies intended to assess the effects of logging on vertebrates in 
the lowlands of the Sunda region agree that most, if not all, primary-forest species persist in 
logged forest, but opinions differ about whether densities of certain groups of birds and 
mammals decline alarmingly after logging (Johns 1989, Lambert 1992, Danielsen & 
Heergaard 1995, Grieser Johns 1996, Rijksen & Meijaard 1999, Styring & Ickes 2001). Most 
researchers have used only one or two independent plots of treatments (logged vs. primary), 
making it difficult or impossible to decide whether the observed differences are beyond the 
usual variation in logged or primary forest and whether perceived differences can be 
attributed to the difference in treatment (Hurlbert 1984, Oksanen 2001). For investigations 
into the effects of logging, a study design with multiple, independent study sites is preferable 
(Datta 1998).  
 One group of vertebrates likely to be affected by logging in the Sunda region is 
woodpeckers. In forests elsewhere in the world, local woodpecker communities often include 
species that disappear or become rare with forest disturbance, as well as generalists that cope 
well with habitat alteration. Old-growth specialist woodpeckers require structural elements 
for foraging or nesting that are available only in such forests, and they are among the most 
sensitive vertebrate organisms for monitoring habitat alteration. Examples of forest structure 
elements required by old-growth specialists include old oaks with deep bark fissures for the 
Middle-spotted Woodpecker (Dendrocopos medius) of Europe, heart-rot affected old pines 
for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides borealis) of the southeastern United States, and 
large quantities of dead trees for the White-backed Woodpecker (Dendrocopos leucotos) of 
Eurasia, the Ivory-billed Woodpecker (Campephilus principalis) of the southeastern United 
States and Cuba, and the Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis) of northwest 
Mexico (Mikusiński & Angelstam 1998, Winkler & Christie 2002). The two latter species 
are at or over the brink of extinction as a consequence of the exploitation of forests in their 
distribution ranges (Lammertink & Estrada 1995; Lammertink et al. 1996; Winkler & 
Christie 2002). 
 The most diverse woodpecker community of the world occurs in the Sunda region 
(Short & Horne 1990, Styring & Ickes 2001). In lowland forests of Peninsular Malaysia and 
Borneo up to 14 or locally 15 woodpecker species occur sympatrically (Lambert 1992). 
Because of this high diversity one can expect narrow niches (MacArthur 1972), so some of 
these woodpeckers may be sensitive to disturbance. Indeed, results from several studies with 
single-plot design indicate that woodpeckers in the Sunda lowland region may be negatively 
affected by logging (Johns 1989, Lambert 1992). Moreover, in a study of lowland birds and 
forest fragmentation on Java, van Balen (1999) found one of the clearest extinction patterns 
in woodpeckers, with communities that originally contained seven to nine species collapsing 
to one or two species in fragments under 4200 ha. 
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I assessed Bornean woodpecker communities at eight lowland sites, covering a range 

of disturbance from primary forest to typical, commercially logged concession areas. In 
addition, I studied two sites with primary hill-forest. My first objective was to assess whether 
the woodpecker community is affected by logging- specifically, which of the following 
variables or which combination of variables determines woodpecker densities and 
community structure: (1) extracted timber quantity (cut basal area), (2) proportion of an area 
remaining as primary patches, or (3) time since the main logging event. My second objective 
was to compare woodpecker communities between lowland and hill-forest to determine 
whether hill reserves offer an alternative for woodpecker conservation if all lowland plains 
become highly degraded or deforested. 

In addition to a comparison of woodpecker communities in different landscapes, I 
examined the influence of logging disturbance on a finer scale, within logged landscapes. 
Logging in tropical forests often results in mosaics of logged and primary patches, each 
patch several hundred meters across (Cannon et al. 1994). Birds with small home ranges may 
choose these so that they encompass one patch of logged or primary forest. Birds with larger 
home ranges will necessarily encounter several patches of logged and primary forest within 
their home ranges in logged regions and may use these patches for different activities. 
Insight into the use by birds of the patch mosaics for different activities may aid in 
understanding their responses to logging disturbance on a landscape scale. For five of my 
lowland study sites where logging resulted in a mosaic landscape of logged and primary 
patches, I determined whether home ranges of woodpeckers are so large as to encompass 
multiple patches. Subsequently, my third main objective was to assess whether primary 
patches were used preferentially by woodpeckers, both for foraging and for general use.  
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METHODS 
 

Study sites 
 
I selected Indonesian Borneo (Kalimantan) as a study region because of the availability of 
large tracts of logged and primary lowland forest, a necessary requirement for spacing out 
multiple study sites. Furthermore, the complete community of Sunda lowland woodpeckers 
can be expected in Bornean sites, whereas on Sumatra the occurrence of the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker (scientific names provided in Table 1) is questionable (van Marle & Voous 
1988, Holmes 1996), and on Java only 11 lowland rainforest woodpeckers occur (Winkler & 
Christie 2002). Fieldwork for this study commenced in late 1997 in an area with 80,000 ha 
of primary forest in Kutai National Park in East Kalimantan, but within a few months all 
forests in the region were severely damaged by fire. The project was resumed in an area with 
a much smaller primary lowland forest tract of <10,000 ha in Gunung Palung National Park 
in West Kalimantan (Fig. 1), now probably the largest example of this habitat type in 
Indonesian Borneo.  
My lowland transects were below 70 m elevation in flat or lightly undulating terrain and 
crossed through alternating patches of well-drained forest and fresh-water swamp-forest. 
Lowland forest had an irregular canopy of emergent trees (mostly Dipterocarpaceae), 
reaching between 35 and 75 m of height. The undergrowth was fairly dense with saplings, 
and visibility was poor both in primary and logged lowland forest. In hill-forest the 
understory was far more open, with scattered large boulders on the forest floor. Hill-forest 
transects (120-400 m elevation) went over slopes with inclinations up to 30°. The transects 
were labeled as follows: P, primary or lightly disturbed lowland forest; L, logged lowland 
forest; and H, primary hill-forest (Fig. 1). 

Four lowland transects were placed within the boundaries of Gunung Palung 
National Park, a park of 90,000 ha including approximately 70,000 ha of lowland forest (Fig. 
1). Of these, only transect Pa was in truly undisturbed forest, a tract of an estimated 7000 ha. 
The three other lowland transects within the national park were affected by illegal logging. 
At transect La cut basal area approached the level of a commercial concession (Table 3). 
Transect Pb was located near Cabang Panti research station, the locality of several long-term 
ecological studies (e.g. Paoli et al. 2001, Webb & Peart 2001, Curran & Leighton 2000). 
Here disturbance by handlogging predated opening of the station in 1985.  

The remaining four lowland transects (Lb through Le) were in logged concessions. 
These areas were forested landscapes with a mosaic of forest patches of varying disturbance, 
including patches that remained unlogged. Transects Le and Ld were in the same concession 
where Cannon et al. (1994, 1998) studied effects of logging on forest structure and tree 
species diversity. Transect Le was at the study site of Cannon et al. that was logged 6 months 
previous to their fieldwork, site Ld was 4 km south of the site logged 8 years before their 
sampling. Disturbance in the concession areas started with mechanical logging by timber 
companies between 22 and 9 years before my study (Table 2). Illegal logging commenced in 
the concession areas 3 years previous to my fieldwork. Forest structure before logging is 
assumed to have been similar at all lowland study sites, because these sites were located in 
the same region and had similar topography and soils (Cannon et al. 1994). Hill transects Ha 
and Hb were in primary hill forests in Gunung Palung National Park and Gunung Juring 
Forest Reserve.  
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Figure 1. Lay-out of transects in West Kalimantan, Indonesian Borneo. Transects were cut through 
(nearly) primary lowland forests (P), logged lowland forests (L), and primary hill forests (H). 
Lowercase codes indicate rank of cut basal area, from zero Pa to highest Le (5.72 m2/ha). 
 

All study sites were within one continuous forested region of roughly 6000 km2, 
bordered by cleared land to the north and south, sea to the west, oil palm plantations to the 
northeast, and disturbed hill-forest to the southeast. Fires had affected less than 10% of this 
region, with most burned forest occurring south of Gunung Palung National Park. The only 
primary lowland forest in or near the study region was found around transect Pa. Transects 
Pb and Pc were among the less disturbed areas of the region, whereas the remaining transects 
were representative of the level of disturbance in most of the region. Woodpeckers or their 
raptor predators were not hunted at any sites because possession of firearms was strictly 
controlled in Indonesia and because the predominant religion in the study region precluded 
consumption of wild birds except pheasants.  
 
 

Distribution and design of transects 
 
I spaced out study sites of similar forest type at distances between 13 and 84 km but allowed 
contrasting sites to be close or adjacent (Fig. 1). This distribution ensured a good degree of 
independence between study sites and excluded the possibility that a geographical difference 
between sites could be mistaken for the effect of difference in disturbance (Quinn & Keogh 
2002). Transects were cut by field assistants and were straight for sections of at least 1.5 km, 
after which I allowed a bend if necessary to avoid deep swamps or non-forested land. 
Transects were 4.4 km in length, except for one site where I split the transect data into a hill-
forest transect of 1.5 km and a lowland transect of 2.9 km (transects Hb and Pc). I used 
transects of several kilometers to adequately sample densities of rainforest woodpeckers that 
have large home ranges (Bibby et al. 2000). Furthermore, a long transect will average out the 
considerable spatial variation in patches of forest type that occurs even in primary lowland 
rainforest (Whitmore 1984), thus avoiding that findings are representative only for a patch, 
rather than a larger scale landscape (Hamer & Hill 2000). 
 
 

Sampling of woodpecker communities 
 
My fieldwork covered 31 months between December 1997 and October 2000, including 14 
months of training in bird sound identification, testing of sample schemes, and looking for 
study sites. I surveyed all 4.4-km transects 12 times each within one 13- to 15-day period at 
each site. For the shorter transects, Hb and Pc, I included in the analysis 24 and 18 survey 
walks, respectively, to obtain an overall survey time close to that of the other sites. Field-
work periods were alternated between primary, logged, and hill-forest sites to avoid potential 
influence of seasons or developed skills. Transects were walked with a fixed speed of 600 
m/hour, using markers at each 50-m point for calibration. This was the maximum possible 
walking speed in the most difficult habitats, such as swamps or steep hills. Camps were 
positioned at the center of 4.4-km transects. I surveyed one transect half twice on one day, 
walking the outgoing survey from sunrise to late morning and the returning survey from mid 
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day to late afternoon. On 1 out of 3 days, a survey started at an extreme quarter of a transect 
so I could cover these stretches at the time of day with maximal bird activity. 
 

 
 
 Positions and movements of woodpeckers seen or heard were entered on a map. 
From the first position of the bird, the perpendicular distance to the transect was taken. I 
used these distances to calculate densities according to a variable-belt-width method (Emlen 
1971). This is a suitable method for calculating densities from the moderate sample sizes of 
woodpecker records obtained (Table 1). As with multiple-band methods like Distance, 
obtained density figures can be regarded as absolute only if all individuals at or near the 
transect line are detected (Bibby et al. 2000). This assumption will be violated to some extent 
for all rainforest woodpeckers studied here, most strongly for species that make little noise 
when foraging and rarely call, such as Buff-necked Woodpecker and Crimson-winged 
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Woodpecker. The obtained densities thus are relative figures, suited for within-species 
comparisons across sites. 

Woodpeckers that were heard calling only and not subsequently seen (63% of all 
records) were assumed to represent the mean group size as calculated from flocks that were 
seen (Lambert 1992). The same mean flock size (Table 1) was applied in calculations of 
densities in primary and logged sites, because flock sizes did not differ significantly between 
these forest types. I calculated evenness of species densities as Simpson's measure of 
evenness (Simpson 1949, Krebs 1999). Woodpecker biomass was calculated from density 
figures multiplied by mean bodyweight for each species (Table 1), taken from Wells (1999), 
Short (1978), and my own measurements of 22 individuals of 14 species from West 
Kalimantan. 

As a rule, density figures were based on the standard survey time of 88 hours per 
transect and exclude woodpecker records obtained during other research activities. In a few 
cases, however, woodpeckers were present at a site but were not recorded within standard 
survey time. In these situations, I calculated a density figure based on the observations made 
multiplied by the proportion of total time at the transect spent on survey walks. Species-
richness figures are provided for both standardized survey time and total fieldwork time, the 
latter being approximately equal (13 days of fair weather within a 15 day period) at each site. 
 
 

Sampling of logging disturbance 
 
The first measure of forest disturbance I used was cut basal area, i.e., the cumulative surface 
of cut stumps in a 6.0-m-wide belt along the entire transect (resulting in a total sampled area 
of 2.64 ha/transect). The second measure of disturbance I used was the percentage of the 
transect length that showed visible signs of logging disturbance (cut stumps, roads, skid 
trails, illegal logging trails, or pioneer vegetation in an area larger than a natural gap), scored 
per 50-m-section of the transect. These two measures of disturbance have different rankings 
across the eight lowland sites (Table 2) because an area with many or large primary patches 
could still have a high cut basal area if logging intensity was high in patches that were 
logged. I determined time since logging from interviews with local people and forestry 
department officials, and from Cannon et al. (1994).  
 
 

Assessment of patch preferences within logged areas 
 
At sites where logging resulted in mosaics of logged and primary patches, I calculated the 
mean length and standard deviation of transect stretches crossing these patches. I assumed 
that mean length of these transect stretches was representative of the mean diameter of the 
patches. I explored whether woodpecker home ranges in logged areas were larger than these 
patches, by calculating mean home range sizes of flocks from densities and mean flock sizes, 
and by assuming that home ranges were abutting, non-overlapping and circular in shape. To 
facilitate comparison of mean patch length and estimated home range size, I express home 
range size as diameter rather than area. When woodpecker home ranges were found to be so 
large as to encompass several patches, I determined whether primary patches were used 
preferentially by woodpeckers. This assessment I first made for woodpeckers that were 
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observed foraging and then for all woodpecker transect records, including foraging, other 
activities and unknown activities.  
 
 

Analysis 
 
I calculated best-fit regression models (either linear or nonlinear) with Statgraphics Plus 2.1 
for relations between the two measures of disturbance and woodpecker community 
characteristics or densities. Time since the main logging event was the third predictive 
variable I considered separately and as an additional variable to the two disturbance 
measures. I fitted regression models for woodpecker communities as a whole and accepted 
significance when p < 0.05. Subsequently, when community density related most closely 
with cut basal area, I explored which of the 14 woodpecker species related in density with 
cut basal area at p < 0.004, thus adjusted with a sequential Bonferroni test (Sokal & Rohlf 
1995). A difference in species richness between forest types was accepted if p < 0.05 in a 
two-tailed Mann-Whitney test. To examine patch preferences within logged areas, I used a 
log-likelihood test to establish whether the distribution of records in primary and logged 
patches differed from a proportional distribution of records over the available patches. 
 
 

RESULTS 
 
Total woodpecker density and woodpecker biomass had a significant negative relationship 
with cut basal area (Table 3). According to the regression functions, over the range of 
logging intensities, density was reduced by 41% and biomass by 61% (Fig. 2). Evenness of 
densities did not show a pattern of increase or decrease with increasing disturbance. Species 
composition and richness were similar between primary and logged lowland sites (Mann-
Whitney test, n1=3, n2=5, U = 7, p = 1.00). The maximum number of 14 sympatric species 
was encountered at two lowland sites, one primary (Pa) and one logged (Lc) (Table 2).  
 

 
 

Cut basal area, representing the quantity of removed timber with associated damage, 
appeared to have a stronger influence on woodpecker communities than the proportion of a 
site remaining as primary patches (Table 4). Community characteristics did not relate to the 
third variable "time since logging", and adding of time since logging in multiple-regression 
models did not increase the significance values of simple-regression models. 

The two hill-forest sites, although primary, had woodpecker densities and biomass 
even lower than heavily disturbed lowland sites (Table 2, Fig. 2). Moreover, species richness 
was significantly lower in hill-forest than in lowland forest (Mann-Whitney test, n1=2, n2=8, 
U = 0, p = 0.04), with 7 or 9 woodpecker species recorded in hill-forest vs. 11 to 14 species 
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in lowland forest. When species diversity was assessed for subsamples pertaining to 1.5-km 
transects, equal in length to hill-transect Hb, with standardized survey effort and survey time 
of day, species diversity remained significantly higher in lowland forest (5-7 species in hills 
vs. 6-13 species in lowlands; Mann-Whitney test, n1=3, n2=15, U = 3, p = 0.02). 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Relationship between cut basal area and woodpecker biomass (combined mass of up to 14 
woodpecker species) in eight lowland and two hill forest sites in West Kalimantan. Regression for 
lowland sites: y = 3.174 - 0.339x, r = -0.94, R2 = 87.7%, p = 0.001. 
 

Considering individual species, the densities of Great Slaty Woodpecker and 
Checker-throated Woodpecker had significant negative relationships with cut basal area (Fig. 
3). According to the regression functions, the decline in density over the range of cut basal 
areas was 85% for the Checker-throated Woodpecker and 83% for the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker. The Checker-throated Woodpecker occurred in fairly high densities in hill-
forest and may have viable populations in this relatively secure habitat, but the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker was absent at the hill transects (Table 3). An additional five woodpecker 
species had relationships between density and cut basal area that were negative but not 
significant (R2 values between 24.2 and 44.3%), yet contributed to the overall negative 
response of the woodpecker community: Rufous Woodpecker, Crimson-winged 
Woodpecker, Olive-backed Woodpecker, Maroon Woodpecker, and Orange-backed 
Woodpecker. Only the White-bellied Woodpecker had a trend to increase in density with 
increasing cut basal area, but the relationship was not significant.  
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Figure 3. Relationships between cut basal area and densities of Checker-throated Woodpecker and 
Great Slaty Woodpecker in lowland forests in West Kalimantan. Regression for Checker-throated 
Woodpecker: y = 5.743 - 2.036√x, r = -0.90, R2 = 80.8%, p = 0.002. Regression for Great Slaty 
Woodpecker: y = 3.008 - 1.043√x, r = -0.90, R2 = 80.6%, p = 0.003. 
 

At sites Pb, Pc and La exploitation was carried out entirely by illegal pit-saw 
logging, which compared to concession logging resulted in less associated forest damage in 
the form of roads and log yards. Moreover, these sites were close to a primary source area. 
Yet there was no indication of more benign impact of timber exploitation at the pit-saw 
logged sites: data points of illegally logged sites did not lie consistently above regression 
lines (Figs. 2 & 3). 

Logging resulted in mosaics of logged and primary patches at five lowland sites: Pb, 
Pc, La, Ld and Le. Woodpecker home ranges at these sites averaged 1.6 ± 1.1 km across, 
ranging from 0.59 ± 0.17 km across in the Rufous Piculet, up to 2.28 ± 0.54 km across in the 
Olive-backed Woodpecker. Home ranges of woodpeckers in logged-over areas will therefore 
include several patches of primary and logged forest that are on average 0.37 and 0.55 km 
across (Table 4). Woodpeckers of all species foraged in both logged and primary patches in 
these mosaics, but the woodpecker community consistently preferred the primary patches for 
foraging (Table 4). For the five sites combined, use of primary patches by foraging 
individuals was 20% higher than expected from availability, and 42% higher in terms of 
woodpecker biomass. In contrast, combined sets of all woodpecker records (including 
foraging and unknown activities) did not prefer either primary or logged patches (Table 4). 
This indicated that preferred foraging in primary patches was balanced by other activities 
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preferentially taking place in logged patches. Specifically, activities frequently observed in 
opened-up logged patches included preening, calling, drumming, and roosting.  
 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
I assessed consistency, magnitude and significance of woodpecker responses to logging in 
Bornean lowland forests. In accordance with earlier findings of Lambert (1992) and Grieser 
Johns (1996), I found woodpecker species richness and composition similar in logged and 
primary Bornean lowland forest. My results show, however, that total density and biomass of 
the Bornean woodpecker community was affected negatively by logging intensity. This was 
in accordance with results from a primary and logged plot studied by Lambert (1992), 
whereas the findings of woodpecker density-responses to logging by Grieser Johns (1996) 
were inconclusive. Based on my results and those from previous studies, woodpecker 
densities in Borneo are negatively affected by logging, whereas woodpecker diversity was 
not.  

Time since logging appeared to have little influence on density responses in 
woodpeckers among my study sites. In sites Pb and Lb, logged, respectively, 18 and 22 years 
previously, woodpecker density was still reduced. Bornean woodpecker communities thus 
appear to be affected negatively for at least several decades after logging. The magnitude of 
the observed decline in woodpecker densities and biomass after logging of lowland forests 
was substantial. This large decline is a cause for concern, especially considering that logging 
in the Sunda region is the mildest form of habitat disturbance, nearly always followed by 
further degradation (Lambert & Collar 2002). By no means should logged forests in 
Indonesia be regarded as the first phase in a perpetual logging cycle that can be expected to 
sustain a high proportion of primary forest biodiversity. Instead, logging companies move 
away to new concession areas after approximately 20 years of over-exploitation, leaving the 
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logged-over forests to settlers, illegal loggers, fires, and development of oilpalm plantations. 
Not a single concession in Kalimantan has remained active into a second logging cycle 
(Collar et al. 2001). Unless protective measures are taken, or unless the forestry sector is 
thoroughly reformed, logged-over forests will quickly degrade further into habitat types 
where species loss may be anticipated in the woodpecker community. 

A decrease in woodpecker abundance after logging may seem counterintuitive 
because woodpeckers are often associated with standing dead trees (Winkler & Christie 
2002) and abundance of standing dead trees (snags) increases after logging in West 
Kalimantan (Cannon et al. 1994). Of all species in the rich Bornean woodpecker community, 
however, only one, the White-bellied Woodpecker, specializes in foraging on snags (M. 
Lammertink unpublished data). This was also the only woodpecker with a tendency to 
become more abundant with increasing cut basal area, although not significantly so. 

Within their home ranges in logged areas, woodpeckers foraged less than expected 
in logged patches. This indicates that logged patches are less suitable for foraging. Reduced 
foraging opportunities may then also explain the reduced population density of woodpeckers 
on a larger spatial scale in logged landscapes. The strongest negative relationship of 
woodpecker density with cut basal area, rather than the proportion of an area occurring as 
primary patches, also reflected a decline in foraging substrate following the removal and 
destruction of many large trees during a logging operation. In contrast, for other bird species 
the presence and extent of primary patches may be of overruling importance, although this 
remains to be tested. For instance understory flycatchers (Rhinomyias, Cyornis, Culicicapa, 
Rhipidura, Hypothymis, Philentoma, Terpsiphone) and wren-babblers (Ptilocichla, Kenopia, 
Napothera) possibly decline after logging (Lambert 1992, Grieser Johns 1996) and depend 
on forest patches that have the relative open understory characteristic of primary forest. The 
factors that invoke a decline may differ between functional groups of birds that share 
sensitivity to logging. 

When the responses of individual woodpecker species to logging disturbance are 
considered, the conservation situation of the Great Slaty Woodpecker appears especially 
worrisome. For this species, I found the strongest negative correlation between density and 
logging disturbance, and in logged forest, density was reduced from 10 to 30% of its primary 
forest density. The most disturbed of my study sites were still heavily forested, and 
extrapolation of the asymptotic response curve (Fig. 3) suggests that if habitat is disturbed 
further up to a certain degree, this woodpecker could still persist at very low densities, 
instead of disappearing altogether. Such persistence is demonstrated by the continued 
existence of a few Great Slaty Woodpeckers in a strip of degraded coastal forest on the 
island of Bintan (50 km east of Singapore), the only forest on the island (Rajathurai 1996; 
personal observations). A long life span may be expected in this large woodpecker, resulting 
in a time lag before local extinction. Persistence in degraded habitat may therefore be only 
temporary, a phenomenon known as extinction debt (Tilman 1994, Hanski & Ovaskainen 
2002). In addition, populations in logged areas may be sink populations supported by 
displaced immigrants from deforested areas; this remains to be examined. The conservation 
prospects of the Great Slaty Woodpecker on Borneo are bleak in the light of its sensitivity to 
logging and its apparent restriction to lowland forests, which are nearly all logged and are 
predicted to disappear altogether by 2010 (Holmes 2000). I did not encounter this species on 
hill transects; similarly, in Peninsular Malaysia the Great Slaty Woodpecker does not occur 
above the 200-m foothill boundary (Wells 1999). Besides the Sunda region, the Great Slaty 
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Woodpecker occurs in mainland Southeast Asia up to Nepal, India and southwestern China, 
but it is rare in most of the continental part of its range (Winkler et al. 1995).  

The current list of threatened bird species of the world (Stattersfield & Capper 2000) 
includes two Sundaic woodpecker species, both in the near threatened category: Buff-necked 
Woodpecker and Olive-backed Woodpecker. My results do not support listing of the Buff-
necked Woodpecker as near threatened. This woodpecker did not decline with logging and 
occurred in hill-forests (Table 2) and in small forest fragments (Lammertink 2001). The 
Olive-backed Woodpecker also did not decline with logging but it was rare at all my lowland 
sites, present at only one of the two hill sites (Table 2), and absent from small forest 
fragments (Lammertink 2001); thus, near threatened status may be justified. The Great Slaty 
Woodpecker is currently not considered globally threatened, but a careful re-evaluation of its 
status is needed in view of my finding of a strong decline in Borneo, until recently one of the 
strongholds for the global population.  

Stork et al. (1997) and van der Hoeven et al. (2000) discuss the need for selecting 
organisms that can be used as indicators for monitoring the disturbance impact of various 
exploitation methods and the recovery of tropical forests after disturbance. In view of their 
demonstrated sensitivity to logging disturbance, Bornean woodpeckers could be used for 
such purposes. Of the parameters considered in my study, Great Slaty Woodpecker density 
will have the greatest potential for monitoring use by nonspecialists. Woodpecker censuses 
in tropical forests need to be carried out largely by listening for vocalizations, and the Great 
Slaty Woodpecker has a loud and distinctive call. In contrast, assessment of the woodpecker 
community parameters or Checker-throated Woodpecker density requires advanced bird-
sound identification skills. An important point, however, in indicator application of Great 
Slaty Woodpecker censuses is that long transects are needed that cross several home ranges. 
My findings indicate that home range sizes of Great Slaty Woodpecker groups are in the 
order of 1.4 km2 in primary forest and up to 9.8 km2 in the most disturbed forests. Although 
woodpeckers also showed preference for foraging in primary patches within logged 
landscapes, at a scale of patches of only several hundred m across (Table 4), these 
preferences became significant only with samples of several hundreds of records. Indicator 
use at finer spatial scales thus is limited by the requirement for very large samples of 
observations. The potential usefulness of Bornean woodpeckers as indicator species to 
provide guidelines for forest management will be further enhanced when causal relationships 
are known between woodpecker densities and forest structure changes after disturbance.  

My results show primary hill-forest to be poorer woodpecker habitat than logged 
lowlands, let alone primary lowlands. Species richness, density, and biomass were all lower 
at the hill-forest transects. Hill-forest is over-represented in the protected area network of 
Kalimantan, with 2,433,000 ha or 81% of total protected area (MacKinnon 1996). Given the 
fact that primary lowland forest, the best habitat, is nearly completely gone, the emphasis in 
conservation efforts for the rich Bornean woodpecker community should be on protecting 
and restoring logged lowlands, rather than conservation of primary hill-forest. Conservation 
of logged-over lowland forests will be challenging because such forests are susceptible to 
forest fires (Siegert et al. 2001), attract more human settlers than primary forests, and 
conservation of logged land may not be appealing to donors of conservation agencies. Yet 
only logged forests still cover sufficiently large areas to conserve viable populations of many 
lowland rainforest organisms. One suitable area for protection of logged lowland forest is the 
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region between Gunung Palung National Park and Gunung Juring Forest Reserve (Fig. 1), 
which would result in an extensive conservation area. 

Conservation of woodpecker diversity in Southeast Asia through protecting logged 
lowlands will probably benefit forest biodiversity to a large extent. Studies in other parts of 
the world have shown that high woodpecker diversity can indicate high general forest bird 
diversity (Mikusiński et al. 2001) and high diversity of wood-boring invertebrates 
(Martikainen et al. 1998), and that woodpeckers are keystone providers of tree cavities for 
numerous organisms (Johnsson et al. 1993, Winkler & Christie 2002). Like woodpeckers, 
orang-utans prefer moderately logged lowlands over primary hill forests (Rijksen & 
Meijaard 1999, van Schaik et al. 2001). A high conservation value of logged lowlands was 
also pointed out by Cannon et al. (1998), who found tree species diversity in logged areas 
near transects Ld and Le (Fig. 1) as high as in primary lowland forest. In my study, logging 
impact on woodpeckers was similar in logged concessions and illegally handlogged areas, so 
conservation effort could be directed at any of these two types of disturbed forests. Lightly 
logged forests support woodpecker communities closest in biomass and densities to primary 
forest (Fig. 2 & 3) and should be preferred over heavily logged forests in allocating 
conservation effort. 

In Indonesian Borneo remnants of primary forest on lowland plains are precariously 
small. The largest tracts to my knowledge are approximately 3000 ha in Sungai Wain 
Protected Forest, 15 km north of the city of Balikpapan in East Kalimantan, and 
approximately 7000 ha in Gunung Palung National Park, around transect Pa (Fig. 1). 
Nonetheless, continued existence of these remnants is of utmost importance. There is 
increasing evidence of large differences in habitat quality between lowland plain forest and 
hill-forest (Wells 1999, Rijksen & Meijaard 1999, Collar et al. 2001, van Schaik et al. 2001, 
this study). Therefore, comparing disturbed plots of gentle topography at low elevations with 
primary hill-forest (Thiollay 1995, Laidlaw 2000) may not be appropriate. Thus, remnants of 
primary lowland forest are of vital importance as reference sites in biodiversity studies in the 
Sunda region.  

Momberg et al. (1998) advocated the establishment of a new protected area (Sebuku 
Sembakung) in the lowland forests of the northernmost part of East Kalimantan province. 
The area is expected to include lightly disturbed lowland forests and perhaps significant 
areas of primary lowland forest. A recent initiative by the World Wide Fund for Nature to 
establish a national park in this area must be applauded, if implementation is pursued 
vigorously. However, existing lowland reserves are also in dire need of support from 
international NGOs, a conservation priority that has received insufficient attention thus far. 
Sadly, forest fires were not prevented in a large swathe of primary lowland forest in Kutai 
National Park in 1998, and currently little is being undertaken to curb illegal logging in 
Gunung Palung National Park. Two important tasks for international NGOs and 
governments in years to come are improving the protection of existing lowland reserves and 
including logged lowland forests in protected areas in the Sunda region. 
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Foraging differentiation and mixed flocking in a diverse 
Bornean woodpecker community 
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Maroon Woodpecker (Blythipicus rubiginosus). Mile 57, Tenasserim, Myanmar. 
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 Abstract― In lowland forests of the Sundaic region in Southeast Asia the world’s most 
diverse community of woodpecker species occurs. The 14 species of the community cover a 
wide range of body sizes, and all participate in mixed foraging flocks. In west Borneo we 
examined differentiation in the foraging behavior of the sympatric woodpecker species, 
tested for correlations between body size and aspects of foraging behavior, and examined 
whether woodpeckers in mixed flocks preferentially co-occur with species that use foraging 
behavior similar or dissimilar to their own. Bornean lowland woodpeckers were separated in 
foraging strategies primarily in height strata and microhabitats, and secondarily in substrate 
manipulating and search behavior. Congeners, however, separated primarily in behavior. In 
mixed flocks, woodpecker species most frequently co-occurred with species that had 
foraging behavior moderately dissimilar to their own, and avoided species with very similar 
or highly different behavior. This pattern indicates that competition contributes to structuring 
of the community. Aspects of foraging behavior that correlated with body size were diameter 
of perching substrate, frequency of climbing and searching, frequency of use of smooth bark 
substrates, and frequency of hanging at undersides of horizontal branches. However, Great 
Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), one of the largest woodpeckers in the 
world, did not follow three of these four correlations. We propose that substrates optimally 
suited for very large woodpeckers are scarce even in primary forests, and rarer in logged 
forests, resulting in frequent use of non-optimal substrates and rendering these woodpeckers 
sensitive to habitat disturbance.  
 
Key words: body size, competition, logging, mixed flocks, niche partitioning.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Coexistence of species in ecological communities has fascinated generations of researchers 
(Darwin 1859, Grinnell 1924, MacArthur and Levins 1967, Diamond 1975, Wiens 1989, 
Tokeshi 1999). The lasting interest in species co-existence originates, in part, from the 
fundamental importance of co-existence mechanisms for ecosystem functioning and 
evolution. Of particular interest is also how co-existence mechanisms contribute to 
interspecific behavioral interactions such as mixed species flocks that occur among 
mammals and birds (Laman 1992, King and Rappole 2001, Eckhardt and Zuberbühler 2004, 
Lammertink 2004a, Sushma and Singh 2006).  

An important aspect of species co-existence is differentiation in foraging behavior 
among species, concerning both the pattern and the cause of this partitioning (Wiens 1989). 
In ornithology, a favoured group for studying differentiation in foraging behavior is the 
woodpecker family (Picidae). A distinct advantage of woodpeckers for such studies is that 
they make up a functional group with clear boundaries: woodpeckers are the only group of 
birds capable of removing bark and wood from vertical trunks and branches. Furthermore, 
aspects of foraging behavior of woodpeckers can be readily categorised and quantified, for 
instance diameter of foraging substrate, height, condition of the substrate, and different types 
of substrate manipulating behavior. 

The bulk of studies on foraging behavior in woodpecker communities has been 
carried out in temperate regions of North America and Europe. Between 3 and 7 sympatric 
woodpeckers have been studied in such temperate communities (e.g. Short 1970, Alatalo 
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1978, Conner 1981, Askins 1983, Murphy and Lehnhausen 1998). A higher species richness 
of woodpeckers can be found in the tropics, especially in lowland rainforests in Amazonian 
South America and in the Sundaic region (i.e. Peninsular Myanmar, Thailand and Malaysia; 
Sumatra, Borneo and Java) where respectively 12 and 15 species may co-exist (Short and 
Horne 1990, Styring and Ickes 2001a). These are maximum numbers of woodpecker species 
within one habitat type and biogeographical realm that presumably co-evolved over extended 
periods of time. In tropical ecotones and at biogeographical contact zones even higher 
numbers of woodpeckers species can be found, but such aggregates do not constitute a 
coherent ecological community. Speciose tropical woodpecker communities offer 
outstanding opportunities for studies into mechanisms of species co-existence. Firstly, 
because high species richness in the tropics should involve more rigorous, or different, or 
additional mechanisms than in temperate areas with moderate species richness. Secondly, 
because a high number of sympatric species allows one to examine correlates between 
morphology and foraging behaviour within one habitat, which is not possible in communities 
with few species. 
 

 
 

One striking characteristic of the Sundaic woodpecker community is the wide range 
of body sizes of the member species (Short 1978), which is nearly as large as the range in 
sizes in the woodpecker family world-wide. The smallest picid in the Sundaic region is the 
Rufous Piculet (Sasia abnormis), at 9 g also one of the smallest picids in the world. The 
largest Sundaic woodpecker is the Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) of 
360 to 563 g, in body weight second only to the extinct Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus 
imperialis) (Short 1982). Seven of the 14 Sundaic woodpeckers are medium-sized with body 
weights between 50 and 100 g (Short 1978; Table 1). It is important to examine 
differentiation in foraging behavior among the Sundaic woodpeckers as a function of body 
size because competition potentially may be largest between species of similar size in view 
of similar biomechanical constraints, energy requirements, and suitable prey sizes. At the 
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same time, on biomechanical grounds, several variables of foraging behavior can be 
predicted to correlate with variation in body sizes. Specifically, mean diameter of perches 
(branches and trunks) should increase with body size. Frequency of moving over and 
between substrates should decrease with increasing body size because of the inertia 
associated with large body mass. Small woodpeckers should more frequently explore vertical 
perches with smooth bark, as well as more frequently explore the undersides of horizontal 
branches, than large woodpeckers. This because the gravitation exerted on claws and tail 
support is severe in large woodpeckers as a consequence of the cubic increase in mass with 
increasing body size. A pattern where these predicted relationships exists for all but a few 
woodpeckers will be most interesting, since a deviant woodpecker may occupy an innovative 
position in niche space, or may have been forced into sub-optimal niche space by 
competition or a lack of substrates most suited for its body size. 

Another remarkable feature of the Sundaic woodpecker community is that often 
several species of woodpecker join mixed foraging flocks, a behavior rarely observed in 
temperate woodpeckers. Mixed flocks in the Sundaic region may consist purely of 
woodpeckers, up to five species (Jepson and Brinkman 1993), or may involve passerine birds 
as well (Laman 1992). Mixed flocking in Sundaic woodpeckers has been reported among 
small and medium sized woodpeckers (Laman 1992, Styring and Ickes 2001b), as well as 
among the two largest species in the community (Winkler et al. 1995, Lammertink 2004a). 
Two categories of proposed advantages for mixed flocking are enhanced foraging success, 
and reduced predation risk (King and Rappole 2001). However, these proposed advantages 
may be reduced by interference competition when flocking with species that have similar 
niches (Diamond 1978, Schoener 1982). In theory, a bird can have the best of both worlds by 
preferentially mixing with birds that have less niche overlap with it than others co-occurring 
in its environment. The diverse Sundaic woodpecker community offers an opportunity to 
examine whether such a strategy occurs. 

We studied foraging behavior and mixed flocking of the Sundaic woodpecker 
community in West Kalimantan, Indonesia. The aims of our paper are (1) to assess the 
aspects of foraging behavior that are important in separating 14 sympatric woodpecker 
species, using multivariate analysis; (2) to test predicted correlations between body size and 
aspects of foraging behavior; (3) to explore what factors separate species of similar body 
size, particularly congeners, and (4) to examine whether woodpeckers in mixed flocks 
preferentially co-occur with species that have foraging behavior dissimilar to their own. 
 
 

METHODS 
 
We conducted fieldwork in and near Gunung Palung National Park in West Kalimantan, 
Indonesian Borneo. Observations were made at eight transects in lowland forest between 20 
and 70 m elevation. Three of the transects were in (nearly) primary forest, five were in 
logged landscapes with mosaics of primary and selectively logged patches. Transects were 
4.4 km in length (except one of 2.9 km) and were spaced out at distances between 4 and 50 
km. A transect was sampled by one to three observers resulting in 17 to 54 observer days at 
each transect, for a total of 353 observer days and 1449 km of transect surveys. Transects 
were walked at a fixed speed of 600 m per hour in order to sample habitat patches in 
proportion to occurrence; survey walks could be interrupted for observations, data recording 
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and rain periods. Observers were spaced out at least 1100 m apart along transects, ensuring 
that no segment of a transect was sampled more than once every two hours; more typically a 
segment was surveyed only twice a day. We ventured up to 250 m from transects in order to 
observe woodpeckers that were detected by calls or foraging pecks. Each encountered 
foraging woodpecker was observed during 60 seconds (75% of observations), or between 15 
and 59 seconds (25%) when birds disappeared out of sight. Each observation bout was 
considered as one independent sample (Airola and Barrett 1985, Hejl et al. 1990). Rarely 
(11% of observations) we made repeat observations of a detected bird, but at least 30 
minutes apart and on a different substrate. We observed as many foraging birds as possible 
from mixed flocks or conspecific groups.  

We measured the diameter of breast height (DBH) of foraging trees and recorded 
whether foraging trees were live, dead or sick, the latter category defined as tree of which 
more than 50% of the crown was dead. The microhabitat at each foraging site was 
characterised with four measures of habitat structure (height, diameter of trunk or branch, 
bark roughness, and foliage density) as well as substrate type (dead wood, epiphyte, etc.) 
(Table 2). We estimated diameter of trunks or branches at foraging sites by making a 
comparison with the folded wing of the woodpecker under observation, of which mean 
lengths were known (Winkler et al. 1995). Height of foraging position was estimated by 
counting in steps of an estimated 2 m up the trunk of a tree. Roughness of bark at the 
foraging spot was scored in three categories: "1" for sites with bark fissures estimated to be 0 
to 1 mm deep, "2" for fissures 2-5 mm deep and "3" for fissures >5 mm deep. Foliage 
density was estimated in an imaginary sphere of 2 m diameter around the bird, and scored on 
a scale from "0" for no foliage to "5" for extremely dense foliage where only 0-5% of light 
passes (Remsen and Robinson 1990).  

We recorded the proportion of time a woodpecker used for nine activities during an 
observation: hammer, peck, chisel, flake, probe, glean, bark or wood removal, hang, and 
climb and search (Table 2). The first five of these activities are substrate manipulating 
behaviours and their definitions largely follow the “attack methods” from Remsen and 
Robinson (1990), with a few modifications. “Climb and search” was the proportion of time a 
woodpecker spent on moving between sites where prey was gleaned or substrate was 
manipulated, but excluded non-foraging activities as preening or calling. “Bark and wood 
removal” was the proportion of time that the substrate attack methods resulted in visible 
removal of substrate. “Hanging” was defined as foraging at the underside of horizontal 
branches or of sloping branches up to 45 degrees. “Bark and wood removal” and “hanging” 
were scored as a simultaneous activities in addition to e.g. “climb and search” or “hammer”. 
For this reason, and because non-foraging activities were not included in the present study, 
the nine foraging activities do not sum to a time budget of 1. 
  Out of 542 foraging observations that were made in lowland forest, 48% were in 
primary forest and 52% in selectively logged forest. Between these forest types, within 
species, 97% of foraging variables did not differ significantly, and the remainder did not 
change the niche position of woodpecker species relative to each other. Woodpecker species 
composition was similar in primary and selectively logged lowland forests, although 
population densities differed. For the current analyses, observations from primary and 
selectively logged lowland forests were pooled. 

Vegetation structure was measured in 251 plots of 10 x 20 m (totaling 5.02 ha) 
distributed randomly along the transects (28 plots at 8 transects, 27 plots at 1 transect). In the 
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plots, in four height strata we summed the estimated lengths of branches and trunk segments 
in four diameter classes and in the three bark roughness classes also used for foraging 
observations.  
 

 
 
 Main factors in niche separation were assessed by use of a Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA). In order to avoid a unit-sum constraint in this analysis (i.e. that several 
proportional habitat use frequencies in a category sum to 1 and are therefore no longer 
independent) we excluded live trees and live wood from the foraging tree and foraging 
position categories, respectively (Pasinelli 2000). Relationships between body weight and 
aspects of foraging strategies were examined by means of linear or non-linear regression 
analysis. Multiple regression analysis was applied to examine the relationship between the 
degree of specialization on woodpecking activities and five morphological measurements: 
bill length, width and depth; tarsus length; and tail length. Morphological measurements 
were taken from Short (1978) with our own measurements (n=11) added for Dendrocopos 
canicapillus from the following collections: American Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, and Zoological Museum Amsterdam. As 
a measure of niche separation we calculated the Euclidian distance between two woodpecker 
species in a PCA space of seven axes with eigenvalues >1 using the formula:  
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(Manly 1994), where xik and xjk are the scores of woodpecker species i and j on PCA axis k. 
This measure of niche separation was plotted against the observed frequency of co-
occurrence of species in mixed flocks. Principal Component Analyses was performed in 
Multi-Variate Statistical Package 3.01 for Windows (Kovach Computing Services, 
Pentraeth, UK). All statistical analyses were carried out with Statgraphics Plus 2.1 for 
Windows (Statistical Graphics Corporation, Rockville, MD, USA). Measurements are given 
as means ± SD.  
 
 

RESULTS 
 
A total of 542 independent foraging observations was obtained in lowland forests (Table 1). 
Sample size per species varied from 4 to 97 observations, from which 24 variables were 
extracted (Table 2). Principal component analysis of the 24 variables explained 51% of 
variation with the first two axes (Fig. 1) and 89% explanation of variation was reached with 
7 axes with eigenvalues >1. Important loadings on the first axis included bark and wood 
removal, dead wood use, and substrate diameter. Important loadings on the second axis were 
height, climb and search frequency, and hammering (Fig. 1). A plot of the PCA space 
between the first two axes (Fig. 1) showed a central cluster of nine woodpecker species 
including all species from the two genera represented by more than one species, Meiglyptes 
and Picus. The larger woodpeckers Great Slaty Woodpecker, Orange-backed Woodpecker, 
and especially White-bellied Woodpecker (scientific names in Table 1) occupied a peripheral 
position far out on the first axis, associated with use of large diameter substrates by these 
species, and a high frequency of dead wood use in Orange-backed Woodpecker and White-
bellied Woodpecker. On the second axis, Grey-capped Woodpecker scored higher than any 
other Bornean woodpecker because of the high mean foraging height of this species. 
Conversely, Rufous Piculet scored lowest on the second axis, caused by the low foraging 
height and high frequency of hammering and of rattan and bamboo use in this species. 
 Correlations between body mass and aspects of foraging behavior were found to 
meet predictions generally (Fig. 2). With increasing body mass, woodpeckers became less 
mobile as reflected by a lower frequency of climbing over branches and trunks (Fig. 2a), less 
frequently hung at the underside of horizontal or sloping branches (Fig. 2b), less frequently 
used perches with smooth bark (Fig. 2c), and chose perches with increasingly large 
diameters (Fig. 2d). However, the heaviest woodpecker, Great Slaty Woodpecker, occupied 
an outlying position relative to three of these four regression functions (Fig. 2 b, c, d). For its 
size, Great Slaty Woodpecker is an unexpectedly acrobatic woodpecker with a higher 
frequency of hanging, more use of smooth bark perches, and more frequent use of small 
perches than is predicted from trends in the sympatric woodpeckers. In the 15-30 m height 
stratum where Great Slaty Woodpeckers usually foraged, branches with diameters of 11-30 
cm were much more abundant (85% ± 11%, n = 8 transects) than those of 31-60 cm (15% ± 
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10% ) or >61 cm (0.4% ± 0.8%). Branches with diameters >10 cm with smooth bark were 
more abundant (61% ± 18%) than those with intermediate bark (18% ± 7%) or rough bark 
(21% ± 17%). Thus, the large diameter, rough bark substrates that would be expected to be 
most fitting for the Great Slaty Woodpecker (Fig. 2c and d) occurred only rarely.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. Position of 14 Bornean woodpecker species plotted against the first two axes derived from 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of aspects of foraging strategies. Loadings are given for the 
aspects most strongly associated with the axes. 
 
 

Checker-throated Woodpecker, despite being the heaviest Picus species, did more 
climbing and searching than its congeners and in fact is second only to the very small Grey-
capped Woodpecker in this aspect (Fig. 2a). Buff-rumped Woodpecker and Crimson-winged 
Woodpecker separated from their respective Meiglyptes and Picus congeneric species by 
higher frequencies of hanging at the undersides of horizontal or sloping branches (Fig. 2b). 
The main factors separating these congeners thus were behavioural. 
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Figure 2. Aspects of woodpecker foraging behavior that correlated with body mass in a community of 
Bornean woodpecker species. Regression line in Fig. 2a is for all 14 species. In Figs. 2b, c and d 
regression lines are given among 13 small to large woodpeckers (black) and the extrapolation of this 
regression to the predicted score for the very largest woodpecker (grey). 

 
 Among the woodpeckers in the community four variables showed a wide variation 
that was independent from body mass (Fig. 3). In other words, these niche dimensions 
reduced overlap among sympatric woodpeckers of similar size. For woodpeckers under 100 
g there was a wide scatter of mean foraging heights, although congeners foraged at similar 
heights (Fig. 3a). Dead wood foraging was predominant only for two woodpecker species, 
the second largest of the community (White-bellied Woodpecker) and the third-largest 
(Orange-backed Woodpecker) (Fig. 3b). Lianas, rattans and epiphytes were used as foraging 
substrates only by woodpeckers under 100 g, among which group there is a wide scatter in 
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use frequency of such substrates. Crimson-winged Woodpecker used these substrates at a 
much lower frequency than its Picus congeners (Fig. 3c). Within the community there was a 
separation between a group of seven species that spent ≥ 56% of foraging time on 
woodpecking activities a group of six that spent ≤ 33% of time on woodpecking activities 
(Fig. 3d). Crimson-winged Woodpecker was in the woodpecking group as opposed to its  
 

 
Figure 3. Aspects of foraging behavior of Bornean lowland forest woodpeckers that did not correlate 
with body mass. These niche dimensions reduce overlap among sympatric woodpeckers of similar 
size. 
 
congeners. Great Slaty Woodpecker was intermediate between the two groups. Multiple 
regression analysis of five morphological measurements (relative to wing length) against 
woodpecking frequency indicated that only relative bill length is a significant predictor of 
the frequency of hammer, peck, chisel and flake activities in the Bornean woodpecker 
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community. Woodpeckers with relatively long bills did engage in more woodpecking (Fig. 
4). Thus, whereas woodpecking frequency is independent of body mass, it relates with 
relative bill length. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. The frequency of woodpecking activities related with relative bill length of Bornean 
woodpecker species. 
 
 A total of 55 mixed foraging flocks were observed that included woodpeckers; 36 
flocks had two or more woodpecker species, and 20 flocks were made up exclusively of 
woodpeckers. The mean number of woodpecker species per flock was 2.0 ± 0.9 (range 1-4). 
Additional bird species in mixed flocks included Greater Racket-tailed Drongo (Dicrurus 
paradiseus) (18% of flocks), bulbuls (Pycnonotidae) (18%) and babblers (Timaliidae) 
(24%). One flock associated with a pair of Agile Gibbons (Hylobates agilis). The frequency 
at which foraging woodpecker individuals of the 14 species were encountered as mixed flock 
participants was 26% ± 18%, ranging from 7% and 8% of White-bellied and Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers up to 53% and 68% of Checker-throated and Buff-necked Woodpeckers. 
When looking at the total number of associate species observed for each woodpecker species 
for all flocks combined, the mean total number of associate woodpecker species was 4.4 ± 
2.8 (Table 3). Small and medium sized woodpeckers all mixed with at least two other 
woodpecker species, and the largest cumulative number of associate species (11 species) was 
found in Checker-throated Woodpecker. The two largest woodpeckers, White-bellied and 
Great Slaty, only mixed with each other. Among 14 sympatric woodpecker species, 91 
combinations of two species in mixed flocks are possible; 31 of these combinations were 
observed (Table 3). The most common combination was Checker-throated with Buff-necked 
Woodpecker.  

When frequency of species combinations in mixed flocks was plotted against the 
Euclidian distance that separates the foraging strategies of these species, frequency of co-
occurrence was found to peak for species combinations with moderate niche distances 
around 1.3 (Fig. 5). No co-occurrence was found for species combinations with niche 
distances >2.3. Thus, woodpeckers in mixed flocks most frequently foraged with species that 
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had foraging strategies moderately dissimilar to their own, and rarely or never foraged with 
species with closely similar or highly different strategies.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Frequency of co-occurrence of woodpecker species in mixed flocks in Bornean lowland 
forests peaked at intermediate distances of niche separation between species. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
According to Principal Component Analysis (PCA), important factors for differentiation in 
foraging strategies of Bornean woodpeckers are foraging height, diameter of the substrate, 
use of rattans and epiphytes, use of dead wood, and gleaning vs. hammering (Fig. 1). Four of 
these five important factors concern microhabitat aspects, one a foraging technique aspect. 
Thus, sympatric Bornean woodpeckers separate primarily in where they forage, and 
secondarily by how they forage. A plot of the first two PCA axes yields a dense central 
cluster of nine species, suggesting considerable overlap (Fig. 1). However, plotting of 
variables with high PCA loadings against body size (Fig. 2 and 3) shows that these variables 
except substrate diameter vary widely independent of body size. In this way, overlap is 
reduced among species of similar size that are potentially the most important competitors.  
 Whereas microhabitat is overall most important in separating the species in the 
Bornean woodpecker community, among morphologically similar congeners separation is 
reached mainly through differences in behaviour. Among the three congeneric Picus species, 
there are important differences in three behavioural factors, i.e. frequency of ‘climb and 
search’, ‘hang’, and ‘hammer, peck, chisel and flake’ (Fig. 2a, 2b, and 3d), and only one 
microhabitat factor, i.e. the use of lianas, rattans and epiphytes (Fig. 3c). Among the two 
congeneric Meiglyptes species, the most important difference is the frequency of hanging 
behaviour (Fig. 2b). 
 Whether patterns of differentiation are caused by divergent selection under 
competition for limited resources, or by random evolution through which each species ends 
up doing something different, is a matter of fundamental interest and of longstanding debate 
(Diamond 1978, Williams and Batzli 1979, Wiens 1989, Greenberg et al. 1999, Forstmeier et 
al. 2001). The finding that in mixed flocks species preferentially forage with species that 
have strategies moderately dissimilar to their own (Fig.4) indicates avoidance of current 
interference competition, at least in mixed flocks. Given the high proportion of time that 
most Sundaic woodpecker species spend in mixed flocks (Styring and Ickes 2001b, this 
study), competition and selection may well be an important factor in shaping differentiation 
of foraging strategies. Also away from mixed flocks, the exploitation of resources by one 
species may negatively influence the time budget required for food intake by another 
species, whether or not overall resources are limited (Remsen 1990). This could further drive 
the evolution of foraging differentiation. Another way of examining the underlying 
mechanisms and flexibility of foraging differentiation is by looking whether niche shifts 
occur when species disappear from the community in forest fragments and on small islands. 
Niche shifts of Sundaic woodpeckers in such settings will be reported on in a subsequent 
paper (Lammertink and Menken submitted MS).  

Mixed flocking among species with similar ecological niches as we observed among 
Bornean woodpeckers was also reported for two species of forest primates in West Africa 
(Eckhardt and Zuberbühler 2004). The primates formed near-permanent associations and at 
least one species appeared to offer antipredation benefits to the other species. Similarly, it is 
presumed that the main incentive for woodpeckers to join mixed bird flocks in Southeast 
Asia is antipredator benefits (King and Rappole 2001, Lammertink 2004a). In a study of 
interspecific interactions among three species of primate and a large squirrel in India, the two 
species with highest degree of niche overlap had the fewest cooperative interspecific 
interactions (Sushma and Singh 2006). We report a similar finding among Bornean 
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woodpeckers where species with high degrees of niche similarity rarely co-occurred in 
mixed flocks, noting that species with highly different niches also did avoid mixed flocking. 
Mixed flocking was most prevalent among species with moderately similar foraging 
behavior.  

What facilitates the high species richness of woodpeckers in Sundaic lowland 
forests? Likely, the high woodpecker diversity in Sundaic forests is made possible in part 
because of the virtual absence of other bark-foraging birds. There is only one other bark 
foraging species in these forests, the Velvet-fronted Nuthatch (Sitta frontalis), which 
occurred at very low densities at our study sites (unpublished data). In contrast, in northern 
temperate forests bark-foraging nuthatches (Sittidae) and treecreepers (Certhiidae) are more 
diverse and more abundant. In Amazonian lowland rainforests, 10 or 12 woodpeckers 
(Cohn-Haft et al. 1997, Karr et al. 1990) share their habitat with up to 19 bark-foraging 
woodcreepers (Dendrocolaptidae) (Marantz et al. 2003), so the total species richness in the 
bark-foraging guild there is higher than in the Sundaic region. One might expect the high 
woodpecker species richness in the Sundaic region to be facilitated by woodpeckers 
occupying a bark gleaning niche. However, even the three least pecking-specialized of 
Sundaic woodpeckers (Banded, Checker-throated, and Grey-capped) still engaged for 14 to 
23% of their foraging time in hammering, pecking, chiseling and flaking, so none of the 
Sundaic woodpeckers has moved entirely into the bark-gleaning niche of woodcreepers or 
treecreepers. Short (1978) reported that more than half of foraging efforts from Sundaic 
woodpeckers is aimed at ants and termites, as judged from observations and a review of 
stomach contents reported on skin labels. Short (1978) proposed that the higher diversity of 
ants and termites in the Sundaic tropics than in temperate forests facilitated a high diversity 
of woodpeckers. Although in Borneo we observed woodpeckers only rarely on ant or termite 
nests, it is possible that gleaning, probing and excavating woodpeckers often obtained ants 
and termites as prey. Our data therefore does not refute or support Short’s hypothesis. We 
found that Sundaic woodpeckers often use substrates not available in most temperate forests, 
such as rattans, vines, lianas and epiphytes. Six species spent between 18 an 48% of their 
foraging time on these ‘tropical’ substrates and this may in part facilitate the higher 
woodpecker diversity in the Sundaic tropics. Styring and Hussin (2004) similarly found a 
high use frequency of these tropical substrates by woodpeckers in Peninsular Malaysia. In 
summary, factors facilitating high woodpecker species richness in the Sundaic lowlands are 
absence of other bark-foraging birds, presence of forest structure elements that do not occur 
at temperate latitudes, and possibly a higher diversity of arboreal ants and termites.  

Whereas Sundaic woodpeckers frequently use structural elements not available in 
temperate forests, there is one niche dimension commonly used in temperate forests that 
remains unoccupied in Borneo. In temperate forests, woodpeckers frequently forage on 
fallen wood on the forest floor, especially Dryocopus and Picus spp. (Cramp 1985, Winkler 
and Christie 2002). In contrast, Bornean woodpeckers from these same genera never foraged 
on fallen wood. Only Orange-backed Woodpecker and Maroon Woodpecker were observed 
foraging on fallen trees, but rarely, and in such cases perched on branches at least 1.5 m from 
the forest floor. The lack of foraging on wood on the forest floor by Bornean woodpeckers 
may well be explained by a high predation risk: a dense undergrowth of tree saplings, rattans 
and herbs in the undergrowth of Bornean forests conceals potential predators as snakes, 
civets and cats. Temperate forests, by comparison, have a more open under storey, 
particularly in winter, and fewer ground predators.  
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In a study of foraging ecology of the Sundaic woodpecker community in Peninsular 
Malaysia, Styring and Hussin (2004) noted a distinction between a group of woodpeckers 
that used small substrates and foraged on ant and termite nests, classified as "novel foragers", 
and a group of woodpeckers that used larger substrates including dead wood, classified as 
"conventional foragers". The "novel" foragers were Buff-rumped, Buff-necked, Grey-and-
Buff Woodpeckers and Rufous Piculet. The "conventional" foragers were Maroon, Checker-
throated, Crimson-winged, Great Slaty, White-bellied and Orange-backed Woodpeckers. For 
Borneo, a distinction between these groups can also be observed along the first axis of PCA 
analysis (Fig.1), although there is no gap between the groups. Furthermore, three species not 
included in the analysis of Styring and Hussin (2004) appear intermediate between the two 
groups: Banded, Grey-capped and Olive-backed Woodpecker. Thus, at least in Borneo the 
proposed groups are extremes of a continuum within the community rather than distinct 
groups. The observed continuum along axis 1 is closely related with body size, so the 
separation between the proposed groups may be a function of body size rather than a 
fundamental ecological separation.  

Aspects of foraging strategies generally showed correlations with body size that can 
be expected on biomechanical grounds. However, the largest woodpecker of the community, 
Great Slaty Woodpecker, was found to defer from these general correlations in three out of 
four cases (Fig. 2b, c and d). This results in large discrepancies between the observed 
foraging behaviour of the Great Slaty Woodpecker and that what would be expected for a 
woodpecker of this size, based on trends in the sympatric woodpeckers. Specifically, mean 
perch diameter of the Great Slaty Woodpecker was 23 cm whereas nearly 40 cm would be 
expected, smooth bark was used 68% of time where 28% would be expected, and this 
woodpecker foraged at undersides of horizontal branches for 5% of foraging time where 0% 
would be expected (Fig. 2b, c and d). An explanation for the discrepancies between observed 
and expected values is that perches of the expected diameters and with rough bark are too 
scarce in Bornean lowland forests. In the 15-30 m height stratum where Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers most frequently forage, branches and trunk segments of 31-60 cm diameter 
made up only 15% of all wood with diameters > 10cm, and only 21% of branches had rough 
bark. Thus, the type of substrate optimally suited for a woodpecker the size of a Great Slaty 
Woodpecker does not occur in sufficient quantities to allow specialization on ideal 
substrates. Instead, it exploits also smaller substrates and many smooth barked branches, and 
even forages at the underside of horizontal branches. The discrepancy between observed and 
expected foraging behaviour of Great Slaty Woodpecker indicates that it is at the limit of 
ecological possibilities for woodpeckers, and this may in part explain why the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker shows an especially strong decline in logged over forests with altered forest 
structure (Lammertink 2004b).  

A relationship between large body size, unexpected foraging behaviour that indicates 
ecological limitations, and sensitivity to habitat alteration can also be recognized in two 
other very large woodpeckers: the Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis) which is 
the largest woodpecker in the world, and the Ivory-billed Woodpecker (C. principalis) which 
is approximately the size and weight of the Great Slaty Woodpecker. Both Imperial and 
Ivory-billed woodpecker forage preferentially on large diameter trees, as expected for their 
size, but at the same time both frequently forage at the underside of horizontal branches, 
which is awkward for birds of these sizes and may indicate a shortage of optimal substrates 
(Nelson 1898, Tanner 1942). These two very large woodpeckers are highly sensitive to 
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habitat alterations and are on the verge of extinction after the loss of primary forests in their 
distribution ranges (Winkler and Christie 2002, Fitzpatrick et al. 2005). In contrast, 
woodpeckers that are large but smaller than the three very largest, such as Black 
Woodpecker (Dryocopus martius), Pileated Woodpecker (D. pileatus), and Magellanic 
Woodpecker (Campephilus magellanicus) rarely forage on the underside of horizontal 
branches and/or move slowly over and between substrates, as expected for their size and 
indicating a good fit between ecological requirements and availability of substrates. They are 
similar in these respects to the second largest Bornean woodpecker, the White-bellied. These 
second-largest woodpeckers have markedly smaller home ranges than the very largest, 
persist in logged and managed forests, and none of them are endangered (Winkler and 
Christie 2002). That the three largest woodpeckers of the world are at the edge of ecological 
possibilities is further supported by the observation that no larger woodpeckers are known to 
have ever evolved, as judged from the fossil record (Brodkorb 1971, Feduccia 1987).  
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Chapter 4 
 
Evolution of niche differentiation in Southeast Asian 
woodpecker communities 
 
with S. B. J. Menken. To be submitted. 
 

 
Greater Flameback (Chrysocolaptes lucidus). Lingga, Riau Archipelago, Indonesia. 
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Abstract― The Sundaic region, which includes Borneo, Sumatra, and the Thai-Malay 
Peninsula, is uniquely suited for studies of niche evolution in speciose communities of 
tropical forest vertebrates. Small islands and forest fragments in the region, once connected 
with contiguous forest, have become isolated because of post-glacial sea rise and of human 
habitat clearance. Through island effects, habitat fragments and small islands have on 
various time scales lost parts of the original vertebrate community they had in common. By 
comparing species composition, population densities and foraging differentiation in these 
settings with those of contiguous forests, we examined niche evolution in woodpeckers. We 
found that on islands and in fragments, remaining woodpeckers shifted in foraging behavior 
towards vacant niche space in all but one case. The exception occurred on an island where 
two woodpeckers, which originally occurred in dry woodland and mangrove habitat, have 
moved into lowland rainforest and into niche positions of missing species. Magnitudes of 
shifts were similar and moderate in fragments and on small islands that became isolated ca. 
10,000 years ago. In these situations woodpecker biomass was low compared to mainland 
contiguous forest with a full set of 14 species. On the island of Simeulue, that was isolated 
>10,000 years, the only remaining woodpecker species made a large shift towards the central 
point of vacant niche space. The shift was accompanied by a 39% reduction in body mass, a 
79-fold increase in population density, and a tripling of total woodpecker biomass compared 
to mainland settings. We conclude that 1) niche partitioning in Southeast Asian rainforest 
woodpeckers is competition driven, 2) species have some immediate flexibility in foraging 
behavior, and 3) evolution beyond the initial band width of flexibility occurs only on a time 
scale >10,000 years.  
 
Key words: body mass, Borneo, Bunguran, E. Hose, foraging, Lingga, Natuna, Simeulue, 
Sundaic region.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Insight in the evolution of species co-existence is key to an understanding of the origins and 
maintenance of biological diversity. Essential questions about species co-existence include 
(Diamond 1970, Tokeshi 1999): to what degree are the niches of co-existing species 
behaviorally flexible or genetically fixed? At what rate do niches evolve? Are niche 
differences among co-existing species the outcome of selection, or random evolution? 
Studies that explore these questions are often carried out in temperate areas, in relatively 
young and species-poor communities. For instance Alatalo et al. (1985, 1987) and Williams 
and Batzli (1979a,b) studied avian communities of, respectively, tits (Paridae) and 
woodpeckers (Picidae) in temperate forests of the northern hemisphere. They showed that 
temperate bird species were flexible in foraging niches and moved into vacant niche space 
where community member species were absent. These studies indicate that competition 
contributes to determining niches. On the other hand, Nour et al. (1997) found no change in 
foraging behavior of European bark-foraging Treecreepers (Certhia brachydactyla) in the 
absence of potentially competing Nuthatches (Sitta europea). Alatalo et al. (1986) assessed 
short-term niche shifts in tits, by comparing birds inside and outside mixed foraging flocks, 
as well as shifts on a longer time scale, by comparing island and mainland communities. 
They found a consistent shift towards vacant niche space in the absence of potential 
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competitors, with stronger shifts in the island-mainland comparisons. This remains one of 
the few examinations of niche shifts on different time scales.  

The vast majority of species on Earth live in tropical forests (Hawksworth 1995). 
Not just the overall richness of species in tropical forests is remarkable. Compared to 
temperate forests, in tropical forests taxonomic groups contain more species, as do functional 
groups or guilds. It has often been demonstrated that broadly similar, coexisting species of 
birds or mammals in tropical forests each have slightly different foraging niches (e.g. 
MacKinnon 1976, MacKinnon 1978, Short 1978, Remsen 1990, Emmons 2000, Sushma and 
Singh 2006). However, the evolution of such differentiation among co-existing tropical 
forest species is studied even less frequently than in temperate ecosystems.  
 The bark foraging, excavating woodpeckers are a good example of a guild and 
family with higher species richness in tropical than in temperate ecosystems. In temperate 
forests generally only two to seven woodpecker species can be found, but in tropical lowland 
forests often 11 or more species occur in one shared locality and habitat. Lowland forests of 
the Sundaic region (encompassing peninsular Myanmar, Thailand and Malaysia; and the 
islands Sumatra, Java, and Borneo) are inhabited by 14 species of woodpecker. This number 
makes the Sundaic lowland woodpecker community the richest in the world (Short and 
Horne 1990, Styring and Ickes 2001). Still higher numbers of woodpecker species can be 
found in ecotones between different forest types, and at overlap zones between 
biogeographical areas. For instance near the Isthmus of Kra in Myanmar and Thailand (Fig. 
1) up to 28 woodpeckers might be found over a short distance and among several forest 
types (Robson 2005). Nevertheless, as a coherent, single-habitat community, the Sundaic 
woodpecker community is unsurpassed in richness. Ten of the 14 Sundaic lowland species 
occur only in the Sundaic range, not elsewhere in Asia. The largely overlapping distribution 
ranges, and the uninterrupted existence in some areas of Sundaic lowland forests from 30 
million years ago until today (MacKinnon et al. 1996), imply that the Sundaic woodpecker 
species have a long history of evolving together. The high diversity and shared evolutionary 
history make Asian woodpeckers a good model group for investigations into the evolution of 
niche differentiation in the tropics. Other advantages of woodpeckers for community ecology 
studies are that they make up a distinct functional group with clearly delineated members; 
aspects of their foraging ecology can readily be categorized and quantified (Williams and 
Batzli 1979a,b; Styring 2002, Lammertink 2004b, Lammertink et al. submitted MS); 
moreover, the woodpecker family has a near-cosmopolitan distribution that may eventually 
allow for repeated tests of patterns among different continents (Winkler and Christie 2002, 
Styring 2002). 

As a result of the geological history of the Sundaic region, and as a result of recent 
human forest clearance, vertebrate communities like those of woodpeckers can be studied in 
settings with their full complement of species as well as in settings with recent and historic 
species loss. The complete community occurs in contiguous forests on the larger landmasses 
of the region. Communities with recently reduced species numbers occur in forest fragments 
that have been formed by clearance for agriculture and urbanization over the past century. 
Such fragments loose species because of insularization effects (Laurance and Bierregaard 
1997). Communities with historic loss of species can be found on small islands in the 
western Indo-Malayan Archipelago. These small islands are situated on the Sunda shelf 
which is situated between the Asian mainland and the large islands of Sumatra, Borneo and 
Java. During glacial maxima, the most recent one occurring ca. 10,000 years ago, the Sunda 
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shelf fell dry and became vegetated with lowland and swamp forest and savannahs, allowing 
for an exchange of plant and animal communities. During periods of higher sea levels, small 
islands were formed that experienced species loss, with most of the decline in species 
numbers of vertebrates occurring in the first few thousand years after insulation (Heaney 
1986, Laurance and Bierregaard 1997). Woodpeckers are forest residents that do not disperse 
over wide stretches of water, so it can be assumed that former land-bridge island have not 
been recolonized by woodpeckers after sea level rises. Since all three settings (viz., primary 
forests, forest fragments, and small islands) were split from a once contiguous terrestrial 
ecosystem, they all have highly similar vegetation, and all communities of vertebrates were 
drawn from the same species pool. The region is thus uniquely suited for examining niche 
evolution. 

 
Figure 1. Map of study sites and geographical features. Upper right panel, black numbers: small 
island study sites Bunguran (1), Lingga (2), and Simeulue (3); grey numbers: Isthmus of Kra (4), 
Mergui archipelago (5), and the islands of Nias (6), Batu (7), Singkep (8), Bangka (9), and Belitung 
(10). Lower panel: location of transects through small forest fragments in West Kalimantan, 
Indonesian Borneo. For a map of study sites in contiguous Bornean forests see Lammertink (2004a). 
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By comparing Sundaic veterbrate communities in contiguous forest, recent forest 

fragments, and on small islands, several hypotheses regarding niche evolution can be tested. 
If niche partitioning is maintained by competition, after species loss the remaining species 
should shift into vacant niche space. Alternatively, if differentiation in foraging niches is the 
result of random evolution, which is conceivable if food resources are not limited, then 
remaining species could be expected not to shift at all or to shift in random directions. The 
degree to which foraging strategies are behaviorally flexible or genetically determined may 
be judged from differences in the magnitude of shifts in cases with recent and historic 
species loss. Rates of evolution can be studied by comparing the magnitude of shifts among 
fragments and islands that have been isolated over different periods of time.  

Against the conceptual appeal of studies on Sundaic vertebrate communities stand 
considerable practical limitations and challenges. On the larger landmasses, few areas of 
primary lowland forest remain that can function as reference sites (Curran et al. 2004, 
Lammertink 2004a), and stable forest fragments are scarce. There is only a limited number 
of land bridge islands of the desired intermediate size range where vertebrate taxa, in this 
case woodpeckers, are reduced in diversity, yet are present with at least one species. Of this 
limited set of islands, some, such as Nias, Bangka, Belitung, and Singkep (Fig. 1), have been 
stripped of nearly all of their natural vegetation. Most small islands of interest are hard to 
reach and leave, have aggressive strains of malaria, and have limited to no medical facilities. 
Two-thirds of the island of Simeulue is unsafe because of the presence of Aceh separatist 
fighters. Rainforest species occur in low densities, and even with a large investment of field 
time only limited sample sizes of observations can be obtained.  

We studied species composition, population densities, and foraging behavior of 
Sundaic woodpeckers in three settings in western Indonesia: contiguous lowland forests in 
West Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo); forest fragments in West Kalimantan; and the small 
islands of Bunguran (Greater Natuna), Lingga, and Simeulue (Fig. 1). Here we report on a 
comparison of woodpecker community ecology among the different settings. We assess 
whether shifts in foraging behavior occur after species loss from the community; whether or 
not shifts occur predominantly in the direction of vacant niche space; what the differences 
are in the magnitude of shifts on different time scales; and how population densities differ 
among the settings. We use these lines of information to examine mode, tempo, and 
mechanism of niche evolution in these woodpeckers.  
 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Study sites 
 
We studied the complete Sundaic woodpecker community with 14 species in Kalimantan 
(Indonesian Borneo). The area has the lowest human population density of the larger 
landmasses of the region and the largest forested areas; therefore, it is an optimal area for 
studying the woodpecker community in its original setting. Even in Kalimantan, however, 
primary forest on plains < 120 m elevation are extremely scarce as a consequence of logging 
and forest fires that have affected most forests, including those in protected areas. In 2000, 
the largest remaining tracts of primary, level plain lowland forest were 40 km2 and 70 km2. 
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Both were located in Gunung Palung National Park, West Kalimantan, and both were among 
our selected study sites. Our other sites with contiguous Bornean lowland forest were 
selectively logged by illegal loggers and/or timber companies. Tree species diversity and 
woodpecker diversity did not differ between primary and selectively logged forests, and 
differences in woodpecker foraging behavior between sites were negligible, although 
population densities were reduced in logged forests (Cannon et al. 1998, Lammertink 
2004a). For the analyses in the present paper, three study sites in primary, and five in 
selectively logged lowland forests (a map is provided in Lammertink 2004a) are considered 
as a single category of contiguous lowland forests.  
 

 
 

Our second study setting were small forest fragments surrounded by agricultural 
land in West Kalimantan. As lowland forests in Borneo are rapidly being replaced by oil 
palm plantations and fields, frontier forest fragments are created and then cleared in an 
ongoing front of deforestation. Instead of these frontier fragments, we looked for older and 
more stable fragments where woodpecker communities were likely to have reached new, 
lower richness equilibria. The desired older and stable forest fragments are very rare but 
could be found between coastal Sukadana village and Gunung Palung National Park in West 
Kalimantan (Fig. 1). Sukadana is one of the oldest settlements in Borneo, dating back to at 
least the 15th century; the national park was established in the 1930s. The four forested 
fragments that were included in our study reached approximately 50 years ago their current 
sizes of respectively 19.4, 6.7, 1.7, and 0.5 km2.  
 The third and last setting encompassed three small islands in western Indonesia, viz. 
Bunguran (1683 km2), Lingga (922 km2), and Simeulue (1767 km2). These islands were 
chosen based on the presence of one or several of the Sundaic woodpecker species of 
lowland forests, as judged from historical collection records of 80-110 years ago 
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(summarized in MacKinnon and Phillips 1993), and on the presence of at least 30% natural 
forest cover. Bunguran and Lingga are true landbridge islands, i.e., in periods of lowered sea 
levels during ice ages, when levels dropped up to 120 m below current levels, these islands 
were connected by exposed land to the larger land masses of Borneo, Java, Sumatra and 
Peninsular Malaysia. The most recent connection ended ca. 12,000-9,000 years ago. 
Simeulue and nearby Sumatra are separated by a trough of up to 512 m deep (National 
Imagery and Mapping Agency 1999) which prevented the formation of a landbridge during 
the ice ages. However, there are extensive areas with shallow seas both off the Sumatra and 
off the Simeulue coasts, so that during the last glacial maximum the shortest distance 
between Sumatra and Simeulue was reduced to 16 km, compared to 116 km in interglacial 
periods (National Imagery and Mapping Agency 1999). A narrow water gap during glacial 
maxima allowed resident forest birds, averse to crossing wide stretches of open water, to 
become established on Simeulue. This includes a nuthatch, a scops-owl, and a woodpecker. 
For unknown reasons, the dispersal into Simeulue apparently occurred longer ago than the 
most recent ice age, because there is a higher proportion of endemic species and subspecies 
in Simeulue than on Bunguran, Lingga, and most other west Indonesian small islands 
(MacKinnon and Phillips 1993). A high degree of divergence on Simeulue is reflected in the 
only woodpecker on the island, the Simeulue subspecies parvus of the White-bellied 
Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis). Compared to subspecies javensis of the remainder of the 
Sundaic region, parvus is distinguished by buff rather than white barring on face and throat, 
a different pitch in vocalizations, a proportionally smaller bill, and much smaller overall size, 
its body mass being 61% of that of javensis (Table 1). Woodpeckers on Lingga and 
Bunguran do not differ in morphology from mainland forms.  
 
 

Sampling 
 
Fieldwork in West Kalimantan was carried out between September 1998 and May 1999 and 
between August 1999 and November 2000, with fieldwork periods of 2-3 weeks alternating 
between fragments and contiguous forests. The small islands Bunguran, Lingga, and 
Simeulue were sampled, in that order, between May 2001 and November 2001. Woodpecker 
species composition, densities, foraging behavior, and the vegetation structure were sampled 
using replicated transects in each setting. In West Kalimantan, eight 4.40-km transects were 
made in contiguous lowland forest (Lammertink 2004a). Transects in the four West 
Kalimantan forest fragments took the longest straight crossing through each fragment and 
were necessarily shorter than in contiguous forests (3.60, 2.20, 1.45 and 0.85 km). On each 
of the two small islands Bunguran and Lingga, three transects of 4.40 km were sampled. On 
the third small island, Simeulue, only two 4.40-km transects were made because activities of 
a separatist movement prevented sampling on much of the island. Incidentally, densities of 
Simeulue White-bellied Woodpeckers were high and a robust sample for density estimates 
could be obtained with data from shorter 2.2 km transect halves. Data was analysed here per 
transect half to generate a density variance estimate. For assessments of woodpecker density 
and species composition, transects were walked by ML at a constant speed of 600 m/hr with 
12 repeats in contiguous forests Kalimantan, with 11, 14, 20 and 30 repeats on the shorter 
fragment transects (thus equaling sampling time in contiguous forest), and with 10 repeats on 
the small islands. Methods for calculating woodpecker densities as described in Lammertink  
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(2004a), adapted from Emlen (1971), were applied in all settings. Foraging behavior was 
sampled for 24 variables (Table 4) by ML and 1-3 students, using constant speed search 
walks, recording methods, and categories as described in Lammertink et al. (submitted MS). 
A total of 832 person field days were devoted to sampling foraging behavior. For 78% of our 
species in a particular setting (n = 23) we obtained at least 20 independent observations. We 
used an exceptional small sample of 8 observations for the Rufous Piculet (Sasia abnormis) 
in forest fragment Fb because within the sample, as well as within a larger sample for 
lowland forests, this species was highly consistent in behavior, so that even a small sample 
well represents its behavior (Table 1). Out of the four forest fragments only the 6.7 km2 ha 
fragment Fb had near-primary forest with a structure and substrate availability similar to the 
study sites in the other two settings. Consequently, foraging behavior was more intensively 
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sampled in this fragment than in other fragments. Availability of foraging substrates 
(summed length of branches and trunks in four diameter classes, three bark roughness 
classes, and four height strata, counts of rattan and epiphytes) were measured in plots of 10 x 
20 m distributed randomly along the transects (Lammertink et al. submitted MS). The 
number of these plots was 251 in contiguous West Kalimantan forests, 51 in West 
Kalimantan fragments, and 191 on the small islands. Availability of dead wood volume 
(standing dead wood >10 cm diameter) and density of large trees >30 cm diameter at breast 
height (dbh) were assessed in a 6-m wide strip along the entire length of all transects. The 
size of islands and forest fragments was assessed from satellite images, taken between 2003 
and 2007, available on Google Earth (http://earth.google.com) and measured in Image-J 
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). 
 
 

Analysis 
 
In order to reduce the number of foraging behavior variables we had measured, and to 
visualize and examine movements in niche space, we started out with a Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) using Multi-Variate Statistical Package 3.01 for Windows (Kovach 
Computing Services, Pentraeth, UK). We entered foraging ecology variables for 23 
combinations of woodpecker species in settings. The principal PCA axes that were generated 
for these 23 combinations were highly similar to those for the community of 14 woodpecker 
species in Bornean lowland forests as reported in Lammertink et al. (submitted MS). Next, 
for each island or fragment where species from the Sundaic lowland community were absent, 
we averaged the axes loadings of missing species to generate the coordinates of the “average 
missing woodpecker” of that particular setting. In graphs of the first two PCA axes we 
depicted the position of the average missing woodpecker with a large black dot, indicating 
the center of vacant niche space. Lastly, we examined shifts in foraging niches of 
woodpeckers in fragments and on islands. We compared the new position of a woodpecker 
in a fragment or on an island relative to their original position in the 14-species Sundaic 
lowland community, and relative to vacant niche space, that is, relative to the position of the 
average missing woodpecker of that setting. We determined the difference in Euclidian 
distance between a woodpecker’s new and old position among all variables using equation 
4.1 from Manly (1986), and the distance between the corresponding positions in the two-
dimensional plane of the first two PCA-axes using Pythagoras' theorem. When we found a 
significant relationship between the Euclidian distances and the derived PCA distances, we 
proceeded to examine niche shifts in the two-dimensional PCA plane. Within the plane of 
the two main axes, we tested whether the direction of the shift of a woodpecker from its 
former to its new position was more frequently towards vacant space than expected by 
chance, using the Rayleigh test with an adjustment for vector data (Moore 1980). We 
calculated woodpecker biomass in each setting as the sum of the population densities of each 
species multiplied by its mean body mass (Table 1). Differences between settings in 
woodpecker biomass were tested using an independent two-tailed t-test. Differences in group 
sizes were tested with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. Lastly, if a niche shifts 
occurred, it was tested which variables were different for a species between settings, and 
whether availability of substrates between settings could explain the changes, using 
independent two-tailed t-tests. In our examination of use and availability of substrates we 
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refrained from using Bonferroni corrections for multiple tests, in order to avoid Type II 
errors. SPSS 15.0.0 (SPSS inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and Statgraphics Plus 2.1 (Statistical 
Graphics Cooperation, Rockville, MD, USA) were used for all statistical tests. 
 

 
 
 

RESULTS 
 

Woodpecker species richness and composition 
 
At the eight transects with contiguous forest on Borneo 13.0 ± 0.89 woodpecker species 
were recorded (Table 3). At several sites additional species have possibly been heard but 
could not be positively identified. Likely, with exhaustive sampling time all 14 species 
would be found present at all mainland sites.  

The fragments of 19.4, 6.7, 1.7, and 0.5 km2 held, respectively, 6, 8, 4, and 5 
woodpecker species. Species that were consistently absent from these fragments were Grey-
capped Wooodpecker (Dendrocopos canicapillus), Grey-and-Buff woodpecker (Hemicircus 
canicapillus), and Olive-backed Woodpecker (Dinopium rafflesii), species that are all scarce 
in contiguous forests (Table 3). Also absent from the fragments were White-bellied 
Woodpecker and Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), the two largest 
woodpeckers of the original community. From conversations with three elderly villagers in 
Sukadana we learned that the 6.7 km2 forest fragment had lost White-bellied Woodpecker ca. 
30 years ago (20 years after insularization) and Great Slaty Woodpecker 45-50 years ago 
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(shortly after insularization). For other woodpecker species and other fragments there was no 
oral record of local extinction dates.  
 

 
 

On two of three islands, species numbers and composition differed markedly from 
published records. On Lingga the occurrence of two woodpecker species was previously 
known, Greater Flameback (Chrysocolaptes lucidus) and White-bellied Woodpecker 
(Dammerman 1926, Gibson-Hill 1952, MacKinnon and Phillips 1993, Winkler et al. 1995) 
and we found those species to be present. But we also found Common Flameback (Dinopium 
javanense) and Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) on the island. Whereas 
in the Sundaic region Greater and Common Flamebacks are typically restricted to mangrove 
forests and small woodlots in rural and suburban areas, on Lingga we found these 
woodpeckers to range into closed lowland forests where they augmented the impoverished 
lowland woodpecker community of White-bellied Woodpecker and Great Slaty 
Woodpecker. Descriptions from local people of a small brownish woodpecker that can be 
found in the outer mangrove belt of Lingga made us suspect that the Brown-capped 
Woodpecker (Dendrocopos moluccensis) occurs there. It is a species typical of that habitat in 
much of the region. The island of Bunguran (Greater Natuna island) is invariably described 
to hold six woodpecker species: White-bellied, Great Slaty, Orange-backed (Reinwardtipicus 
validus), Rufous (Celeus brachyurus), Buff-rumped (Meiglyptes tristis) and Buff-necked 
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(Meiglyptes tukki) woodpeckers (Oberholser 1932, MacKinnon and Phillips 1993, Winkler et 
al. 1995). However, of these we found only Buff-necked Woodpecker to be present. We also 
found one previously unrecorded species, the Rufous Piculet. The five ‘missing’ woodpecker 
species are universally included in the Bunguran avifaunal list on the basis of a single 
collection made by E. Hose in 1894 (Oberholser 1932), but presence of these species was not 
corroborated by three other ornithological collections from the island by A. Everett in 1893, 
W. L. Abbott in 1900, and F. N. Chasen in 1928 (Hartert 1894, Oberholser 1932, Chasen 
1935), nor by field work of Indrawan and Rangkuti (2001), and also not our own work. On 
Simeulue we confirmed the occurrence of only one woodpecker species, the small 
subspecies parvus of the White-bellied Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis) complex.  
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Principal Component Analysis 
 
For the aggregate of 23 combinations of species in the various settings, PCA analysis of 
foraging variables extracted seven axes with eigenvalues >1, with the first two axes 
explaining 45% of variance and the seven axes together explaining 82% of variance. For the 
real-world community of 14 species in Bornean lowland forests, i.e. the reference situation, 
PCA analysis extracted a set of axes with nearly identical loadings to that of the aggregate of 
23 combinations, and with better explanation of variance: 51% with the first two axes, and 
89% with all seven axes together.  

Axis 1 contrasts woodpeckers that frequently engage in bark and wood removal, and 
frequently forage on dead wood and large diameter substrates, against woodpeckers that 
frequently hang on the underside of horizontal branches, and that frequent sites in trees with 
dense foliage. The case scores for woodpecker species on this axis are correlated with body 
mass (y = -0.43162 + 0.00342x, R2 = 48%, P = 0.0002). The second axis contrasts 
woodpeckers that forage high in trees, in large diameter trees, and that spend a high 
proportion of time on climbing and searching, against woodpeckers that forage in rattan, 
bamboo, and epiphytes, and frequently hammer as a substrate attack method. This axis is not 
correlated to body mass.  
 

 
 

 
Niche shifts in fragments and on islands 

 
We calculated for the original (Bornean) and new (fragment or island) positions of 
woodpeckers both the Euclidian distance between the 24 variables, as well as the distance 
between their positions in a plane of the first two PCA axes (Table 6). As these distances 
were significantly correlated (y = -0.77552 + 0.23041x, R2=60%, P = 0.04) we proceeded to 
examine shifts between the two main PCA axes. 

From the 6.7 km2 Bornean forest fragment Fb we had sufficient observations to 
examine whether niche shifts occurred for three of the nine remaining woodpeckers. Rufous 
Piculet, Checker-throated Woodpecker, and Orange-backed Woodpecker moved towards the 
mean vacant niche position in PCA space (Fig. 2). The magnitude of the shifts is moderate; 
the shift between the original and new position of woodpeckers in PCA space comprise a 
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reduction in their distance to the centre of vacant niche space of 23% ± 22% (Table 6). 
Inspection and tests of individual variables showed that the shift of Orange-backed 
Woodpecker in the fragment is made up primarily of a decreased use of dead and sick wood. 
The piculet used larger diameter substrates than in contiguous forests, and foraged less in 
epiphytes. Checker-throated Woodpecker also used epiphytes less than in contiguous forests, 
and engaged in more bark and wood removal. In the other fragments, forest structure was 
different from the mature forest of the 6.7 km2 fragment and other settings, and obtained 
sample sizes of woodpecker foraging behavior were insufficient to examine niche shifts. 

 
Figure 2. Niche shifts of Rufous Piculet (Sasia abnormis), Checker-throated Woodpecker (Picus 
mentalis), and Orange-backed woodpecker (Reinwardtipicus validus) in a 6.7 km2 Bornean forest 
fragment (Fb) isolated since 50 years. The graph depicts the first two Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) axes for 24 variables of foraging behavior. White triangles indicate position in PCA space of 
the three species in the original, 14-species community, black triangles the new position in the 
fragment. Grey triangles indicate position of the five species from the original community that are 
missing in this fragment. The black dot is the average position of missing woodpeckers, or the center 
of vacant niche space.  
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Figure 3. Niche shift of Buff-necked Woodpecker (Meiglyptes tukki) on the small land-bridge island 
of Bunguran that became isolated ca. 10,000 years ago. PCA axes and use of symbols are the same as 
in Fig. 2. 
 

On the first land bridge island, Bunguran, two woodpecker species occur. For the 
Rufous Piculet we obtained only one foraging observation on the island and therefore we 
could not assess whether its foraging behavior changed. The other woodpecker, Buff-necked 
Woodpecker, shifted towards vacant niche space (Fig. 3). It reduced its distance to the 
position of the average missing woodpecker by 53% (Table 6). Compared to its foraging 
behavior in the original community in Kalimantan it used more dead wood and dead trees, 
fewer epiphytes, and foraged lower in the vegetation and in smaller diameter trees. It used 
more pecking and less gleaning as substrate attack methods (Table 5). The next land bridge 
island, Lingga, also has two of the 14 Sundaic lowland forest woodpeckers, in this case, the 
two largest woodpeckers. They were joined by two additional woodpeckers that appeared in  
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Figure 4. Niche shifts of Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) and White-bellied 
Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis) on the small land-bridge island of Lingga that became isolated 
10,000 years ago. On Lingga two woodpeckers occur that are newcomers to the woodpecker 
community in lowland forests, occupying niche positions close to that of missing woodpeckers (black 
squares with plus-symbols). Other symbols and PCA axes as in Fig. 2 and 3. 
 
the lowland forests of Lingga, dispersing out of their usual habitat of mangroves and 
scattered wood lots. In the PCA plot of the first two axes, as well as in Euclidian distance, 
these newcomers take positions close to the centre of vacant niche space (Fig. 4). The 
newcomers may prevent the two woodpeckers remaining from the original community to 
move towards the niche space of missing woodpeckers. Great Slaty Woodpecker in fact 
added 26% to its distance from the position of the average missing woodpecker (Fig. 4). On 
Lingga, it foraged lower in the vegetation and used larger diameter substrates than in 
Bornean forests. White-bellied Woodpecker, however, moved 13% towards the position of 
the average missing woodpecker. On Lingga it foraged less on dead wood and lower in the  
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Figure 5. Niche shift of White-bellied Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis) on the small island of 
Simeulue, isolated for more than 10,000 years. It is the only remaining woodpecker on the island, 
exhibits a large shift, and has evolved into the subspecies parvus with smaller body size and 
proportionally smaller bill (photo insets of the two subspecies, to scale). Symbols and PCA axes are 
the same as in previous figures. 
 
vegetation than on Borneo. It used less of its specialized chiseling substrate attack method, 
and it performed more generalist probing and hammering (Table 5). We combined data on 
shifts from the two land bridge islands Bunguran and Lingga, both isolated for ca. 10,000 
years, and compared these to shifts in the recent Bornean fragment (Table 6). We found that 
the vector length of the island shifts is not different from those in the fragment (n1 = 3, n2 = 
3, t4 = 0.2, P = 0.87).  

On Simeulue, the endemic small subspecies of White-bellied Woodpecker is the sole 
woodpecker. In the absence of all other woodpeckers it has undergone a spectacular niche  
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Figure 6. Summary of shift vectors in a recent forest fragment (F) and on the small islands Bunguran 
(BU), Lingga (LI), and Simeulue (SI). Species names abbreviated with first two letters of genus and 
species (Table 1). The direction towards the average missing woodpecker (Figs. 2-5) is standardized 
to line up with the y-axis. In dark grey the resultant, or mean, of the seven shift vectors is indicated.  
 
change, with a shift vector 4.4 times larger than the mean shift of woodpeckers in fragments 
and in other islands (Table 6, Fig. 5). It reduced its distance to the average missing 
woodpecker by an unparalleled 66%. With a vector length of 1.24, a shift of this magnitude 
falls outside the 99% confidence interval (0.08-0.49) around the mean shift vector (0.28) of 
woodpeckers in other settings, and is thus significantly different. The Simeulue White-
bellied Woodpecker used dead wood during only 37% of foraging time, compared to 69% in 
the four-species community of Lingga and to 97% in the 14-species community of Borneo. 
Thus, the White-bellied Woodpecker demonstrated an incremental specialization in dead 
wood foraging with an incremental number of co-existing woodpeckers. In all, the Simeulue 
White-bellied Woodpecker differed from Bornean White-bellied Woodpecker in 13 of 24 
foraging variables, the highest incidence of change seen (Table 5). On Simeulue it foraged 
lower in trees, on smaller diameter substrates, and at sites with denser foliage than on 
Borneo. In substrate attack methods it shifted from chiseling and pecking to gleaning, and it 
has doubled the amount of time spent on active climbing and searching. White-bellied 
Woodpecker used lianas on Simeulue, whereas on Borneo it used none. Simeulue White-
bellied Woodpeckers even hung acrobatically on thorny rattan vines to open ant nests in 
rattan nodes, a foraging niche exploited only by the small Meiglyptes woodpeckers and the 
tiny Sasia piculet on Borneo. During 5% of foraging time, Simeulue White-bellied 
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Woodpeckers were on fallen trees on the forest floor, a niche element not used by any 
woodpecker on Borneo. Another contrast is that White-bellied Woodpeckers occured in 
larger groups on Simeulue (x = 2.5) than on Borneo (x = 1.6; Mann-Whitney U = 169, n1 = 
33, n2 = 28, p < 0.00). On Borneo independent encounters with units of White-bellied 
Woodpeckers involved mostly pairs and single birds, and only one group of three (4% of 
units), whereas on Simeulue not one single bird was seen, and 45% of units were groups of 
three or four. Groups of Simeulue White-bellied Woodpeckers were often followed by 
Greater Racket-tailed Drongos (Dicrurus paradiseus) that captured insects flushed by the 
group. On Borneo, drongos ignored White-bellied Woodpeckers but were frequently 
observed to be associated with mixed bird flocks that included small and medium sized 
woodpeckers (Laman 1992, Lammertink et al. submitted MS). By adopting the foraging 
behavior of a multitude of smaller woodpeckers, the Simeulue White-bellied Woodpecker 
thus steps into a “flusher” role in the wider avian community of the island.  

Figure 6 summarizes for all settings the shift vectors of woodpeckers relative to the 
direction of the average missing woodpecker, in a plane between the two major PCA axes. 
Woodpecker niche shift vectors are directed significantly towards mean vacant niche space 
(Moore-Rayleigh test, R*=1.1513, n=7, p<0.05). The resultant shift vector lines up almost 
exactly, at a difference of only 0.3 degrees, with the direction of the average missing 
woodpecker (Fig. 6).  
 
 

Comparison of substrate availability in settings 
 
For 19 foraging variables that differed significantly between settings for a species, and that 
concerned aspects of foraging trees or foraging sites (Table 5), we tested for corresponding 
differences in substrate availability between settings (Table 7). We found that for three 
variables there was a change in availability opposite to the change in use. For instance Buff-
necked Woodpecker increased its use of dead wood from 7% to 31% between Borneo and 
Bunguran, whereas between these settings density of standing dead trees was reduced by 
41% and dead wood volume by 35%. For another eight variables, use changed but 
availability was not different. For eight variables, availability was different in the same 
direction as the use difference. Of these, for two variables change in use was larger than the 
change in availability. For instance Buff-necked Woodpecker foraged in Bunguran at 67% of 
height seen in Borneo, whereas trees in Bunguran are 83% of Borneo height. Only for six 
variables change in availability was in the same direction and as large as or larger than 
change in use (Table 7). Thus, for only six out of 19 foraging variables that differed for a 
species, the change might be explained by change in availability. As matching change in use 
and availability was the exception rather than the rule, we conclude that differences in 
substrate availability do not explain the pattern of niche shifts we found.  
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Changes in woodpecker population densities 
 
In forest fragments, overall woodpecker biomass (Table 3) dropped significantly compared 
to contiguous Bornean forests (n1 = 4, n2 = 8, t10 = 3.6, P = 0.01). Mean densities of 
remaining species were lower in fragments than in contiguous forests for five out of nine 
species (Table 3). On islands that have been isolated for 10,000 years woodpecker biomass 
remained equally low as in the forest fragments (n1= 4, n2 = 6, t7 = 0.0, P = 0.98). On 
Simeulue, the only remaining woodpecker increased remarkably in density, in conjunction 
with its large niche shift. Woodpecker biomass on Simeulue was significantly higher than 
that of fragments and other islands (n1 = 10, n2 = 4, t3 = 5.4, P = 0.01), and it was also higher 
than that in contiguous Bornean forests ((n1 = 4, n2 = 8, t3 = 4.1, P = 0.02). The Simeulue 
White-bellied Woodpecker increased 79-fold in density, and 48-fold in biomass, compared 
to the larger subspecies on Borneo. On Simeulue, this woodpecker alone attained a biomass 
3.3 times larger than that of 14 woodpeckers combined in primary Bornean forests.  
 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
In all situations where woodpecker species have disappeared from the highly diverse 
Sundaic woodpecker community, the remaining species shifted their foraging behaviour. All 
but one shift are towards the centre of vacant niche space. The only exception occurs on 
Lingga, where the Great Slaty Woodpecker moves away from the position of the average 
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missing woodpecker, but vacant space of missing species is partly filled here by 
woodpeckers that are newcomers to lowland forest habitat. Thus, foraging differentiation in 
the woodpecker community appears to be driven by competitive interactions, rather than by 
random evolution. The contribution of competition to the structuring of the Sundaic 
woodpecker community is also indicated by the composition of mixed foraging flocks in 
contiguous forests in Borneo. All 14 co-existing woodpeckers there participate occasionally 
or frequently in mixed flocks, but woodpecker species avoid flocking with species that have 
foraging behaviors highly similar to their own (Lammertink et al. submitted MS).  

In a young forest fragment we observed immediate niche shifts in the persisting 
woodpeckers. On islands isolated for 10,000 years the magnitudes of niche shifts were 
similar to those in the forest fragment after 50 years of isolation. Only on Simeulue, an 
island isolated for >10,000 years, a larger niche shift took place. This larger shift was 
accompanied by a reduction in body size and a reduction in proportional bill size. It may 
well be that a change in morphology is necessary to facilitate a large change in foraging 
behavior, because several key aspects of woodpecker foraging differentiation correlate 
closely with morphology (Lammertink et al. submitted MS). Among 14 Bornean lowland 
woodpeckers, these correlates included an increase in the frequency of climbing and 
searching with decreasing body size, and an increase in the frequency of “bill work”, i.e., 
chiseling, pecking, hammering, and flaking, with an increase of proportional bill length. 
Compared to the Bornean subspecies, the smaller Simeulue White-bellied Woodpecker 
increased its frequency of climbing and searching, and decreased the frequency of 
hammering and chiseling in conjunction with a proportionally smaller bill. We find that the 
correlates between morphology and foraging ecology observed among Sundaic woodpecker 
species also track the evolution within one species. The use of fallen dead trees by Simeulue 
White-bellied Woodpecker, not observed in any Bornean woodpecker, can be explained by 
the absence on Simeulue of cats and civets, which are ground-predators that are present on 
Borneo.  

Is the larger shift in Simeulue caused by longer isolation, or by the complete absence 
of other woodpecker species, with a resulting stronger incentive to change? Considering that 
among the other settings the number of missing woodpecker varies from 5 to 12, yet shift 
vector lengths are all rather similar, it is unlikely that the absence of 13 species on Simeulue 
is the sole explanation for the much larger shift. The key factor that caused the larger shift of 
the Simeulue White-bellied Woodpecker appears to be the longer isolation time of the island. 
In addition, during glacial maxima Simeulue was separated by a narrow sea gap rather than 
fully connected as the other islands. The Simeulue population may have been founded by a 
small number of individuals that crossed the gap, rather than by immigration of numerous 
birds. Under this scenario a “founder effect” (Mayr 1963) on the Simeulue population would 
have contributed to a higher divergence rate. 

Two more alternative explanations for the large shift of the Simeulue White-bellied 
Woodpecker can be considered. Firstly, its shift vector may be large because its initial 
position in the distribution of species in PCA space is peripheral. Its shift vector to a new 
position close to the centrally located average missing woodpecker would then have to be 
larger because it has to bridge a larger distance. We reject this alternative hypothesis with the 
observation that in other woodpeckers with an original position that is peripheral (such as the 
Rufous Piculet in the forest fragment and the White-bellied Woodpecker on Lingga), shifts 
are similar in magnitude as in woodpeckers that have original positions closer to the average 
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missing woodpecker. Secondly, could the large shift of the Simeulue White-bellied 
Woodpecker simply be a by-product of its smaller size, a size reduction that might be the 
result of genetic drift in the island population? The Simeulue White-bellied Woodpecker has 
a mean body mass of 155 g, very similar to the 157 g mean body mass of the Orange-backed 
Woodpecker. If the shift of the Simeulue White-bellied Woodpecker was solely the result of 
its change in body mass, we expect a shift with a new position close to that of Orange-
backed Woodpecker, but instead we observe a larger shift with a new position closer to the 
average missing woodpecker (Fig. 6). In individual variables, the Simeulue White-bellied 
Woodpecker differs from the similarly sized Orange-backed in for instance more frequent 
use of lianas and rattan, and less frequent use of dead wood.  

Turning our attention to the combined body mass of all woodpeckers in the various 
settings, we find that in fragments woodpecker biomass drops considerably. Apparently, the 
limited immediate niche shift that woodpeckers can make in fragments does not lead to 
increased densities that make up for the missing woodpeckers. For most species in 
fragments, densities are actually even lower than their densities in contiguous forests. The 
negative impact of fragmentation that caused the disappearance of many woodpecker species 
from the fragments is probably also affecting population densities of the remaining, as yet 
persisting woodpeckers.  

Woodpecker biomass remains low on islands that have been isolated for 10,000 
years. Only on Simeulue, after more than 10,000 years of solitude, the drastic niche shift of 
the only remaining woodpecker results in a spectacular increase in biomass, more than 
tripling the combined biomass of the highly diverse Bornean community. The large niche 
shift in this tropical island woodpecker has resulted in a large population increase, but a long 
time span was required to accomplish the shift.  

Alatalo et al. (1986) reported that Coal Tits (Parus ater) on the Swedish island of 
Gotland shift in foraging ecology and in size (in this case, increase) towards the absent 
species, compared to mainland Sweden. The Coal Tit also increased five-fold in density on 
the island. The separation between Gotland and mainland Sweden is only ca. 10,000 years 
old and the island is reached periodically by waves of migratory Coal Tits, so the effective 
isolation time is even shorter than that (Alerstam et al. 1974). Marked behavioral and 
morphological shifts appear to happen sooner in this temperate passerine than in the tropical 
woodpeckers we studied. During recent ice ages, Scandinavia was likely devoid of all 
passerine species, and current avifauna in the region is made of young settling species, that 
may possess more intrinsic flexibility than woodpeckers of the Sundaic rainforest of 30 
million years old. On the tropical island Karkar, off the coast of northern New Guinea, 
Diamond (1970) reported a tendency for passerines to be more changeable in habitat choice 
in absence of potential mainland competitors than non-passerines. Diamond (1970) proposed 
that this could be explained by older non-passerine orders of bird perhaps being less plastic 
in terms of evolutionary change. If so, the difference in pace of evolutionary change between 
temperate, passerine tits and tropical, non-passerine woodpeckers may have both a latitudinal 
and phylogenetic cause.  

We consider our findings about the direction and magnitude of niche shifts, and 
biomass changes, of woodpeckers between our study settings as insightful but at the same 
time somewhat tentative as they are based on a small number of sampled localities, and 
without exact replicates of woodpecker species composition between localities. This lack of 
exact replicates is inherent to availability of sites in the region. The forest fragments we 
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studied are among the very few, if not only, that exist on Borneo that meet the selection 
criteria of size, natural forest composition, and stability of boundaries. Unfortunately, 
woodpecker species composition was different in each fragment (Table 3). Similarly, there is 
only a limited number of small islands in the Indo-Malayan archipelago that have the desired 
size range with moderate woodpecker species diversity and that have remaining forest cover. 
We worked on most of the islands that meet the criteria, but as in fragments, woodpecker 
species composition differs between islands. One Indonesian island where additional 
observations of woodpecker foraging ecology might be worth wile is Batu, off the west coast 
of Sumatra (Fig. 1), where Buff-necked Woodpecker is reported to be the sole woodpecker 
(MacKinnon and Phillips 1993). The Mergui archipelago in southern Myanmar has several 
forested small islands with historical records of Sundaic woodpecker occurrence (Anderson 
1889). Fieldwork in the Mergui archipelago would broaden insight into Sundaic woodpecker 
evolution, but this region of Myanmar is currently off-limits to foreign researchers.  

We found large discrepancies between historical collection records and actual 
woodpecker species inventories on the small islands we sampled. Such discrepancies may 
hold for other islands, so that selection of additional, future study sites is hindered by this 
uncertainty about species occurrences. Because of the observed discrepancies we refrain 
from examining correlates between island size and woodpecker diversity based on historical 
records.  

The question is whether discrepancies between collection records of 80-110 years 
ago and current observations are the result of inaccuracies in the historical record, or of 
species turn-over on the islands during the intervening century? In the case of Bunguran, in 
addition to the five missing woodpecker species we mentioned earlier, 34 species of bird 
from the E. Hose collection (Oberholser 1932), labeled as originating from Bunguran, were 
not corroborated by other collections or our own findings. Like woodpeckers, most of the 
other missing species are forest residents that are averse to crossing wide bodies of water. If 
they were on the island at the time of the Hose collection in 1894, they should have been 
there since the last glacial maximum 10,000 years ago. Bunguran maintains 68% of its forest 
cover (Lammertink et al. 2003), and we can think of no plausible reason why so many forest 
species would suddenly have disappeared. Judging from experiences at other Southeast 
Asian sites, our 80 days of work on the island will have yielded a near-exhaustive bird 
species inventory. We therefore rule out that we, and other fieldworkers, have overlooked 
Hose’s 39 missing birds. The inconsistencies between the Hose collection and other 
Bunguran samples must be contributed to a flaw in the record of origin for parts of the Hose 
collection. Curiously, other parts of the Hose collection must genuinely be from Bunguran, 
because Hose collected specimens of the Natuna Leaf Monkey (Presbytis natunae) that is 
endemic to Bunguran. Regarding woodpeckers that we found on Natuna and Lingga and that 
were not previously recorded on these islands, we believe these were overlooked by earlier 
workers rather than that they are recent arrivals, because woodpeckers are not known to 
disperse far over sea (Winkler and Christie 2002).  

It is, at first sight, rather curious that the only woodpeckers of Sundaic lowland 
forests that occur on Lingga are the two largest species. These large birds need large home 
ranges and occur at moderate to low densities on Borneo; consequently, they should be more 
prone to local extinction on small islands than smaller, high density species. However, all of 
the smaller species are absent on Lingga. An explanation for this apparent paradox may be 
that during the last glacial maximum, when Lingga was connected to the mainland, the 
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vegetation around the island was probably not present-day rainforest but savannah or dry 
deciduous forest (Heaney 1991, Gathorne-Hardy et al. 2002). The smaller Sundaic 
woodpeckers are nearly all lowland rainforest specialists that may not have become 
established on Lingga during the last glacial maximum. In contrast, the two largest 
woodpeckers occur both in lowland rainforest as well as in drier woodland types elsewhere 
in Southeast Asia, and therefore were probably able to reach dry forests on Lingga during a 
glacial maximum. The two other woodpeckers that are now found on Lingga, the Common 
and Greater Flameback, also are savannah and dry woodland species in much of their ranges. 
The woodpecker fauna presently found in the Lingga rainforests is essentially a dry forest 
community. This scenario for the establishment of woodpecker species on Lingga does not 
affect our observations and conclusions on the shifts in foraging behavior of woodpeckers on 
that island in the absence of other Sundaic woodpeckers.  

Examination of niche differentiation of Southeast Asian woodpeckers in a 
phylogenetic framework could be highly insightful, but this requires a reliable woodpecker 
phylogeny. The recent handbooks of Winkler et al. (1995) and Winkler and Christie (2002) 
use the woodpecker classification from Short (1982), which is a non-cladistic analysis based 
on similarities in plumage and voice. Recent molecular phylogenies of woodpeckers (Webb 
and Moore 2005, Benz et al. 2006, Fuchs et al. 2007) all differ from the Short (1982) 
classification. The molecular phylogenies however do not include all Asian woodpecker 
genera and differ among each other in the position of the Asian genera Meiglyptes and 
Chrysocolaptes. We postpone examination of niche evolution in a phylogenetic framework 
until a more complete, well-resolved phylogeny is available.  
 Lastly, we want to point out some implications of our findings for forestry practices 
and conservation in Southeast Asia. We have demonstrated that over time scales of 50 to 
10,000 years tropical woodpeckers make only moderate changes in foraging behavior in 
response to an important change in their environment: the absence of species with similar 
niches. Despite the changes in foraging behaviour that woodpeckers are able to realize, they 
do not gain in densities in these settings. Only after isolation of >10,000 years we observed a 
woodpecker that made a large shift and increased in density. Narrow and conservative niches 
explain why Sundaic woodpecker communities are impacted negatively by another 
environmental change, the alteration of forest structure in logged-over forests. Lammertink 
(2004a) showed that in commercially logged Bornean lowland forests total woodpecker 
biomass was reduced by 61% and that two species were reduced in density by more than 
80%, in forests logged 3-22 years previously. Based on our present findings, we do not 
anticipate woodpeckers to adapt to altered forests anywhere soon, and expect that densities 
will drop further when forests are changed more by repeated cutting or fires. Our findings of, 
compared to temperate passerines, conservative niches in tropical woodpeckers may well 
apply to other vertebrate taxa that evolved in Sundaic rainforests. Only a very small total 
area of primary lowland forests is effectively protected in the Sundaic region. Protection of 
primary forest remnants and restoration of logged-over forest to old-growth conditions are 
essential measures for the conservation of this extraordinary diverse rainforest fauna.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Grouping and cooperative breeding in the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker 
 
Published in: Condor 106: 309-319 (2004). 
 

 
Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) group at a shared foraging patch. Alaungdaw 
Kathapa National Park, Myanmar. 
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Abstract― Grouping and associated behavior are poorly documented for the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) of Southeast Asia. This woodpecker is thought to 
breed in pairs, although only three active nests have been superficially described. I present 
observations of group and breeding behavior of the Great Slaty Woodpecker from five 
regions in western Indonesia. Thirty-six independent units of Great Slaty Woodpeckers 
involved predominantly groups (81%), followed by pairs (17%), and one single bird. Mean 
size of groups larger than 2 was 4.2 ± 1.2 (range 3-6) individuals. Group size did not vary as 
a function of time of year, logging disturbance, or the number of sympatric woodpecker 
species. Individuals attended the same groups on consecutive days. Groups comprised 
several males and females. Roost holes, spaced >200 m apart, were occupied by single birds. 
In 65% of foraging groups, two to five members simultaneously exploited a single food 
source such as a stingless bee, termite, or ant nest; frequency of food-source sharing peaked 
at groups of four individuals. Within foraging groups, females spent more time climbing and 
searching; males did more hammering, pecking, and flaking. Grouping in this species is 
perhaps induced by cooperatively searching for and exploiting infrequent but highly 
profitable food sources. Two nests of Great Slaty Woodpeckers were found, one of which 
was attended by two males and one female. In 18% of occasions, Great Slaty Woodpecker 
groups associated temporarily with White-bellied Woodpeckers (Dryocopus javensis). In 
mixed flocks the two species exploited different food sources within 50 m from each other. 
 
Key words: cooperative breeding, Dryocopus javensis, mixed flocks, powder down, 
Mulleripicus pulverulentus, woodpecker. 
 
 
The Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) of Southeast Asia is the world's 
second largest woodpecker (Short 1982); it may be the largest extant woodpecker in view of 
the probable extinction of the Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis; Lammertink 
et al. 1996). Great Slaty Woodpeckers often occur in groups of three to six (Ali and Ripley 
1970, Short 1973, Wells 1999), although groups up to 12 have been reported (Winkler et al. 
1995). Many aspects of this grouping behavior remain undocumented, for instance frequency 
of group sizes, foraging behavior, and daily routines of groups. Currently, groups of Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers are considered postbreeding family parties that break up before the next 
nesting period, at which point broods are raised by pairs (Short 1973, Winkler et al. 1995, 
Winkler and Christie 2002). However, there are few field data available to support the notion 
of a breeding system involving only pairs in this species. Only three active nests have been 
described, in little detail (Chasen 1939). 

An improved understanding of the natural history of the Great Slaty Woodpecker is 
desirable, firstly to aid in conservation planning for this species. Although currently not 
considered globally threatened (Stattersfield and Capper 2000, Winkler and Christie 2002), 
its conservation situation is in fact worrisome. The northern subspecies, M. p. harterti, is rare 
in most of its range in continental Southeast Asia (Winkler et al. 1995) and is undoubtedly 
suffering from deforestation in the region. The southern subspecies, M. p. pulverulentus, was 
until recently common in primary forests on lowland plains in Malaysia, Palawan, and 
western Indonesia, but will face a dramatic population reduction with the projected loss of all 
lowland forest in Indonesian Borneo by 2010 and in Sumatra by 2005 (Holmes 2002). 
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Secondly, an expanded knowledge of the social behavior of the Great Slaty Woodpecker 
may help in understanding the evolution of grouping and cooperative breeding in the 
woodpecker family. Thus far, details of this behavior have been well documented only in 
two medium-sized, New World woodpeckers, the Acorn Woodpecker (Melanerpes 
formicivorus) and the Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides borealis; Koenig and Mumme 
1987, Conner et al. 2001). 
 During a 3.5-year field study on community ecology of Southeast Asian 
woodpeckers (Lammertink 2001, Lammertink 2004), I investigated ecology and behavior of 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers at 18 sites in five regions in western Indonesia (Fig. 1). Fieldwork 
was carried out during a maximum of three weeks at each site. An advantage of this 
sampling scheme was that I made observations of a large number of independent Great Slaty 
Woodpecker groups over a wide geographical area. A drawback was that I was unable to 
make a long-term study of any one population of this woodpecker, and I found only two 
nests of the species - one of which was attended cooperatively.  

The aim of this paper is (1) to present quantitative data on the frequency of group sizes 
and on sex ratio among members, (2) to examine whether group sizes are influenced by time 
of year, habitat disturbance or the number of sympatric woodpecker species, (3) to describe 
daily routines, roosting behavior, and foraging behavior of groups, (4) to document breeding 
behavior, and (5) to describe mixed flocks that this species forms with the second largest 
woodpecker of Southeast Asia, the White-bellied Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis). I will 
explore what may explain grouping of Great Slaty Woodpeckers, and discuss the possibility 
that cooperative breeding occurs frequently in this species. 
 
 

METHODS 
 
Two main study regions were west Borneo (1°11'S, 110°20'E) and Lingga Island (0°08'S, 
104°31'E; Fig. 1). Here I made observations of Great Slaty Woodpeckers along 4.4-km 
transects. These were located in primary and logged-over forest on lowland plains, below 70 
m elevation. I surveyed eight transects with Great Slaty Woodpeckers in west Borneo 
(Lammertink 2004), and three on Lingga. Transects were spaced out 3 to 50 km apart. As a 
measure of logging disturbance, I calculated cut basal area ha-1 from the diameters of cut 
stumps in a 6-m wide strip along the transects. I made additional, opportunistic observations 
in east Borneo (1°05'S, 116°47'E and 0°26'N, 117°26'E), east Java (7°50'S, 114°15'E), and 
on Bintan (1°05'N, 104°33'E). In total I spent 282 days in Great Slaty Woodpecker habitat. I 
used a 20x telescope for observations at roosts and nests. Staying at camps in the immediate 
vicinity of transects facilitated observations during all daylight hours. 
 When groups of similar size were encountered on more than one occasion in the 
same area, I used only one record in the analysis of group sizes. I assessed variation in group 
sizes among four trimesters (21 December through 20 March, etc.) both for 36 groups in five 
regions, between which climate patterns may differ, and for a subset of 24 groups in west 
Borneo within the same climatic region.  
 All observations of group sizes, nesting, and roosting behavior were made by the 
author, but observations of foraging behavior in west Borneo and on Lingga were also made  
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Figure 1. Map showing location of five regions in Indonesia where Great Slaty Woodpeckers were 
studied. 
 
by an accompanying team of students from Indonesia (see Acknowledgments). Combined 
effort for sampling foraging behavior totaled 437 person-days in west Borneo and 134 
person-days on Lingga. We sought foraging woodpeckers by walking transects at a fixed 
speed of 600 m/hour, so as to sample habitat patches in proportion to availability. A foraging 
woodpecker was observed for 60 seconds. Repeat observations of an individual on the same 
day made up only 14% of observations and were made at least 30 min apart and not at the 
same foraging patch. We made foraging observations of all group members (60 s each) if 
possible. We recorded the proportion of time a woodpecker used for several activities during 
an observation bout. Definitions of these activities largely follow the "attack methods" from 
Remsen and Robinson (1990), with the following modifications: "peck" was defined as 
intermittent single or paired pecks; "hammer" was defined as a series of three pecks or more; 
a category "climb and search" was added for birds moving over trunks and branches to the 
next foraging spot; and a category "scan" was added for birds watching their surroundings. 
We estimated diameter of trunks or branches at foraging patches by making a comparison 
with the folded wing of the woodpecker, which measures ca. 23 cm. Height of foraging 
position, and of the tree used for foraging, was estimated by counting in steps of an 
estimated 2 m up the trunk of a tree. We tested height estimates against known heights of 28 
clinometer-measured trees along transects; estimation errors were found to be less than 10%. 
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I examined stomach contents of two Great Slaty Woodpeckers collected in west 
Borneo for Zoological Museum Bogor (Cibinong, Indonesia). Stomach contents were 
preserved in 70% alcohol and sorted using a 10x binocular microscope. I measured skins (n 
= 35) and skulls (n = 3) of adult Great Slaty Woodpeckers, subspecies M. p. pulverulentus, 
from five collections (see Acknowledgments). Bill width was measured at the front of the 
nostrils. 

 
 

Statistical analysis 
 
Seasonal variation in group sizes was tested with a one-way ANOVA. Correlation between 
group sizes and cut basal area was tested using linear regression. Two-tailed Mann-Whitney 
tests were applied to the following contrasts: group sizes in areas with 14 (Borneo and Java) 
or 4 (Bintan and Lingga) sympatric woodpecker species; woodpecker group sizes in mixed 
versus conspecific flocks; and sexual dimorphism in foraging behavior (tested for six 
categories with sample sizes sufficiently large for potentially significant results, with the 
critical P value adjusted to 0.008). Sexual dimorphism in morphological measurements was 
examined with an independent two-tailed t-test. Frequency of associations between Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers and White-bellied Woodpeckers was tested by means of a χ2

 test against 
an expected frequency that the two species would be encountered in the same 50 x 50 m 
forest area, as calculated from the mean density of groups in the study areas and under the 
assumption that groups move randomly through the forest. These densities were derived 
from transect surveys (Lammertink 2004). SPSS 10.0 and Statgraphics Plus 2.1 were used 
for tests. Significance was accepted when P < 0.05. Measurements are given as means ± SD. 
 
 

RESULTS 
 

Group sizes 
 

Great Slaty Woodpeckers were predominantly observed in groups. Out of 36 independent 
units of Great Slaty Woodpeckers, 81% involved groups of three to six birds, 17% involved 
pairs, and only once (3%) a single individual was observed. Mean group size excluding pairs 
and single birds was 4.2 ± 1.2 individuals, and 3.8 ± 1.4 individuals including all 
observations. The most frequently observed group size was three individuals (31%, Fig. 2a). 
The largest proportion (49%) of observed individuals were members of groups of five or six, 
followed by 42% in groups of three or four (Fig. 2b). In a sample of 60 individuals for which 
the sex could be determined a 1 : 1 sex ratio was observed. Typically groups were composed 
of several males and females. 
 Mean group size did not differ between four trimesters either for a sample of 36 
groups from five regions (ANOVA, F = 0.3, P = 0.82), or for a subset of 24 groups from 
west Borneo (ANOVA, F = 0.0, P = 1.00). Group size did not change over a range of eight 
sites in west Borneo with increasing logging disturbance (n = 21 groups, r = -0.22, P = 0.32). 
This is in contrast with an 83% decrease in the overall density of Great Slaty Woodpeckers 
over the same disturbance gradient (Lammertink 2004). Outside west Borneo, two of the 
largest groups were observed in areas with apparently marginal habitat: a group of six in a 
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Figure 2. (a) Frequency of Great Slaty Woodpecker group sizes, and (b) frequency of individuals 
occurring as members of group sizes. 
 
coastal strip of logged and burned forest on Bintan, and another group of six in stunted forest 
at a savannah-beach edge in east Java. Propensity to occur in groups, and group sizes, did not 
differ between regions with 4 and 14 sympatric woodpecker species (Mann-Whitney U = 
34.0, Z = -1.5, n1 =32, n2 = 4, P = 0.12). 
 
 

Roosting 
 
Three active roosting cavities were found: one in east Borneo, one in west Borneo, and one 
on Lingga. The cavities used were old holes probably made by Great Slaty Woodpeckers. 
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All roosting observations (n = 10) involved single birds using separate cavities in separate 
trees. Distance estimates from vocalizations heard around roost-entering time indicated that 
other group members probably roosted 200 to 800 m from the occupied roost trees. The 
roosting hole on Lingga showed a high turnover rate in occupancy during eight observation 
days between August 28 and September 14, 2001: female / female / male / none / female / 
none / none / none (Fig. 3b). The roosting cavity in east Borneo was occupied on five 
consecutive days by a female. 

Great Slaty Woodpeckers entered their roost holes 2.2 ± 6.2 min after sunset (n = 10 
records, 4 individuals) in fair or lightly overcast weather. In heavy rain a bird went to roost 
55 min before sunset. Great Slaty Woodpeckers left their roosts 16.5 ± 1.7 min before 
sunrise (all observations on fair mornings, n = 4 records, 3 individuals). Roost holes were 
located in snags at an estimated height of 11.3 ± 2.5 m, and 1.3 ± 0.7 m below the broken 
top. Diameter at breast height (dbh) of roosting trees was 43 ± 8 cm, estimated diameter at 
the cavity 39 ± 5 cm. One roost snag was still covered in bark; the other two had lost bark 
(Fig. 3b). Two roost snags stood isolated in clearings with some remnant trees and upcoming 
secondary growth, 80 and 150 m from forest edges. The third roost snag was in logged forest 
and was enclosed by live trees that reached several meters higher than the snag.  

 

 
 
Figure 3. Great Slaty Woodpeckers. From left to right: (a) group of three individuals preening on a 
dead tree; (b) male in a roost hole with an agitated female, likely the occupant of this cavity on 
previous days, nearby; and (c) nestlings waiting to be fed by an adult male. This male was one of three 
adults attending the nest. 
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Daily routines of groups 
 

In the morning, groups usually formed within 10 min after individuals left roost holes. The 
first flight after group formation was often at least 800 m long, possibly up to several km. 
During the day group members stayed close together, within 30 m from each other. During 
late afternoon Great Slaty Woodpeckers often called and preened in dead trees at forest 
edges or in the canopy (Fig. 3a). The return to roosting areas in the afternoon was often 
stepwise, involving several flights of a few hundred m each and starting up to 90 min before 
roosting time. Groups usually broke up in the last 10 min before roosting time, within a few 
100 m from the roosting holes. 

The gathering of several roosting birds into the same groups on consecutive days, 
and repeated encounters of groups of similar size and sex ratio in the same area during 
transect surveys, indicated that groups were stable associations. 
 
 

Foraging behavior 
 
Characteristics of foraging sites chosen by Great Slaty Woodpeckers were similar in west 
Borneo and Lingga (Table 1). Great Slaty Woodpeckers spent most of their foraging time on 
live trunks and branches of large dbh trees (Table 1). Foraging on dead wood was equally 
divided between dead branches in live trees and entirely dead trees (both 11% of total 
foraging time). Dead trees used for foraging were usually recently dead, judged by the trunks 
still retaining all bark and by remaining small twigs in the tree crowns. 
 

 
 
The most frequent foraging activities were hammering, probing, and gleaning (Fig. 4). Birds 
probing in foraging pits or natural cavities often turned their heads sideways, up to 70° 
around the bill-nape axis, presumably to facilitate exploration of cavities with their 
extendable tongues. Sex differences in foraging were identical in west Borneo and Lingga 
and therefore data were pooled (Fig. 4). Females spent significantly more time climbing and 
searching over substrates (Mann-Whitney U =1225, Z = -2.9, n1 =50, n2 = 63, P = 0.004). 
Males worked more with their bills, and scored significantly higher for a combined category 
that included hammering, probing, pecking, flaking, and chiseling (Mann-Whitney U = 
1130, Z = -2.7, n1 =50, n2 = 63, P = 0.007).  

In museum specimens, mean male bill width was 14.1 ± 0.8 mm (n = 22), 5% 
broader than mean female bill width of 13.4 ± 0.8 mm (n = 16; t32 = 2.5, P = 0.02). Males did 
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not have longer bills, but wings were 3% longer in males at 234.1 ± 9.0 mm (n = 16) 
compared to 227.5 ± 7.4 mm in females (n = 13; t31 = 2.2, P = 0.04), indicating that males 
had larger body size. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Foraging behavior of male and female Great Slaty Woodpeckers. Sample size is the number 
of observations. The asterisk indicates a significant difference (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test, P = 
0.004). 
 
 In 65% of foraging groups (n = 49), two to five members shared a food source. That 
is, they hammered and probed within 5 to 40 cm from each other on a single branch or trunk 
segment, for prolonged periods (up to 2.5 hr), presumably exploiting a single large food 
source. On three occasions a cloud of stingless bees (Meliponini) hovered around the 
foraging woodpeckers. One Great Slaty Woodpecker stomach contained, in terms of volume, 
74% stingless bees in various life stages (including brood cells), 17% ants, and 9% termites. 
A second stomach was nearly empty except for two adult stingless bees. 

 Nearly always at least one group member kept from 3 to 20 m away from a cluster 
of foraging birds, and slightly higher in the vegetation; these birds frequently uttered 
"whinny" calls (Short 1973) and possibly acted as sentries. Sharp increases in frequency of 
patch sharing occurred when group size increased from two to three and four individuals 
(Fig. 5). In groups of five or six individuals, sharing of a single patch decreased. A large 
proportion of individuals in large flocks were out of sight and it is possible that these birds at 
unknown positions grouped into a second cluster of foraging birds. 
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Figure 5. Degree of foraging substrate sharing by Great Slaty Woodpecker group members plotted against 
group size. Numbers above columns indicate number of flocks observed. 
 
 Usually the several individuals in a foraging cluster each made a separate foraging 
pit, or enlarged nearby natural hollows in branches and trunks. Frequently, after one group 
member spent 10-30 min at a pit, it was supplanted by another bird. The incoming bird in all 
cases spent several minutes adjacent to the foraging bird and made "mewing" calls (Short 
1973). Aggression between foraging group members was observed once, when one female 
attempted to supplant another from a stingless bee nest but was chased away with bill pecks. 
 Additional, rarely observed feeding locations included a sphere-shaped Bulbitermes 
termite nest, a canopy blossom, and a milky white sapstream on a non-dipterocarp tree trunk 
flowing from pits made by Great Slaty Woodpeckers on previous days. 
 
 

Interspecific flocks with White-bellied Woodpeckers 
 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers frequently associated with White-bellied Woodpeckers. In these 
mixed flocks the two species foraged 10-50 m from each other, but always perched on 
separate trees: Great Slaty Woodpeckers mostly on live trees, White-bellied Woodpeckers 
mostly on dead trees. The frequency of associations between these two woodpeckers was 
18% of Great Slaty Woodpecker transect observations (n = 28) and 16% of White-bellied 
Woodpecker transect observations (n = 32). These were significantly higher frequencies than 
the 0.1% of records the two species would be expected to be encountered in the same 50 x 50 
m block of forest if moving around randomly and independently (χ2

1 = 19.7, P < 0.01). 
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One mixed flock was followed over 765 m during nearly 2 hr. Another mixed 
association lasted at least 2.5 hr. Whereas 48% of units of White-bellied Woodpeckers that 
were encountered without Great Slaty Woodpeckers were single birds (n = 27), those that 
associated with Great Slaty Woodpeckers were always in pairs or trios (n = 5). This resulted 
in significantly larger White-bellied Woodpecker groups when in association with Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers (Mann-Whitney U = 33, n1 = 27, n2 = 5, P < 0.05). The other way 
around, mean Great Slaty Woodpecker group sizes remained nearly unchanged (3.6 vs. 3.8 
individuals) in presence or absence of White-bellied Woodpeckers. 

Unlike pure Great Slaty Woodpecker associations, which formed the same groups on 
consecutive days, mixed flocks of the two species were transient. For instance, a group of 
five Great Slaty Woodpeckers (identified as the same group by movements to and from one 
roosting area) was observed along a 1200-m transect stretch on Lingga on 4 days over a 13-
day period, and associated with White-bellied Woodpeckers on only two of these occasions. 
Similarly, a group of six Great Slaty Woodpeckers at a transect in west Borneo was seen 
together with a pair of White-bellied Woodpeckers on one day, but by itself at the same spot 
3 days later. 

 
 

Breeding behavior 
 
On 8 January 1998 in Sungai Wain Protection Forest, east Borneo, I found a Great Slaty 
Woodpecker nest with fairly large nestlings, whose begging calls could be heard on the 
forest floor. The nest cavity was located in primary forest at a height of 28 m in the bole of a 
large Shorea tree, just under the first branches (Fig. 3c). Diameter above the buttresses of the 
trunk was 1.13 m. The tree supported a small live crown but was dead two years later. The 
nestlings were fed by three clearly distinguishable full-grown birds: a male with an abraded 
tail, a male with an undamaged tail, and a female with a white spot behind the left eye. The 
three birds foraged together, usually at distances >300 m from the nest. At intervals of 93 ± 
54 min (n = 12) the group came to the vicinity of the nest for feeding sessions. The nestlings 
were fed two to five times during a session, from either a food pouch or with regurgitated 
food. In total, the female and the male with undamaged tail were observed feeding 11 and 12 
times respectively; the abraded male fed seven times. At 18:37 on 10 January one of the 
males entered the hole to roost with the nestlings. From 10 January onward, two juveniles 
could be seen in the entrance of the nest hole, one apparent male and one apparent female, as 
judged from the presence or absence of a red malar stripe (Winkler et al. 1995). The young 
fledged on 20 January.  
 A second active Great Slaty Woodpecker nest was found in the last days of its 
excavation phase on 28 December 1997, at a distance of 1.9 km from the nest described 
above. Here, one male and one female raised the brood. The young, one apparent male (in 
this instance, with a red malar area and red forehead) and one apparent female, fledged 
between 10 and 13 February 1998. The nest hole was located at a height of 34 m in a 
recently dead tree, with an old Great Slaty Woodpecker hole 2 m higher in the tree. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

Incentive for grouping 
 

Great Slaty Woodpeckers appear to be highly social woodpeckers that group into the same 
associations on consecutive days. Group members forage in close proximity, often exploiting 
one food source with several group members. At least occasionally, cooperative breeding 
occurs in this species. So far, no highly localized key resource has become apparent that 
would induce grouping in this woodpecker, as granary trees do for Acorn Woodpeckers, or 
as clusters of cavity trees in heartrot-affected pines do for Red-cockaded Woodpeckers 
(Koenig and Mumme 1987, Conner at al. 2001). Instead, the grouping of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker may be a strategy to collectively locate and exploit sparse but highly profitable 
food sources: nests of termites, ants, and stingless bees in cracks and natural cavities of 
branches and trunks. Once located, such a food source offers sufficient food for several 
individuals. A smaller number of Great Slaty Woodpeckers can be expected to find fewer 
food sources per unit time and may not be able to fully exploit a food source once located. 
The frequency of food-source sharing peaked at groups of four individuals, a group size that 
coincides with the observed mean group size that was found for this species. The pattern that 
density of Great Slaty Woodpeckers decreased after logging, but not mean group size, also 
indicates that group size might be a function of mean food load per encountered food source. 
The sexual differentiation in morphology and foraging behavior observed in the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker may be related to cooperative exploitation of food sources. Females spent more 
time searching for food sources, whereas the larger males with broader bills (possibly better 
suited for hammering and pecking) spent more time opening the sources (Fig. 5). Such 
cooperative sexual differentiation in foraging modes has been reported for the extinct Huia 
(Neomorpha acutirostris), which showed extreme sexual dimorphism in bill morphology 
(Buller 1887-1888, Fuller 2002). 
 
 

Exploitation of stingless bee nests 
 
In three instances (9% of patch-sharing groups), a cloud of stingless bees hovered around a 
cluster of Great Slaty Woodpeckers that foraged at or near a natural cavity. The woodpeckers 
were likely attacking stingless bee nests, which are often located in natural tree cavities (Eltz 
et al. 2003). These stingless bees had body sizes of just a few mm and were visible only 
because a ray of sunlight backlit them. It is quite possible that foraging on stingless bees is 
more common than these records indicate. The two stomachs that I examined contained 
predominantly stingless bees. Possibly Great Slaty Woodpeckers also eat honey stored in 
stingless bee nests (Roubik 1989). The only known example of a honey-eating woodpecker 
is the White Woodpecker (Melanerpes candidus) of South America (Winkler and Christie 
2002). I never observed any of the other Asian woodpeckers to forage on stingless bee nests. 
A known predator of stingless bee nests is the Malayan sun bear (Helarctos malayanus), 
which exploits stingless bee nests in larger trunks and branches, at positions lower in the 
vegetation, than the Great Slaty Woodpecker (Wong et al. 2002). 

Great Slaty Woodpeckers have two morphological features that are exceptional 
among woodpeckers. The first is short, close-cropped feathering on the throat and head, 
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especially close to the base of the bill, and short feathering on the neck. The second is that all 
feathers are covered in a fine powder, which becomes apparent when handling museum 
specimens. This feather powder is produced by semiplumes as well as by the contour 
feathers, mostly at the basal barbs (Schüz 1927). In fact, the scientific name pulverulentus 
(Temminck 1826), which means "dusty, covered with a fine powder or bloom" (Jobling 
1991) refers to the powder-covered plumage of Great Slaty Woodpeckers. One possible 
advantage of the short head and neck feathering, and feather powder, in these woodpeckers 
is that it may facilitate the handling of sticky substances, such as the resinous protruding tube 
often found at the entrance of stingless bee nests (Eltz et al. 2003), or honey. In herons, 
parrots, and pigeons powdered feathers also occur and may aid keeping feathers dry and 
clean from fish slime or fruit pulp (Schüz 1927). 

 
 

Mixed flocks 
 
What circumstances and mechanisms induce mixed foraging flocks of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers and White-bellied Woodpeckers? Two categories of proposed advantages for 
mixed bird flocks are enhanced foraging success and reduced predation risk (King and 
Rappole 2000). In the foraging success category, the "information transfer" hypothesis seems 
not to apply to the mixed associations of these woodpeckers, since the two species invariably 
used different food sources. For the same reasons, it can be ruled out that one species 
facilitates the foraging of the other. The "beater" hypothesis, which involves foraging on 
flushed insects, can be ruled out for these woodpeckers as well. Better explanations can be 
found relating to predation reduction category. Enhanced detection of predators such as large 
raptors, arboreal mammals, and snakes may be one advantage for mixed flocks of these 
woodpeckers. The apparently guarding individual usually observed in Great Slaty 
Woodpecker groups may benefit accompanying White-bellied Woodpeckers as well. 
Predators may also be distracted or intimidated by a large flock of birds (the "strength in 
numbers" hypothesis; King and Rappole 2000). 
 
 

Cooperative breeding 
 
The nest attended by three adult Great Slaty Woodpeckers is the first documented case of 
cooperative breeding in this species, in fact the first case for any Asian woodpecker, as well 
as the first case for a large woodpecker worldwide. This cooperative nest could be 
considered an aberrant case if it stood against a host of well-documented nests of this species 
attended by pairs. In fact, very few active nests have been found. Only A. T. Edgar, in 
Chasen (1939), reported the finding of three active nests in peninsular Malaysia. With the 
optical equipment of that era, and with the notion of cooperative breeding not yet being 
commonplace in ornithology, it seems likely A. T. Edgar could have missed the attendance 
of more than two individuals at these nests. It should be noted that in the present study, 
cooperative breeding was discovered because small individual characteristics were discerned 
in the attending adults through a telescope. Although adults moved to the vicinity of the nest 
together, they rarely perched on the nest tree simultaneously.  
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More recently, a pair of Great Slaty Woodpeckers was seen excavating two holes in 
Peninsular Malaysia in March and April (Short 1973). In the same region, a group of two 
males and one female excavated a cavity in June 2000, with a male-female copulation 
observed near the cavity (A. Styring pers. comm.). Considering these hole excavations, and 
the nests I found, as the only accurate records of the number of Great Slaty Woodpeckers 
involved in nesting, there is a total of four such records, two of which involved pairs and two 
involved groups. Both modes are likely to be frequent in this species to have shown up in 
this small sample. Similarly, in the Acorn Woodpecker and Red-cockaded Woodpecker, both 
pairs and groups raise broods. Among three populations of Acorn Woodpeckers, 55 ± 30% 
of broods were raised by pairs (Koenig and Stacey 1990), and among three populations of 
Red-cockaded Woodpeckers 59 ± 5% of broods were raised by pairs (Conner et al. 2001).  

Additional, circumstantial support for cooperative breeding in the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker may be found in group sizes surpassing the size of a breeding pair with 
associated fledged young. Four nests in the range of the southern subspecies consistently 
produced two fledglings or two eggs (Chasen 1939, this study). If this is a representative 
sample, pairs with fledglings should number not more than four individuals, while groups of 
five or six occur regularly. Thus, observed groups of Great Slaty Woodpeckers are often too 
large to be a single breeding pair with offspring. For the northern subspecies clutches of up 
to four eggs have been reported (Ali and Ripley 1970), but groups of 10 or more Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers can be encountered in the range of this subspecies (C. Salt unpubl. data, C. 
Hall unpubl. data). These larger groups however may be temporary associations of several 
smaller groups. 

Clearly a larger sample of nest finds is desirable to assess the frequency of 
cooperative breeding in the Great Slaty Woodpecker. This larger sample may be reached at 
by calling the attention of field researchers in Southeast Asia to the possibility of cooperative 
breeding in the Great Slaty Woodpecker, so that chance finds of nests can be followed up by 
careful inspection of attending individuals. Systematic searches for nests may be attempted 
as well, but will be hampered by the lack of a distinct breeding season (Chasen 1939, Short 
1973, Sheldon et al. 2001, this study). In conservation planning for the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker, in view of evidence of cooperative breeding, the prudent approach is to assume 
that a significant proportion of populations may be nonbreeding helpers and that effective 
population size therefore is smaller than overall population size (Soulé 1980, Conner et al. 
2001). 
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Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus). Lingga, Riau Archipelago, Indonesia. 
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Abstract― The Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) of South and 
Southeast Asia, the third largest woodpecker in the world, is currently in the IUCN Red List 
category of Least Concern. Considering that this woodpecker appears to be associated with 
old-growth forests, and given rapid reductions in forest cover and old-growth area in 
Southeast Asia, we deemed an examination necessary of global population trends in the 
Great Slaty Woodpecker. We assessed population densities, tree diameter use by the 
woodpecker, and logging disturbance at 21 transects in four regions across the range of the 
species: west Borneo, Lingga Island (Riau Archipelago, Indonesia), Tenasserim (Myanmar), 
and west-central Myanmar. Transect survey effort was 937 km. We assessed rates of 
deforestation and loss of old-growth forest in the range of the species from expert review 
reports. By combining population density and forest cover data sets we calculated the global 
population trend of the species. We found a preference for large diameter trees by foraging 
and nesting Great Slaty Woodpeckers, and a reduction of the frequency of such trees in 
logged forests. Across the four study regions, between primary forests and logged forests, 
densities of Great Slaty Woodpeckers were reduced by 80% to 94%. Although Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers occur in 15 countries, ca. 70% of the global population occurs in just four 
countries (Myanmar, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Malaysia), three of which have high annual 
rates of deforestation and old-growth loss. Our population calculations show that over the 
past century at least 90% of the global population of the Great Slaty Woodpecker was lost. 
At present 26,000 to 550,000 individuals remain. The current global decline rate of ca. 59% 
± SD 17% in three generations justifies IUCN Vulnerable or Endangered status. Contributing 
factors to the steep decline rate of the species are a long generation time of 5.9 to 8.2 years 
and an association with old-growth, lower elevation forests.  
 
Key words: Asia, deforestation, Indonesia, IUCN, logging, Myanmar  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The woodpecker family (Picidae) has a near-cosmopolitan distribution and holds 
approximately 214 species (Winkler et al. 1995). Some woodpecker species, notably Red-
cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides borealis) and White-backed Woodpecker (Dendrocopos 
leucotos), are closely linked to old-growth forest habitats and are globally or regionally 
threatened because of habitat loss (Virkkala et al. 1993, Wesołowski 1995, Cox and 
Engstrom 2001, Schiegg et al. 2006). Most other woodpecker species accept a fairly broad 
range of forest habitats and are able to maintain viable populations in managed forests. 
Bennett and Owens (1997) even mentioned woodpeckers as the only bird family with a less-
than-expected proportion of threatened species. However, their study did not take into 
account that very few woodpeckers are island endemics or are otherwise restricted-range 
species, whereas bird families with high proportions of threatened species are often those 
that include many restricted-range species. Regardless of the family average, one segment of 
the woodpecker family that is prone to have a threatened status is the group of species with 
very large body masses. The Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis) of ca. 700 g, 
the Ivory-billed Woodpecker (C. principalis) of ca. 510 g and the Korean White-bellied 
Woodpecker (Dryocopus javensis richardsi) of ca. 430 g are all critically endangered, if not 
extinct (Fiebig 1993, IUCN 2007). They all require large old-growth trees for food and 
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nesting, and their populations declined because of habitat degradation and hunting. 
Woodpecker taxa in the same genera as the threatened very large woodpeckers, but with 
body masses under 400 g, are not threatened. One factor explaining the correlation between 
size and threat status is that in woodpeckers structural aspects of foraging substrates are 
correlated with body size. Substrates required by the largest species are typically most 
abundant in old-growth forests (Lammertink et al. submitted MS), and these forests are rare 
and declining globally. The fourth and last of the world’s woodpecker species that reaches a 
body mass over 400 g is the Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus) of ca. 430 
g.  

The global range of the Great Slaty Woodpecker encompasses tropical forests in 15 
countries in South and Southeast Asia, including a small portion of southern China. Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers commonly live in groups of four to six individuals. Of the four nests that 
were ever observed of the species, half were raised by pairs and half by cooperative groups, 
i.e, a proportion of breeding systems similar to other cooperative woodpeckers. Groups 
collectively search and exploit concentrated food sources in the form of nests of ants, 
termites, and stingless bees in hollows of old-growth tree trunks and large diameter branches 
(Lammertink 2004b). Two subspecies are recognized in the Great Slaty Woodpecker: M. p. 
harterti in continental South and Southeast Asia, and M. p. pulverulentus in the Sundaic 
region of peninsular Malaysia, Thailand and Myanmar; Borneo, Java, Palawan (Philippines), 
and several small islands around the Thai-Malay-Myanmar peninsula. Occurrence on 
Sumatra would be expected, but is unconfirmed, as discussed below. The only 
morphological difference between the two subspecies is that pulverulentus is slightly darker 
(Winkler et al. 1995), a subtle distinction that can hardly be recognized in the field. An 
ecological distinction is that pulverulentus is found mostly below 300 m elevation, in flat or 
slightly undulating peneplain lowland forest, as well as in peat and freshwater swamp forest. 
The continental subspecies harterti frequently ranges into steep-sloped hill forests to 600 m 
elevation, occasionally up to 1000 m elevation (Winkler et al. 1995).  

As in other very large woodpeckers, there are indications for an association with old-
growth forests in the Great Slaty Woodpecker. In west Borneo, among peneplain lowland 
forest sites that covered a range from primary forest to commercially logged-over forest, 
density of Great Slaty Woodpeckers declined by a mean 83% (Lammertink 2004a). 
Elsewhere in the range of the species, that is in other parts of Borneo, in Peninsular 
Malaysia, and in northeast India, Great Slaty Woodpecker encounter rates were distinctively 
highest in primary forests (Lambert 1992, Cleary et al. 2005, Styring and Ickes 2001, Styring 
and Hussin 2004, Raman 1998). Rates of deforestation and of old-growth loss are 
notoriously high throughout most of Southeast Asia (Achard et al. 2002, Curran et al. 2004, 
FAO 2006). In Thailand, the Great Slaty Woodpecker is considered a Near-Threatened 
species (Sanguansombat 2005), and in Nepal it is listed as Endangered (Bird Conservation 
Nepal 2005). It is extinct in Singapore (Castelletta et al. 2000). Concerns about it status in 
the wider Sundaic region have been expressed by Wells (1999), Holmes (2000) and 
Lammertink (2004a,b). Nevertheless, IUCN (2007) continues to place the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker in the Red List category of Least Concern, reasoning that the global population 
is not believed to approach the thresholds for the population size criterion of the Red List 
(i.e., fewer than 10,000 mature individuals in conjunction with appropriate decline rates), nor 
the threshold for the population decline criterion of the Red List (i.e., declining >30% in 10 
years or three generations). We agree that the global population of the Great Slaty 
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Woodpecker is likely to exceed 10,000 individuals. However, based on recent information 
on the ecology and logging responses of the species, and current forest cover trends, we 
deem that the global population trend of the species deserves close examination.  

We made density surveys and ecological observations of Great Slaty Woodpeckers 
with a sample protocol that involves long transects at multiple sites. This sampling was first 
applied in west Borneo (Lammertink 2004a). Here we extend sampling to three additional 
regions across the range of the species, bringing the total to 21 sampled locations. Sample 
locations encompass both subspecies and include dipterocarp lowland Sundaic rainforests as 
well as mixed deciduous hill forests in Myanmar. Our objectives are to examine the tree 
conditions and tree sizes used by foraging and nesting Great Slaty Woodpeckers, to examine 
the relationship between density of the woodpecker and availability of trees of preferred 
sizes, and the relationship between its density and logging disturbance. We review published 
information on responses of the species to various forms of forest disturbance, and estimate 
generation time of the species. Subsequently, we assess rates of loss of forest cover and old-
growth loss in the area of occurrence from remotely sensed data and expert reports. Lastly, 
we combine the various data sets to provide an assessment of the global population trend, 
and evaluate the Red List status of the Great Slaty Woodpecker using IUCN criteria.  
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Maps of original (grey) and recent (black) forest cover in the global range of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker. In the two maps, elevation limits of forest cover match the elevation limits above which 
the local subspecies of the woodpecker are generally absent. Black dots in northern Lao PDR indicate 
two known occupied sites at ca. 720 and 1060 m elevation, above the general elevation limit (Bangs 
and Van Tyne 1931, Fuchs et al. 2007). Current or historical occurrence of the species on Sumatra is 
unconfirmed. Black squares give numbers of study regions: (1) west-central Myanmar, (2) 
Tenasserim, Myanmar, (3) Lingga island, Indonesia, and (4) west Borneo, Indonesia. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
We collected field data at 21 transects in four regions: nine transects in west Borneo during 
September 1998 - November 2000 (Lammertink 2004a), three on Lingga island (Riau 
Archipelago, Indonesia) during August-September 2001, six in west-central Myanmar in 
September 2006, and two in southern Tenasserim (Myanmar) in October 2006 (Table 1). In 
west Borneo and in west-central Myanmar transects included primary forest as well as sites 
with a range of logging disturbance, in and near Gunung Palung National Park and 
Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park, respectively. Transects on Lingga and in Tenasserim 
were in logged forests with patches of primary forest. Logging disturbance in west Borneo 
and on Lingga originated from a combination of mechanical concession logging and illegal 
hand logging; Myanmar sites had been hand-logged using elephants and water buffalo. 
Twenty of the transects were 4.4 km in length, one transect in Tenasserim was 2.2 km. 
Densities of Great Slaty Woodpeckers were calculated using a one-belt method from records 
with distance estimates (Emlen 1971, Lammertink 2004a), collected during 12 constant-
speed survey walks in west Borneo and 10 similar surveys at transects elsewhere. Density 
sampling was carried out by ML in Indonesia, by ML, US, TZN and co-workers in 
Myanmar. Observation on foraging behaviour of Great Slaty Woodpeckers were made by 
ML, US, TZN and co-workers using the protocol described in Lammertink (2004b). Density 
of trees in diameter classes >30 cm diameter at breast height (DBH) and cut basal area (the 
cumulative surface of cut stumps at breast height per unit forest area) was assessed along the 
length of transects from a 6-m wide strip in Indonesia, and from a 20-m wide strip in 
Myanmar. In west Borneo, density of smaller trees 3 to 30 cm DBH was sampled from 251 
plots of 10 x 20 m distributed randomly along transects.  
 For relationships of Great Slaty Woodpecker densities with density of large DBH 
trees, or with cut basal area, we calculated regressions using Statgraphics Plus 2.1 for 
Windows (Statistical Graphics Corporation, Rockville, MD, USA). We tested whether Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers in partially logged landscapes foraged in primary forest patches at a rate 
different from expected by availability, using a Binomial test. We tested for regional 
differences in tree diameters used by Great Slaty Woodpeckers and in their frequency of 
foraging on dead wood using ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests. All tests were performed in 
SPSS 15.0.0 (SPSS inc., Chicago). Parametric measurements are given as means ± SD. 

We reviewed responses of Great Slaty Woodpeckers to forest disturbance in seven 
published studies that we found with Zoological Record and Web of Science search engines. 
We reviewed impact on hunting on Great Slaty Woodpeckers and the geographical 
distribution of the species from fieldwork, published sources, and correspondence with 
researchers. Generation time, an important parameter in IUCN Red List criteria (IUCN 
2001), was estimated for Great Slaty Woodpecker from data available for Black Woodpecker 
(Dryocopus martius), the next largest of the world’s woodpeckers, and by making inferences 
for the Great Slaty Woodpecker based on life-history correlates. We calculated mean age of 
breeding adults from life-table spreadsheets under various estimated parameters for annual 
survival rates and age of first breeding.  
 We assessed forested area, per country, in the area of occurrence of the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker from remotely sensed data (Fig. 1). For continental Asia, we used 1992/93 
forest cover data from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) forest 
cover classification available at http://www.gvm.sai.jrc.it/Forest/ (accessed 20 February 
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2004). Although the continental subspecies of Great Slaty Woodpecker commonly occurs up 
to 600 m elevation, no 600 m contour line was available for a map of this large scale, and 
instead we measured remaining forest areas between 0 and 500 m. Forest area for countries 
in the Sundaic region was based on radar remote sensing data taken in 2002 by the ERS SAR 
(Synthetic Aperture Radar) satellite (courtesy of E. Colijn, Gibbon Foundation). In this 
region, forested areas were measured between 0 and 300 m elevation, the elevation range of 
the Sundaic subspecies pulverulentus. ArcView GIS 3.1 software (Environmental Systems 
Research Institute, Redlands, CA) was used for area measurements, after supervised 
classification of land use types using the ArcView extension DICRANUM (Assendorp and 
Schurink 2005). FAO (2006) provided data per country on total forest area (for all 15 
countries of occurrence) and primary forest area (for 12 countries) in 1990 and 2005. Using 
our measured per-country forested area of occurrence in 1993 or 2002 as reference points, 
and FAO (2006) data for change rates, we calculated changes in total and primary forest area 
for the species during a time span of three generations (IUCN 2001) prior to 2005. FAO 
(2006) figures for forest cover change are national averages for all forests including montane 
forests, whereas Great Slaty Woodpeckers occur in lower elevation forests where 
deforestation rates are highest (BirdLife International 2001). In countries with large areas of 
montane forest (India, Bhutan, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam) our 
use of the FAO national average figures will therefore underestimate the rate of habitat loss 
for the Great Slaty Woodpecker. In Indonesia, the FAO national average figure (26% of 
forest remaining as primary) is a particularly large overestimate when applied to Sundaic 
lowland forests. The overestimate is caused by a high proportion of Indonesia’s forests being 
situated in montane areas and in Papua province, out of the range of the woodpecker. For 
Indonesia, we instead used data specifically for Sundaic lowlands from Forest Watch 
Indonesia / Global Forest Watch (2002) and from personal observations.  

FAO (2006) provides for 12 of the 15 countries of occurrence data on 1990–2005 
change both for total forest area and for primary forest area. For India, Bangladesh, and 
Myanmar, FAO (2006) provides the trend in total forest area only, not in primary forest area. 
For these three countries, we assumed a primary forest/total forest proportion, and loss rate 
of primary forest, equal to the means of Nepal, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Lao PDR. For 
Thailand, FAO (2006) does provide primary forest figures but they are improbably large: 
40% and 44% of remaining Thai forests in 1990 and 2005 are reportedly primary, compared 
to 7% ± 8% in 1990 and 6% ± 7% in 2005 in the four nearby countries. Such a high 
proportion of primary forest in Thailand does not match with reports of widespread over-
harvesting and illegal logging, including in protected areas (ITTO 2005). Instead of using the 
FAO (2006) proportions of primary forest in Thailand we used the means from nearby 
countries. For Singapore, FAO (2006) reports that 100% of the remaining forest is primary 
but we use the 10% figure provided by Castelletta et al. (2000) instead. In general, we 
believe that many of the forests tabulated by FAO (2006) as primary forest are better 
described as old-growth forest, and we use the latter term in our treatment except when 
directly referring to forest area figures from FAO (2006). 
 We calculated trends of the global and per-country populations of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker based on the assessed changes in forest cover, and under a range of plausible 
parameters of generation time and of mean declines in logged forests, as measured in 
Indonesia and Myanmar. We also calculated trends for each of the subspecies. Although 
southernmost Myanmar and Thailand hold a minor portion of the subspecies pulverulentus 
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population and a weakly defined overlap zone between the two subspecies, for simplicity we 
grouped all of Thailand and Myanmar populations under the predominant subspecies harterti 
of these countries. We evaluated the global population trends that resulted from our 
calculations against the Red List criteria of IUCN (2001).  
 
 

RESULTS 
 
In this section we first present primary results from our fieldwork. Then, we deduce and 
review aspects of Great Slaty Woodpecker biology from published sources. We apply 
published sources on forest cover data to the area of occurrence of the species. We round the 
section off with primary results from population calculations using all previous results for 
input.  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Frequency of occurrence of trees (bars) in seven diameter classes in Bornean lowland 
forests and frequency of use of tree diameter classes by foraging Great Slaty Woodpeckers (trend 
line). Sample sizes are 1999 trees and 97 foraging observations. 
 
 

Use and availability of large diameter trees 
 
The diameter at breast height (DBH) of trees used by foraging Great Slaty Woodpeckers was 
42 ± 19 cm in west Borneo (N =97), 48 ± 27 cm on Lingga Island (N = 30), and 48 ± 21 cm 
in west-central Myanmar (N = 27). This is a remarkably consistent selection of tree sizes in 
the various regions, with no significant differences (ANOVA, F =1.9, P = 0.15). In all 
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regions, Great Slaty Woodpeckers used larger mean DBH trees than any of their sympatric 
woodpecker species (Lammertink et al. submitted MS, Lammertink and Menken submitted 
MS, and unpublished data). Great Slaty Woodpecker Woodpeckers predominantly foraged 
on live wood: respectively 76%, 73% and 93% of foraging sites were live wood in the three 
regions, again without significant differences among regions (Kruskal–Wallis test, χ2 = 3.9, 
P = 0.14). For west Borneo, where we had the largest sample of foraging observations, we 
compared tree diameter classes used by foraging Great Slaty Woodpeckers with availability 
(Fig. 2). In this region Great Slaty Woodpeckers used trees from 11 to 80 cm DBH. Relative 
to availability, they avoided trees under 30 cm DBH and preferred trees over 31 cm DBH. 
They especially preferred trees between 41 and 50 cm DBH for foraging (Fig. 2). On Lingga 
Island and in central Myanmar, foraging Great Slaty Woodpeckers used trees up to 111 and 
81 cm, respectively, with availability of trees of larger DBH similarly being low.  
 Although few nests of Great Slaty Woodpeckers have been found and documented, 
those that were reported were invariably in large DBH trees. Two nests found in East Borneo 
were in trees of 72 and 113 cm DBH (Lammertink 2004b). A Great Slaty Woodpecker nest 
tree photographed in Thailand was at least 90 cm DBH (Tsuji 1996). Short (1973) observed 
a nest excavation in a tree 300 cm DBH in Peninsular Malaysia. Two active roost holes were 
found on Borneo in trees over 40 cm DBH (Lammertink 2004b). Cavities have been found in 
both live and dead trees (Lammertink 2004b). Hence, both for foraging and for cavities 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers prefer old-growth trees of large diameters. 
 
 
Relationships between availability of large trees, logging disturbance, and density of Great 

Slaty Woodpeckers 
 
In accordance with the observed preference for large DBH trees by foraging and nesting 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers, densities of this species relate positively and significantly with 
density of large trees of DBH 31–120 cm (Fig. 3). There is a fairly large scatter in data 
points for the relationship (R2 = 25.7%), but this is not unexpected considering sampling was 
done at geographically widespread regions, with associated variation in forest type and 
structure. 

In logged forests, across all regions, the mean diameter of stumps of cut trees was 47 
± 27 cm (N = 599), a distribution that has a large overlap with the across-regions DBH range 
of trees that Great Slaty Woodpeckers forage on, namely 44 ± 19 cm (N = 154). Specifically, 
diameters of 52% of cut trees fall within one standard deviation around the mean of Great 
Slaty Woodpecker foraging trees.  

In line with an overlap between diameters of logged trees and of preferred foraging 
trees, we found significant and negative relationships between the degree of logging 
disturbance and densities of Great Slaty Woodpeckers (Fig. 4). Across regions, the 
relationship between cut basal area and Great Slaty Woodpecker density was moderately 
strong with a R2 of 39%. Within Indonesia and Myanmar, with more uniform pre-logging 
forest conditions, relationships were even stronger, with R2 values of 49% and 67%, 
respectively. In both Myanmar and in Indonesia the mean density of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers in primary forest was around 3.0 individuals·km-2 (Fig. 4). In both countries 
densities declined with increasing logging intensity, but the slope of the decline curve was 
markedly steeper in Myanmar than in Indonesia (Fig. 4). A partial explanation for the 
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difference in slopes may lie in a higher proportion of logged trees in Myanmar (55%) than in 
Indonesia (48%) falling within one standard deviation of the mean DBH of trees preferred by 
foraging Great Slaty Woodpeckers. Another factor may be hunting pressure, which is 
expected to be higher in logged forests in Myanmar than in Indonesia, as discussed below. 
The mean observed decline in Great Slaty Woodpecker densities between three (nearly) 
intact old-growth forest and the three heaviest logged forests sampled in each country was 
98% in Myanmar and 75% in Indonesia; across regions that mean decline is 80%. According 
to regression functions, the declines between intact old-growth forest and heavily logged 
forest was 100% in Myanmar, 83% in Indonesia, and 94% overall (Fig. 4).  
 

 
 
Figure 3. Relationship between density of large diameter trees and density of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers. Regression: y = (0.2942 + 0.0125x)2, R2 = 25.7%, p = 0.027 
 
 

The moderately logged sites we measured were inside protected areas or in buffer 
zones of protected areas. In logged concession forests that make up the great majority of 
logged forests in the range of the species such moderately logged areas are rare. For 
calculations of global population trends based on forest cover trends, we use density declines 
from the typical, commercially logged forest at the heavier logged extreme of our range of 
study sites. We use the aforementioned 80% and 94% figures from two different calculation 
modes as the range boundaries of the expected mean decline of Great Slaty Woodpeckers in 
logged forests in 2005. Rather than populations having gone through these logged forest 
reductions in one step, we assume that most of the mean decline (70-82%) happened after 
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the first logging events, with an additional 10-12% population decline during the past 15 
years, as a consequence of (illegal) logging continuing to remove trees from opened up areas 
(Jepson et al. 2001, Global Witness 2002, 2003) (Table 5). 

Within partially logged landscapes on Borneo and Lingga, Great Slaty Woodpecker 
home-ranges encompassed multiple patches of logged and primary forests. This was because 
these patches were several hundred meters across (Cannon et al. 1994, Lammertink 2004a), 
whereas the home-ranges span several square kilometers. Great Slaty Woodpeckers foraged 
preferentially in the primary patches in such mosaic landscapes (Table 2; Binomial test, n=8, 
x=0, P=0.008). This is further evidence that foraging resources are reduced in logged areas. 
A similar analysis could not be made for central Myanmar because hand logging there did 
not occur in distinct patches. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Relationships between logging disturbance, measured as cut basal area, and density of Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers.  
Regression for Myanmar: y = 3.5274 - 2.2520√x, R2= 49.1%, p = 0.053 
Regression for Indonesia: y = 3.03259 - 1.0997√x, R2= 67.4%, p = 0.002 
Combined regression: y = 2.8373 - 1.1556√x, R2= 39.6%, p = 0.004 
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Review of studies on impact of logging, fire, and slash-and-burn on Great Slaty Woodpecker 

densities 
 
Table 3 summarises of studies in South and Southeast Asia on the impact of various forms of 
forest disturbance on bird or woodpecker communities, and that recorded at least one Great 
Slaty Woodpecker in one study plot. The studies were ranked by the total number of records 
of Great Slaty Woodpeckers on which the assessed density trend after disturbance is based. 
Six studies that recorded 11 or fewer Great Slaty Woodpeckers yielded varied conclusions 
on density trends after disturbance. Four of these studies found moderate to strong declines, 
one study found no change, and one study (Slik and Van Balen 2006) found a strong mean 
increase after forest fires, although the trend was not significant. The study by Slik and Van 
Balen (2006) was the only study in Table 3 that assessed impact of forest fires, comparing 
primary forests with burnt, mostly primary forests. The differing trend may be genuine, not 
just an artefact of a moderate sample size, because their fire-disturbed plots still held a great 
number of old-growth trees, killed or stressed but standing. This type of disturbed forest 
continued to offer large-diameter substrates for Great Slaty Woodpeckers, and food 
availability in the form of ants and termites may actually have increased in the stressed and 
recently killed trees. When Great Slaty Woodpeckers forage on dead wood, it is often 
recently dead (Lammertink 2004b). Persistence of good Great Slaty Woodpecker numbers in 
burnt old-growth may be only temporary until fire-killed canopy trees come down. The 
remaining five studies in Table 3, which assessed Great Slaty Woodpecker numbers in 
logged and primary forests based on 12 to 61 records, including our own data, consistently 
found a moderately strong or strong decline after logging. An additional indication for 
reduced numbers in logged forest was provided by Yong Ding Li (in litt.) who in the logged-
over Panti Forest Reserve at 30 to 250 m elevation in Johor, peninsular Malaysia, recorded 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers during 4 out of 52 visits. In contrast, in primary Sundaic lowland 
forests ca. 48 records would be expected out of 52 visits (Lammertink 2004a). Great Slaty 
Woodpecker populations did not rebound in forests logged as long as 22 and 40 years ago 
(Styring and Ickes 2001, Lammertink 2004a) (Table 3). Field guides and woodpecker 
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monographs often describe the Great Slaty Woodpecker as associated with old-growth 
forests (e.g. Short 1982, Inskipp and Inskipp 1991, Winkler et al. 1995, Winkler and Christie 
2002, Rasmussen and Anderton 2005). Considering the above, the decline of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers in logged forests that we quantified in Myanmar and Indonesia fits in a widely 
reported pattern of population decline after various forms of forest disturbance across the 
range of the species. 
 

 
 
 

Impact of hunting 
 
In Indonesia, hunting is not a threat to Great Slaty Woodpeckers because possession of fire-
arms is prohibited, and rather strictly enforced, by law, and because the predominant religion 
of people living near lowland forests precludes consumption of most wild birds including 
woodpeckers (Lammertink 2004a). Elsewhere in the range of the species hunting is 
potentially much more of an issue. Throughout much of Southeast Asia, access provided by 
the opening of logging roads often leads to severe over-hunting of wildlife (Bennett and 
Gumal 2001, Robinson et al. 1999). By being gregarious, noisy, conspicuous, and large, 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers make an easy source of protein for hunters. In Tenasserim, 
Myanmar, we noticed that many of the forest dwelling loggers hunted with guns for food. 
Diurnal primates and Black Giant Squirrel (Ratufa affinis), species hunted with similar tools 
as large arboreal birds, were rare at our study sites. Great Slaty Woodpeckers were absent 
during our 2006 fieldwork, although the species was recorded at the same site in 2003 (T. 
Htin Hla and J. Eames, unpublished bird list). The forest structure seemingly had the 
potential to support a modest number of individuals of this woodpecker. Birds are hunted 
throughout Lao PDR, at very high levels, even by comparison with neighbouring Thailand, 
and many non-forest species have disappeared from large parts of their range. Forest species 
are mostly present throughout their expected ranges, but there is no information on 
population densities. The disappearance of some species, especially hornbills (and also Black 
Giant Squirrel; Timmins and Duckworth in press), even from large forest areas suggests that 
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other large, low-density, conspicuous, forest birds may also be at reduced densities in much 
or all of Lao PDR (Thewlis et al. 1998, Fuchs et al. 2007). Hunting pressures on arboreal 
large forest birds in Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia are lower than in Lao PDR, and are 
particularly so now, following government-led gun-collection programmes (related to social 
stability rather than nature conservation). However, numbers killed are still likely to be 
higher than in Indonesia. In all of these countries it is unclear how much of an effect, if any, 
hunting is having on Great Slaty Woodpecker populations. In view of evidence for hunting 
as a contributing factor in the decline of Imperial Woodpeckers and Ivory-billed 
Woodpekers (Dennis 1948, Lammertink et al. 1996, Jackson 2004), there is certainly a 
potential for hunting to affect populations of Great Slaty Woodpecker negatively in much of 
its range.  
 
 

Geographical distribution 
 
Having established that a pattern of population decline occurs in the Great Slaty Woodpecker 
in disturbed forest, and before examining implications for global population trends, we 
review the distribution range of the species. Distribution maps provided by Winkler et al. 
(1995) and Winkler and Christie (2002) largely agree with the locality records of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers we gathered from fieldwork and a literature review. Nevertheless, there are a 
few differences between the published maps and our records, which we incorporated in Fig. 
1.  
 In the northwest of its global range, the species has recently been recorded and 
photographed in eastern Bangladesh (Thompson and Johnson 2003). In the south, in the Riau 
archipelago, between Sumatra and Peninsular Malaysia, Great Slaty Woodpeckers occur on 
the larger islands Batam and Bintan (Rajathurai 1996), and in 2001 a population was also 
found on Lingga island (Lammertink 2004b). Greater Natuna island or Bunguran, 225 km 
north-west of Borneo, is invariably included in the range of the Great Slaty Woodpecker 
(e.g. Oberholser 1932, Short 1982, Winkler and Christie 2002), based on specimens 
collected by E. Hose in 1894 with Bunguran as provided collection locality. Other 
collections and expeditions, including our own work on Bunguran during 80 days in 2001, 
did not encounter the species on the island. The species is now believed not to occur on the 
island with labelling of the Hose specimens presumably incorrect (Lammertink and Menken 
submitted MS). 
 The island of Sumatra is the biggest enigma in the distribution range of the Great 
Slaty Woodpecker. The species would be expected to occur in fair numbers on Sumatra, 
because (1) it is a regular bird in suitable habitats elsewhere in the Sundaic region, (2) the 
lowland faunas of the large landmasses in the Sundaic region are highly similar (Whitten et 
al. 1996, MacKinnon et al. 1996), and (3) this woodpecker occurs as close as 18 km and 67 
km from the Sumatra shore line in, respectively, West Java and on Lingga in the Riau 
archipelago (Van Balen 1999, Lammertink 2004b). However, evidence for the occurrence of 
the Great Slaty Woodpecker on Sumatra is poor. Whereas the other large Sundaic islands, 
Java and Borneo, provided dozens of museum specimens of Great Slaty Woodpeckers with 
specifics on date and locality, there is only one specimen, in the Natural History Museum 
(Tring, U.K.) collection that putatively originates from Sumatra. However, the specimen 
locality is weakly supported: Hargitt (1891) reports “a specimen in the collection bears this 
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locality [Sumatra], but no authority is given”. According to Stresemann (1921) a second 
Great Slaty Woodpecker specimen was collected on the west coast of Sumatra in 1882 by 
Faber for the Dresden Natural History Museum. However, the original collection catalogue 
from Faber does not mention that specimen, nor does any Sumatra specimen exist in the 
Dresden collection today (S. Eck in litt.). In spite of recent long term biological studies and 
expanded birdwatching activities in suitable habitats on Sumatra, there is only a handful of 
possible records of Great Slaty Woodpeckers from the island, and none is documented with 
sound recordings or photos. A single individual was reportedly seen in Bukit Barisan Selatan 
National Park in southwest Sumatra in 1994 (O'Brien and Kinnaird 1996, T. O'Brien in litt.), 
but the species was not recorded there again during a decade of intensive field work (T. 
O'Brien in litt.). Great Slaty Woodpeckers were heard in the PT Asialog concession in 2003 
and in Way Kambas National Park in 1999, both in Jambi province, by one observer with 
strong credentials (Mauro 2003, I. Mauro in litt.), but not by other experienced observers at 
the same localities (S. van Balen in litt., N. Drilling in litt.). The existing sightings record for 
Sumatra thus is sparse and ambiguous, and a specimen record is absent. Apparently 
wrestling with this problem, Winkler et al. (1995) included most of the Sumatra lowlands in 
their range map of the Great Slaty Woodpecker, whereas Winkler and Christie (2002) 
limited the range to a small portion of southeast Sumatra. Whether and where the species 
occurred or occurs on Sumatra can make a difference of up to 41% for the area of the historic 
and current Indonesian range, and up to a 33% difference for the area of the range of the 
subspecies pulverulentus (Fig. 1). Clarification of the existence or not of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker on Sumatra and, if it does occur, a subsequent assessment of its range on the 
island is desirable. For the population calculations in this paper, in absence of firm evidence, 
we tentatively assume the species did not and does not occur on Sumatra. 
 
 

Estimate of generation time 
 
In the population decline criteria of the IUCN (2001) an important component is generation 
time, for instance “a global population decline >30% in 10 years or 3 generations” for 
Vulnerable status, or the same definition with >50% decline for Endangered status, or >80% 
decline for Critically Endangered status. The definition of generation time is: “the average 
age of breeding individuals in the population; it is greater than the age at first breeding and 
less than the age of the oldest breeding individual” (IUCN 2001). For Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers, none of these demographic parameters has been established, because to our 
knowledge not a single individual has ever been banded or radio tracked. To estimate 
generation time we used data from other species as a proxy, and used life history correlates 
to make inferences. The next largest woodpecker after the Great Slaty Woodpecker is the 
Black Woodpecker of northern Eurasia, with a body mass of ca. 300 g. In Black 
Woodpeckers, age of first breeding is often 1 year (Rolstad et al. 2000), maximum lifespan is 
at least 14 years (Blume 1996), and breeding occurs in pairs. In the Great Slaty Woodpecker, 
91% of observed individuals are members of groups, and cooperative breeding occurs 
(Lammertink 2004b). As in other social woodpeckers, a large proportion of young birds may 
postpone breeding and act as non-breeding helpers (Koenig and Mumme 1987, Conner et al. 
2001). Breeding of Great Slaty Woodpecker occurs in highly variable months of the year 
(Lammertink 2004b), and, as in for instance the Magellanic Woodpecker (Campephilus 
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magellanicus), breeding attempts might occur at intervals >1 year (Ojeda 2004). For all of 
these reasons, mean age at first breeding is unlikely to be 1 year; most likely it falls in the 2-
3 years range. Regarding life span, mean and maximum life span of birds increase with body 
size (Lindstedt and Calder 1976), and decrease with latitude (Wiersma et al. 2007). The 
weight difference between Great Slaty Woodpecker and Black Woodpecker adds ca. 1 year 
to the predicted maximum life span of the former according to equation 5 in Lindstedt and 
Calder (1976). Annual survival rates were on average 64% for six woodpecker species in 
temperate North America (Karr et al. 1990, Koenig et al. 1995, Bull and Jackson 1995, 
Smith et al. 2000), and 75% for five species of woodpecker in Sarawak, north Borneo 
(Fogden 1972). A larger sample of 10 non-passerine bird species in Sarawak had mean 
annual survival rates of 84% (Fogden 1972), in line with rates reported for birds in the New 
World tropics (Snow and Lill 1974). Assuming an annual survival rate of 75% for the Great 
Slaty Woodpecker, and age of first breeding at 2 years, we calculated a mean age for 
breeding adults of 5.0 years and a maximum life span of 23 years. Assuming an annual 
survival rate of 84% and an age of first breeding at 3 years, these numbers were 8.2 for mean 
age of breeding adults and a maximum life span of 37 years. Our estimate for generation 
time as defined by the IUCN (2001) is thus 5.0 to 8.2 years, and the time span for three 
generations is 15 to 25 years.  
 

 
 

Forest cover trends in the global range 
 
Changes in forest cover in the area of occurrence of the Great Slaty Woodpecker are 
presented in Table 4. Within the global range of the species, 40% of the original forest cover 
remained in 2005, i.e. 740,414 km2. Of this remaining forest, 6% or 43,532 km2 was 
primary. Between 1990 and 2005, total forest area in the global range was reduced by 15% 
and primary forest area by 32%. In this period, countries that lost forest cover fastest were 
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the Philippines, Nepal, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Myanmar. Rates of loss of primary forest 
were highest in Indonesia, Vietnam, and Cambodia (Table 4).  
 

 
 

Global population trend and IUCN threat status 
 
Spanning the range of estimates from previous sections for generation time and population 
decline in logged forests, three sets of parameters, or scenarios, under which we calculated 
the global population trend of the Great Slaty Woodpecker are presented in Table 5. All 
scenarios used the forest cover data from Table 4. The best case scenario incorporated the 
shortest generation time and least decline in logged forest, yielding the most optimistic 
estimate of the population trend of Great Slaty Woodpecker: an 41% decline over the past 
three generations. At the other extreme, the worst case scenario, with longest generation time 
and strongest declines in logged forests, yielded a global decline of 75% in three generations. 
The realistic scenario used the mid-way point of the parameters and yielded an estimate of a 
61% decline. The mean of the three scenarios is 59% ± 17% decline in three generations. 
The best case scenario placed the global population trend in the Vulnerable category of 
IUCN (30–50% decline in three generations), the realistic and worst case scenarios, as well 
as the mean of all scenarios, put the trend in the Endangered category (50–80% decline in 
three generations). The three scenarios indicate that the global population of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers declined from an original 5.6 million individuals to between 260,000 and 
550,000 individuals in 2005 (Table 5).  

Estimates of Great Slaty Woodpecker populations in each country of occurrence are 
presented in Table 6, using the parameters of the realistic scenario from Table 5, and forest 
cover data from Table 4. Although Great Slaty Woodpeckers were found in 15 countries, 
70% of the 2005 world population occurred in just four countries: Myanmar, Indonesia, 
Cambodia, and Malaysia. The first three of these countries also showed the highest rates of 
population decline over the past three generations, between 1985 and 2005 (Table 5). For the 
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fourth, Malaysia, the decline rate would probably be steeper than indicated in Table 5 if data 
were available for that country on primary forest area specifically in peneplain lowlands. 
 
 

 
 
 

For many countries the population figures in Table 6 are likely to be overestimates. 
For instance, although calculations based on forest cover indicated a population of nearly 
4,000 individuals in eastern Bangladesh in 2005, in practice only one family group of Great 
Slaty Woodpeckers has been recorded there in several decades (Thompson and Johnson 
2003). In Nepal, the species is reportedly scarce to rare (Inskipp and Inskipp 1991, Bird 
Conservation Nepal 2005) and probably the national population is substantially smaller than 
the estimate of over 6,000 individuals as presented in Table 6. In Myanmar, the national 
population is unlikely to be over 100,000 individuals (Table 6) considering the apparent 
rarity of the species in most forests of the country (TZN pers. obs.). With these examples in 
mind, the figures in Table 6 may be best regarded as representing changes in relative 
carrying capacity of forest areas over time, rather than absolute numbers. Nevertheless, we 
do not believe that the global population is less than 1/10 of the estimates indicated in Table 
5 and 6. Our range of estimates for the 2005 global population therefore spans from the 1/10 
of the worst-case scenario estimate, to the unaltered estimate from best case scenario (Table 
5): 26,000 to 550,000 individuals.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
With calculations based on forest cover trends and mean logging responses of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers we found that decline of the global population is such that the species should 
be considered either Vulnerable or Endangered according to IUCN criteria. The most 
realistic set of parameters for generation time and response to logging yields a global 
population decline rate that puts the species in the Endangered category, and so does the 
mean decline based on a range of plausible parameters. However, we recognize that viable 
populations as yet persist in multiple countries, that there is uncertainty in extrapolating 
density trends from our sampled sites and published studies to the large range of the species, 
and that data on forest cover trends are crude. We therefore hesitate to propose Endangered 
status for this species. Instead, we propose Vulnerable status for the Great Slaty 
Woodpecker, and encourage more research into its status at additional sites across its range. 
Our results firmly indicate that the current status of Least Concern (IUCN 2007) severely 
underestimates the global status of the species, as even would Near-Threatened status.  

Global decline and threatened status of the Great Slaty Woodpecker fit in the pattern 
seen for other very large woodpeckers (Winkler and Christie 2002, IUCN 2007). Properties 
that set the Great Slaty Woodpecker apart from many other birds are a density association 
with old-growth forests and a long generation time. Taking into account these distinctive 
traits of this woodpecker, the difference between the current IUCN status of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker and our re-assessment does not imply that there are a great many other Asian 
forest birds that upon closer inspection would need to be placed in a higher threat category.  
 We estimated the global population of the Great Slaty Woodpecker in 2005 at 
between 26,000 and 550,000 individuals. This is a rather wide range, with the maximum 21 
times larger than the minimum. Our set of results based strictly on forest cover trends, that is 
260,000 to 550,000 individuals, has a narrower range with a factor of 2.1 between the 
extremes. We adjusted the minimum of that range because in many countries extrapolation 
from forest cover exceeds population numbers that appear reasonable based on anecdotal 
information about the abundance of the species. The discrepancy reflects the fact that not all 
vegetation types that show up as “forest” in remotely sensed data and FAO statistics are 
indeed occupied by the species. Non-occupancy is not necessarily an effect of forest 
disturbance. Some forest types, such a mangroves and heath forest, are not occupied by the 
species, either historically or currently. Despite uncertainty about absolute numbers of the 
historic and current population, we are confident that population trends and forest cover 
trends are correlated and that current decline rates fall near the calculated range.  

Most of the global population of the Great Slaty Woodpecker resides in a few 
countries, notably Malaysia, Myanmar, Indonesia, and Cambodia. Alarmingly, the latter 
three of these countries have the steepest current population decline rates, caused by rapid 
loss of forest cover and old-growth area. Particularly in Myanmar and Cambodia, demand 
for timber is driven by the expanding Chinese economy (Global Witness 2003, 2004, 2006, 
2007). In view of political and economic circumstances, deforestation trends and old-growth 
loss trends are unlikely to slow down in the key countries. As global decline rates of the 
Great Slaty Woodpecker consequently will continue to remain steep, the species also 
qualifies for at least Vulnerable status based on criterion A3 of the IUCN “ a projected 
population size reduction of ≥ 30% to be met in the next three generations”.  
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For Myanmar, which is calculated to hold the largest population of Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers of any country (Table 6), an independent assessment of the national 
deforestation rate is available (Leimgruber et al. 2005) that is lower than the assessment by 
FAO (2006) used in our population calculations. Specifically, Leimgruber et al. report a 
0.25% annual deforestation rate between 1990 and 2000 whereas FAO reports a rate of 
1.30% between 1990 and 2005. This corresponds to a total forest cover loss during 1990-
2005 of 18% according to FAO, but a loss of only 4% according to Leimgruber et al. We 
used the FAO figure to have a consistent source for countries across the region. If we used 
the Leimgruber et al. figure instead, the 2005 Myanmar population of Great Slaty 
Woodpecker was 113,702 individuals, compared to 102,387 using FAO data (Table 6). The 
global decline rate, when incorporating the Leimgruber et al. figure, is only marginally 
different at 58% ± 18% over three generations.  

Before the listing as Least Concern by IUCN (2007), an evaluation of the global 
conservation status of the Great Slaty Woodpecker was provided by Winkler and Christie 
(2002). An association with mature forests in this woodpecker, and population declines in 
many parts of its range, were recognized, yet the assessment was “Not globally 
threatened…it should be secure in the mainland parts of its current range, so long as 
reasonably large tracts of habitat remain” (Winkler and Christie 2002). Although large tracts 
of habitat do as yet remain on the Asian mainland, extent and old-growth proportion of these 
forests are now experiencing such decline rates according to authoritative sources (ITTO 
2005, FAO 2006) that this translates into at least Vulnerable status for the species, as we 
have calculated here. Great Slaty Woodpeckers occur in many protected areas, as pointed out 
by Winkler and Christie (2002), but few refuges support populations over 500 individuals, 
and still fewer are adequately protected from illegal logging, mine prospecting, fires or 
hunting.  

We have measured preferential use of large tree diameters and population declines in 
logged forests in two of the three key regions for the global Great Slaty Woodpecker 
population: Borneo and Myanmar. No such data are as yet available for the third key region, 
the forest complex of northeast Cambodia and adjacent areas in Lao PDR and Vietnam (Fig. 
1). Great Slaty Woodpeckers are fairly common in much of this Indochinese forest complex, 
and are present in partly disturbed forest areas in it (Thewlis et al. 1996, Le Xuan Canh et al. 
1997, Duckworth et al. 1998a, Evans and Timmins 1998, Evans et al. 2000, E. Pollard in 
litt., JWD pers. obs.). Persistence of Great Slaty Woodpeckers in disturbed forests of 
Cambodia, Vietnam, and Lao PDR is not different from our findings elsewhere in its global 
range. Presence of conspicuous, noisy groups of Great Slaty Woodpecker in disturbed forests 
often masks that densities have dropped considerably from pre-logging conditions. An 
assessment of density responses to forest disturbance of Great Slaty Woodpeckers, and of all 
forest birds for that matter, is highly desirable for the Indochinese forest complex. However, 
as our results for tree diameter use and logging responses were consistent between Myanmar 
and Indonesia , and between evergreen and deciduous habitats in these countries, we expect 
that they will not be very different in Indochina.  

Although global decline rates of Great Slaty Woodpeckers justify threatened status, 
the encouraging aspect of the conservation situation of this species is that at present viable 
populations still remain in multiple countries. Moreover, key regions and key protected areas 
for the Great Slaty Woodpecker are shared with other threatened species, including 
charismatic mammals as Bornean Orang-utan (Pongo pygmaeus) and Tiger (Panthera 
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tigris). This means that conservation of the woodpecker can go hand in hand with 
conservation of other biodiversity. The Great Slaty Woodpecker, however, probably has 
more stringent requirements for old-growth forests than a large proportion of other wildlife 
in the region. The association of Great Slaty Woodpeckers with old-growth conditions, its 
traceable, noisy behaviour, and its relatively modest home range size make it an ideal model 
organism for a comparative study of population demographics in disturbed and primary 
forest, a type of study not yet undertaken for any Asian bird. 
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Conclusions and directions for further research 
 

 
Greater Flameback (Chrysocolaptes lucidus). Lingga, Riau Archipelago, Indonesia. 
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From the several angles my co-workers and I have taken to examine the ecology and logging 
responses of Asian woodpecker communities, the following main findings emerge. Foraging 
niches are well differentiated in these species-rich communities. Several aspect of foraging 
ecology are correlated with body size and relative bill size, other aspects vary independently 
from these two morphological properties that distinguish the species of the community. 
Sundaic woodpeckers demonstrate a limited bandwidth of flexibility in foraging behavior, 
allowing them to swiftly, but only partly, occupy new niche space when other species are 
absent. Evolution beyond that bandwidth only occurred on a time scale >10,000 years, and 
was accompanied by considerable morphological change. Foraging differentiation in 
Sundaic woodpeckers appears to be competition driven, judged from niche shifts 
predominantly occurring in the direction of vacant niches, and from woodpeckers avoiding 
associations in mixed foraging flocks with species that have highly similar foraging 
behavior. Woodpecker communities were markedly impacted by logging in Bornean lowland 
forests. Two species in particular, Checker-throated Woodpecker and Great Slaty 
Woodpecker, declined over 80% in density in logged compared to primary lowland forest. 
The Great Slaty Woodpecker in the Sundaic region occurs almost exclusively on flat or 
lightly undulating peneplain forest of the lowlands, the forest type disappearing fastest in the 
region. When we extended sampling of responses to logging disturbance of this woodpecker 
to Lingga island and Myanmar, we found a similar, or even steeper, decline in logged 
forests. Combined with data on loss of primary and total forest area in the countries of 
occurrence, we calculated a rate of global population decline for the Great Slaty Woodpecker 
that falls in the criteria for IUCN Vulnerable or Endangered status. 

Factors contributing to the observed decline rate of the Great Slaty Woodpecker 
include an association with old-growth forests because of its preference for large trees for 
nesting and foraging (Chapters 5 and 6). Correlations between woodpecker body size and 
foraging ecology that we presented in Chapter 3 indicate that a woodpecker species the size 
of the Great Slaty Woodpecker would be expected to forage more frequently than it already 
does on large diameter and rough-barked substrates. Ideal substrates for this bird are rare 
even in old-growth Bornean rain forests, and rarer yet after logging. Great Slaty Woodpecker 
live in small groups that collectively search for and exploit concentrated food sources of 
social insects (Chapter 5). Group living in this and other very large woodpeckers increases 
minimal area requirements and sensitivity to forest fragmentation (Lambert and Collar 
2002). It also increases the impact of hunting as the shooting of one individual affects the 
social ecology of the rest of the group. Probably because of anti-predator benefits, groups of 
Great Slaty Woodpeckers are often joined by White-bellied Woodpeckers (Chapter 5). A 
curious footnote illustrating the frequent occurrence of mixed flocks of these large 
woodpeckers is that indigenous people of a Dayak community in Kembera, west Borneo, 
thought that the two species were male and female of one species, with Great Slaty 
Woodpeckers being the females and White-bellied Woodpeckers the males (pers. comm.).  

A long term study of several groups of Great Slaty Woodpeckers in logged and 
primary forest would be extremely rewarding. Such a study should be done with individuals 
marked with color bands, or additionally with radio tags, and with analysis of DNA samples 
to assess relationships within and among groups. Results would include insight into 
population dynamics in logged and primary forest. Specifically, the question can be 
answered whether the reduced populations in logged forest are able to maintain themselves 
at lower densities, or whether they show increased mortality, lower site fidelity, or lower 
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reproductive output that all foreshadow continuing declines? Secondly, insights would be 
obtained in the frequency of cooperative breeding, kin relationships in groups, and the 
genetic and feeding contributions by group members to offspring. Such information from the 
large, tropical Great Slaty Woodpecker would provide rich material to compare with in-
depth studies that have been carried out on two social, medium-sized woodpeckers of 
temperate forests, the Red-cockaded Woodpecker and the Acorn Woodpecker (Koenig and 
Mumme 1987, Conner et al. 2001).  

The only Sundaic woodpecker currently approaching any Red List status is the Buff-
necked Woodpecker (Meiglypyes tukki) which is considered Near-Threatened (IUCN 2007, 
BirdLife International 2007). This status appears either unnecessarily high, or inconsistent 
with the status of other woodpeckers endemic to the Sundaic region, according to our data. 
The species occurred at multiple logged sites in densities comparable to those in primary 
forests in west Borneo (Chapter 2). It also occurred in hill forests (Chapter 2), at two out of 
four Bornean forest fragments (Chapter 4), and at all sampled localities in partially logged 
forest on Bunguran island (Chapter 4). In a review of logging responses of Sundaic 
woodpeckers, Buff-necked Woodpecker showed no density change in four studies (including 
my Chapter 2 study), an increase in one study, and a decrease in another (Meijaard et al. 
2005). Since that review, three more studies have appeared on the effects of selective 
logging that included data on Buff-necked Woodpecker. In central Borneo, Buff-necked 
Woodpecker increased in density after logging (Cleary et al. 2007). In Peninsular Malaysia, 
point counts found no consistent difference between primary and logged forests for this 
species (Peh et al. 2005), whereas a mistnet study at the same sites found a higher abundance 
of Buff-necked Woodpeckers in logged forests (Yap et al. 2007). If Buff-necked 
Woodpecker is accorded the Near-Threatened status based on the quick disappearance of 
Sundaic lowland forest, despite its inconsistent responses to logging and occurrence in large 
areas of protected hill forest (BirdLife International 2007), under the same arguments the 
Near-Threatened status should be given to all of the ten woodpecker species endemic to the 
Sundaic region: Grey-and-Buff Woodpecker (Hemicircus concretus), Buff-rumped 
Woodpecker (Meiglyptes tristis), Buff-necked Woodpecker, Olive-backed Woodpecker 
(Dinopium rafflesii), Orange-backed Woodpecker (Reinwardtipicus validus), Maroon 
Woodpecker (Blythipicus rubiginosus), Banded Woodpecker (Picus miniaceus), Checker-
throated Woodpecker (Picus mentalis), Crimson-winged Woodpecker (Picus puniceus), and 
the Rufous Piculet (Sasia abnormis). Of these, especially Grey-and-Buff Woodpecker, 
Checker-throated Woodpecker, and Orange-backed Woodpecker demonstrate a more 
consistent decline in a review of logging studies than does Buff-necked Woodpecker 
(Meijaard et al. 2005).  

A note is necessary on the systematics of the Rufous Woodpecker and the genus 
name used for it in this dissertation. This species was traditionally placed in a monospecific 
genus, Micropternus (Winkler and Christie 2002). Short (1982) argued that the Rufous 
Woodpecker of South and Southeast Asia was congeneric with Celeus woodpeckers from 
South America, based on similarities in plumage, voice, and structure. Following Short 
(1982), most contemporary field guides and handbooks use the scientific name Celeus 
brachyurus for this woodpecker. Recently, molecular studies by Benz et al. (2006) and 
Fuchs et al. (2007) have demonstrated that the species is not related with the Neotropical 
Celeus woodpeckers, and consequently should be placed in the resurrected genus 
Micropternus. Although I fully agree with these findings, I published Chapter 2 in 2004 
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using the name Celeus brachyurus for this taxon and for consistency I continued to use this 
scientific name in subsequent chapters.  

A puzzling aspect of woodpecker biology that my dissertation research did not aim 
to resolve, but to which I paid some attention, is the convergence in plumage, and often 
voice, of taxa of differing lineages in areas of sympatry. Cody (1969) was the first to 
describe the phenomenon. Woodpecker species of different genera often exhibit striking 
resemblance to each other in areas of co-occurrence. Examples include species pairs 
belonging to the genera Chrysocolaptes and Dinopium, Celeus (Micopternus) and 
Blythipicus, and Hemicircus and Meiglyptes in Asia, and of Campephilus and Dryocopus in 
the New World. Winkler et al. (1994) provided illustrations of island subspecies of 
Chrysocolaptes and Dinopium that differ dramatically between islands in the Philippines and 
on Sri Lanka, yet show a close resemblance to each other on each island. Cody (1969) 
omitted Hairy Woodpecker (Picoides villosus) and Downy Woodpecker (Picoides 
pubescens) as an example, two species from different lineages in one genus (Weibel and 
Moore 2005) that again exhibit striking co-variation over a wide geographical range in North 
America.  

At the time, Cody (1969) followed work of previous authors (Delacour 1947, Peters 
1948) who concluded that look-alike woodpecker taxa were distantly related based on 
structural characters. An alternative hypothesis, that similarities in plumage reflect close 
phylogenetic relationships and that structural differences result from character divergence 
(Bock 1963, Short 1982), has been firmly rejected by recent molecular evidence (Weibel and 
Moore 2005, Benz et al. 2006, Fuchs et al. 2007). The woodpecker look-alike taxa are 
indeed distantly related, as was the working hypothesis of Cody (1969), and plumage and 
voice similarities the result of convergence.  

Most of the look-alike woodpeckers from different lineages have gaudy colors and 
bold plumage patterns. This implies it is unlikely that resemblance is the result of parallel 
adaptation for blending into the vegetation of shared environments. Cody (1969) proposed 
that resemblance was selected for so that look-alike species would form interspecific 
territories, with increased, exclusive food availability as proposed fitness benefit for both. 
This hypothesis does not match with observations of look-alike species in fact freely co-
occurring in the same forest patches. For instance, in Myanmar and on Lingga island 
(Chapter 4), the highly similar Greater Flameback (Chrysocolaptes lucidus) and Common 
Goldenback (Dinopium javanense) co-occurred at all transects, including at the exact same 
transect sections, and on Lingga we even observed mixed foraging flocks of the two species. 
In west Borneo, the look-alikes Grey-and-Buff Woodpecker (Hemicircus concretus) and 
Buff-rumped Woodpecker (Meiglyptes tristis) co-occurred at all ten transects (Chapter 2), 
and the densities of the two species plotted against each other do not show a relationship. In 
Panama, the similar Lineated Woodpecker (Dryocopus lineatus) and Crimson-crested 
Woodpecker (Campephilus melanoleucos) overlap in territories and were seen feeding in 
close proximity (Kilham 1972). Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers also do not show 
interspecific territoriality (Kilham 1983). Winkler et al. (1994) proposed that instead of 
interspecific territoriality, plumage convergence may result from aggressive mimicry, with 
one timid species mimicking another, more aggressive species. However, in the Asian look-
alike woodpecker species I am familiar with, as well as with Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers 
in North America, both species appear equally loud and assertive. I propose a different 
explanation: in territorial defense, as well as when dodging a pursuing predator, it is 
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beneficial for woodpeckers to have a number of superficial look-alikes around in their home-
ranges, to intimidate or confuse rivals and predators. Territory holders themselves would not 
be confused by look-alikes as they would be familiar with their locations and movements. 
Because the look-alikes are structurally different and have a different foraging ecology, they 
have no negative impact on food availability for the territory holder. The benefits of having 
look-alikes around work for both species, and plumage and voice convergence could be 
selected for in both species, rather than one species tracking the other. Difficulties with this 
hypothesis are, firstly, that it is hard to test, because conflicts over territory boundaries and 
predation attempts are rarely observed in the wild. Secondly, it leaves unexplained why 
plumage convergence is prevalent in woodpeckers but not in many other territorial birds. 
However, the second objection is true for any hypothesis proposed thus far for plumage and 
voice convergence in woodpeckers. Field research into the behavioral mechanisms at work 
in plumage convergence in woodpeckers would be most productive in the form of a long-
term study at a few study sites, and working with color-banded or radio-tagged individuals 
would be valuable.  

As other recommendations for future research, I recap the need indicated in Chapter 
6 for studies into logging effects on forest bird communities, including Great Slaty 
Woodpecker, in the Indochinese forest complex of northeast Cambodia and adjacent Laos 
and Vietnam. In Chapter 4 we recommended expansion of the number of study sites for 
examination of niche evolution in Sundaic woodpeckers, and for this the island of Batu off 
west Sumatra is an interesting choice. Buff-necked Woodpecker is reportedly the sole 
woodpecker species on the island, and thus the island would form a near-replicate of 
Bunguran, an island that Buff-necked Woodpecker shares only with Rufous Piculet (Sasia 
abnormis). An addition of forest fragment study sites is also desirable, but we are unaware of 
the location of small forest fragments with stable boundaries other than those we studied 
near Sukadana in West Kalimantan. 

In Chapter 2, I presented a somber picture of Gunung Palung National Park, with 
rampant illegal handlogging taking trees from the park and opening up some of the last 
remaining areas of level lowland forest in Kalimantan. I am happy to report that since the 
time of writing that paper, the situation in the park has improved. The park has a new 
director who has led the staff park into taking firm action to halt illegal logging. The park 
has initiated an innovative project with ultralight aircraft, flown by park rangers, patrolling 
the park from the air. Ground patrols are also more frequent now, with funding and support 
from Flora and Fauna International (FFI) and other organizations. The Cabang Panti research 
station was closed in 2001, but is expected to re-open by late 2007. The new NGO Health in 
Harmony (www.healthinharmony.org) has launched an innovative conservation project 
based in Sukadana village near the park. The project opened in October 2007 a medical 
clinic with better facilities than previously available in the region. Patients or their family 
can pay for treatment with work for environmental projects in and around the park. Although 
it is unknown what the area is of primary lowland forest in Gunung Palung National Park 
that remains entirely untouched after illegal logging activities between 1999 and 2005, it 
likely remains the largest such area in Kalimantan. Gunung Palung is again a prime location 
for research in Bornean lowland rainforest. A smaller (4,000 ha), but more accessible area of 
primary Bornean lowland forest with good facilities for research is Sungai Wain Protection 
Forest, 23 km north of Balikpapan in East Kalimantan.  
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Summary  
 
In large contiguous areas of lowland rainforest in the Sundaic region (peninsular Malaysia, 
Thailand and Myanmar; Borneo, Sumatra, Java, and Palawan) 14 species of woodpeckers 
(Picidae, Aves) co-exist, a higher number than in any other ecosystem in the world. Sundaic 
lowland rainforests are now mostly logged over. Based on a global pattern of local 
woodpecker assemblages often containing old-growth forest specialists, the rich Sundaic 
woodpecker community is potentially a suitable focal group for studies into the effects of 
logging on wildlife. We examined woodpecker species composition and population densities 
over a range of sites in west Borneo from primary to commercially logged-over lowland 
forest, as well as in hill forest. For one species that showed an association with old-growth 
forest, Great Slaty Woodpecker (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), we expanded density sampling 
to logged and old-growth sites in the Riau Archipelago (Indonesia) and two regions in 
Myanmar, to assess the global conservation status of the species. Our second research focus 
was niche evolution in woodpecker communities. The Sundaic region is uniquely suited for 
such research. Small islands and forest fragments in the region, once connected with 
contiguous forest, have become isolated because of post-glacial sea rise and of human 
habitat clearance. Through island effects, habitat fragments and small islands have on 
various time scales lost parts of the original vertebrate community they had in common. We 
examined direction and magnitude of niche shifts of woodpeckers on the different time 
scales since species were lost in these settings, and discuss implications for the mode and 
tempo of niche evolution.  
 Bornean lowland woodpeckers were separated in foraging strategies primarily in 
vegetation strata and microhabitats, and secondarily in substrate manipulating and search 
behavior. In mixed flocks, woodpecker species most frequently co-occurred with species that 
had foraging behavior moderately dissimilar to their own, and avoided species with very 
similar or highly different behavior. Aspects of foraging behavior that correlated with body 
size were diameter of perching substrate, frequency of climbing and searching, frequency of 
use of smooth bark substrates, and frequency of hanging at undersides of horizontal 
branches. However, Great Slaty Woodpecker, one of the largest woodpeckers in the world, 
did not follow three of these four correlations. Substrates optimally suited for this very large 
woodpecker were scarce even in primary forests, and rarer in logged forests.  

In woodpecker communities on islands and in fragments that experienced species 
loss, remaining woodpeckers shifted in foraging behavior towards vacant niche space in all 
but one case. The exception occurred on an island where two woodpeckers, which originally 
occurred in dry woodland and mangrove habitat, had moved into lowland rainforest and into 
niche positions of missing species. Magnitudes of shifts were similar and moderate in 
fragments and on small islands that became isolated ca. 10,000 years ago. On the island of 
Simeulue, that was isolated >10,000 years, the only remaining woodpecker species made a 
large shift towards the central point of vacant niche space.  

Between old-growth and logged Bornean lowland forests, significant reductions 
occurred in total woodpecker biomass (61% reduction), total woodpecker density (41% 
reduction), and densities of Checker-throated Woodpecker (Picus mentalis) and Great Slaty 
Woodpecker, which were reduced 85% and 83%, respectively. Hill-forest, although 
unlogged, had woodpecker densities, biomass, and species richness lower than heavily 
logged lowland sites. Great Slaty Woodpeckers occurred predominantly in groups of 4.2 ± 
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SD 1.2 individuals. Groups often collectively exploited a single food source such as a 
stingless bee, termite, or ant nest in large diameter branches and trunks of old trees. Decline 
rates of Great Slaty Woodpeckers with logging disturbance in Myanmar were even steeper 
than in Indonesia. Although Great Slaty Woodpeckers occur in 15 countries, ca. 70% of the 
global population occurs in just four countries (Myanmar, Indonesia, Cambodia, and 
Malaysia), three of which have high annual rates of deforestation and old-growth loss. The 
current global population decline rate of Great Slaty Woodpecker of ca. 59% ± SD 17% in 
three generations justifies IUCN Vulnerable or Endangered status. 

Niche partitioning in Southeast Asian rainforest woodpeckers appears to be 
competition driven, as judged from the avoidance of ecologically similar species in mixed 
species flocks and from the direction of niche shifts towards vacant niche space in forest 
fragments and on islands. Although Sundaic woodpeckers have some immediate flexibility 
in foraging behavior, evolution beyond the initial bandwidth of flexibility occurred only on a 
time scale >10,000 years. Faster rates of niche evolution have been reported for temperate 
forest tits (Paridae). Limited flexibility in niches may contribute to sensitivity to logging 
disturbance in Sundaic woodpeckers. Recommended conservation actions in the Sundaic 
region are improved safeguarding of the few remaining areas of unlogged lowland forest, 
and restoration of logged lowland forests to old-growth conditions. In contrast, current 
emphasis in the protected area network of the region is on hill and montane forests. Of all 
Sundaic woodpeckers, Great Slaty Woodpecker has the best potential as a forest disturbance 
indicator because of its density association with old-growth forests and its conspicuous call 
that facilitates density sampling. Recommended future research includes sampling of 
responses to logging of the Great Slaty Woodpecker and other forest birds at additional sites, 
particularly in Indochina, and an in-depth study of population demographics and the social 
system of this woodpecker in logged and old-growth forests.  
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Samenvatting 
 
Gemeenschapsecologie en responses op houtkap van Zuidoost-Aziatische spechten (Picidae, 
Aves) 
 
In aaneengesloten bosgebieden van de Sunda regio (de eilanden Borneo, Sumatra, Java en 
Palawan; en het schiereiland van Maleisië, zuidelijk Thailand en zuidelijk Myanmar) komen 
14 soorten spechten (Picidae, Aves) voor, een hoger aantal dan in enig ander ecosysteem ter 
wereld. Op grond van een wereldwijd patroon, namelijk dat regionale gemeenschappen van 
spechtsoorten meestal een aantal oerbos- (primair bos-) specialisten bevatten, is te 
verwachten dat de rijke spechtgemeenschap van de Sunda regio geschikt is voor onderzoek 
naar de ecologische effecten van houtkap. Met wisselende collega’s onderzocht ik, ten 
eerste, in west Borneo de soortensamenstelling en populatiedichtheden van spechten op een 
reeks onderzoekslocaties, variërend van primair tot commercieel gekapt laaglandbos, 
alsmede in primair heuvelbos. Voor één soort die een associatie met primair bos toonde, de 
Poederspecht (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), breidden we ons onderzoek naar dichtheden na 
houtkap uit naar de Riau Archipelago in Indonesië en naar twee regio’s in Myanmar, 
teneinde de wereldwijde natuursbeschermingsstatus van deze soort te bepalen. Het tweede 
thema van ons onderzoek was de evolutie van niches (posities binnen een ecosysteem) in 
gemeenschappen van spechten. De Sunda regio is bij uitstek geschikt voor dergelijk 
onderzoek. Kleine eilanden en bosfragmenten in de regio, alle ooit deel uitmakend van één 
aaneengesloten bosgebied, raakten geïsoleerd respectievelijk door zeespiegelstijging en door 
bosontginning. Als gevolg van hun geïsoleerde posities hebben bosfragmenten en kleine 
eilanden gedurende verschillende periodes soorten verloren uit de ecologische gemeenschap 
die ze oorspronkelijk gemeen hadden. Wij onderzochten de richting en de grootte van 
nicheveranderingen van spechten na de verschillende periodes sinds soorten verdwenen en 
we bespreken de inzichten die hieruit voortvloeien over de wijze en de snelheid van niche-
evolutie. 
 Spechtsoorten in de laaglandbossen van Borneo verschilden qua 
voedselzoekstrategieën voornamelijk wat betreft de vegetatiestrata (vegetatielagen) en 
microhabitats (directe leefomgevingen), en in de tweede plaats wat betreft de 
bewerkingswijze van het fourageerhout en het zoekgedrag. In gemengde vogelgroepen die 
meerdere spechtsoorten bevatten, kwamen spechtsoorten voornamelijk voor met die 
spechtsoorten die een fourageergedrag vertoonden dat middelmatig afweek van hun eigen 
gedrag; ze vermeden de soorten met een vrijwel gelijk of juist sterk afwijkend gedrag. 
Aspecten van het fourageergedrag van spechten die correleerden met hun lichaamsgrootte 
waren de diameter van de gebruikte tak of boomstam, de hoeveelheid tijd die werd besteed 
aan zoeken, de frequentie van het gebruik van stammen en takken met gladde schors, en de 
hoeveelheid tijd besteed aan het hangen aan de onderkant van horizontale takken. De 
Poederspecht echter, één van de grootste spechtsoorten ter wereld, liet op drie van deze vier 
punten een afwijking zien. Substraten die optimaal geschikt zijn voor de grootste spechtsoort 
waren in primair bos al schaars, maar in selectief gekapt bos nog schaarser. 
 In de spechtengemeenschappen binnen een bosfragment en op kleine eilanden die 
soortenverlies ondergingen, schoven de overblijvende laaglandbossoorten hun 
voedselzoekgedrag op in de richting van de vrijgekomen nicheruimte in op één na alle 
gevallen. De uitzondering vond plaats op een klein eiland waar twee spechtsoorten die 
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oorsponkelijk alleen in mangrovebos en bossavannes voorkwamen zich nu in het 
laaglandbos vestigden, en daar deels de vrijgekomen nicheruimte van verdwenen soorten 
bezetten. Nicheveranderingen in een bosfragment en op kleine eilanden die ca. 10.000 jaar 
geleden geïsoleerd raakten, waren ongeveer even groot en bescheiden van omvang. Op het 
eiland Simeulue, dat meer dan 10.000 jaar geleden geïsoleerd raakte, maakte de enige 
overgebleven specht een grote verschuiving naar het midden van opengevallen nicheruimte.  
 Op Borneo vonden we bij onze vergelijking van spechtpopulaties in primaire en 
selectief gekapte laaglandbossen significante achteruitgangen in de totale spechtbiomassa 
(61% achteruitgang), de totale dichtheid van spechten (41% achteruitgang), en de dichtheden 
van de Vlekkeelspecht (Picus mentalis) (85% achteruitgang) resp. de Poederspecht (83% 
achteruitgang). Heuvelbos, hoewel primair, had een lagere spechtdichtheid en biomassa, en 
een lagere rijkdom aan spechtsoorten dan selectief gekapt laaglandbos. Poederspechten 
kwamen voornamelijk voor in groepen van 4.2 ± SD 1.2 individuen. Deze groepen benutten 
vaak gemeenschappelijk een rijke voedselbron zoals een nest van angelloze bijen, termieten, 
of mieren in dikke stammen of takken van oude bomen. In Myanmar bleek de achteruitgang 
van de Poederspecht na bosverstoring door houtkap zelfs nog sterker dan in Indonesië. 
Hoewel de Poederspecht voorkomt in 15 landen, is ca.70% van de wereldpopulatie te vinden 
in slechts vier landen (Myanmar, Indonesië, Cambodja en Maleisië), waarvan in drie de 
oppervlaktes van bos en primair bos zeer snel kleiner worden. De door ons berekende 
wereldpopulatie-teruggang van de Poederspecht van ca. 59% ± SD 17% in drie generaties 
rechtvaardigt de status 'Kwetsbaar'of 'Bedreigd' volgens de Rode Lijst-criteria van de IUCN. 
 Niche-opdeling tussen spechten in de Sunda-regio lijkt te worden gedreven door 
competitie, te oordelen naar het vermijdingsgedrag dat spechtsoorten laten zien in gemengde 
vogelgroepen ten opzichte van andere spechtsoorten met een sterk gelijkende niche, en te 
oordelen naar het feit dat niches in een bosfragment en op kleine eilanden opschuiven in de 
richting van vrijgekomen nicheruimte. Hoewel spechtsoorten van de Sunda-regio een zekere 
flexibiliteit hebben in voedselzoekgedrag, vond evolutie buiten de marges van deze 
flexibiliteit alleen plaats na een tijdsverloop van meer dan 10.000 jaar. Snellere niche-
evolutie is beschreven voor mezen (Paridae) in bossen van gematigde streken. De beperkte 
flexibiliteit in niches van spechten van de Sunda-regio draagt wellicht bij aan de 
gevoeligheid van de spechtgemeenschap ten aanzien van de effecten van selectieve houtkap. 
Aanbevolen stappen voor natuurbescherming zijn een verbeterde bescherming van de 
weinige restanten van primair laaglandbos, en herstel van selectief gekapt laaglandbos naar 
oerboscondities. Momenteel echter, ligt de nadruk bij de natuurbescherming in de Sunda-
regio juist op heuvel- en bergbos. Van alle Sunda-spechten is de Poederspecht het meest 
geschikt als bosverstoringsindicator omdat deze specht duidelijk hogere dichtheden bereikt 
in primair bos dan in gekapt bos en omdat de opvallende roep van deze specht het bepalen 
van dichtheden relatief eenvoudig maakt. Aanbevolen vervolgonderzoek omvat ondermeer 
aanvullende metingen van de respons van de Poederspecht en andere vogels op houtkap, met 
name in de Indochina regio, en een studie naar de demografie en het sociale systeem van 
deze soort in gekapt en primair bos. 
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Ringkasan 
 
Empat belas jenis burung pelatuk (Picidae, Aves) hidup secara berdampingan di hutan hujan 
dataran rendah yang luas di wilayah Sunda (Semenanjung Malaysia, Thailand dan Myanmar; 
Kalimantan, Sumatra, Jawa dan Palawan), jumlah ini lebih tinggi dibandingkan dengan 
ekosistem lainnya di dunia. Hutan hujan dataran rendah Sunda saat ini kebanyakan 
mengalami pembalakan. Berdasarkan pada pola global kumpulan burung pelatuk lokal yang 
seringkali berisikan jenis-jenis yang memiliki spesialisasi  untuk hutan pertumbuhan tua saja, 
komunitas burung pelatuk Sunda yang kaya merupakan kelompok penting yang cocok untuk 
meneliti efek-efek pembalakan hutan terhadap kehidupan liar. Komposisi jenis pelatuk dan  
kerapatan populasi di beberapa lokasi hutan di Kalimantan Barat mulai dari hutan primer 
sampai kepada hutan dataran rendah yang dibalak secara komersial, demikian pula di hutan 
bukit telah diuji. Satu jenis pelatuk yang menunjukkan suatu persatuan dengan hutan 
pertumbuhan tua, Pelatuk Kelabu Besar (Mulleripicus pulverulentus), sampel kerapatannnya 
diperluas hingga ke lokasi hutan bekas pembalakan dan hutan pertumbuhan tua di Kepulauan 
Riau (Indonesia) dan dua lokasi di Myanmar, hal ini dimaksudkan untuk menguji status 
konservasi global jenis tersebut. Fokus penelitian yang kedua adalah evolusi niche didalam 
komunitas burung pelatuk. Wilayah Sunda yang unik cocok untuk penelitian semacam ini. 
Pulau-pulau kecil dan hutan-hutan fragmen di wilayah tersebut, yang dulunya bersambung 
dengan hutan yang berdampingan, menjadi terisolasi karena naiknya air laut setelah jaman es 
dan juga karena pembersihan habitat oleh manusia. Melalui efek-efek kepulauan, habitat 
fragmen dan pulau-pulau kecil dalam skala waktu yang berbeda-beda telah kehilangan 
bagian-bagian dari komunitas vertebrata asli yang dulunya sama. Arah dan kebesaran 
pergeseran niche burung pelatuk dalam skala waktu yang berbeda-beda diuji, dan implikasi-
implikasi untuk cara dan tempo dari evolusi niche tersebut juga didiskusikan. 

Burung pelatuk dataran rendah Kalimantan dipisahkan dalam strateginya mencari 
makanan, yang pertama di ketinggian dan habitat mikro, dan berikutnya dalam manipulasi 
tempat dan tingkah laku pencarian. Dalam kelompok-kelompok campuran, burung pelatuk 
paling sering terdapat bersama-sama dengan jenis yang memiliki tingkah laku mencari 
makan cukup berbeda dengan jenisnya sendiri, dan menghindari jenis dengan tingkah laku 
yang sangat sama atau amat sangat berbeda. Aspek-aspek tingkah laku mencari makan yang 
berkorelasi dengan ukuran badan adalah diameter tempat bertengger, frekwensi memanjat 
dan mencari, frekwensi penggunaan tempat yang berkulit kayu halus, dan frekwensi 
menggantung pada bagian bawah cabang-cabang horisontal. Meskipun demikian, Pelatuk 
Kelabu Besar, salah satu dari burung pelatuk terbesar di dunia, tidak mengikuti tiga dari 
empat korelasi tersebut. Tempat yang cocok untuk jenis burung pelatuk yang sangat besar 
hampir tidak ada bahkan di hutan-hutan primer, dan lebih jarang lagi di hutan-hutan bekas 
pembalakan.  

Komunitas burung pelatuk di pulau-pulau dan hutan fragmen yang mengalami 
kehilangan jenis, semua burung pelatuk yang masih tinggal menggeser tingkah laku mencari 
makannya kearah ruang niche yang kosong terkecuali untuk satu kasus. Pengecualian ini 
terjadi pada satu pulau dimana dua jenis pelatuk, yang aslinya berasal dari hutan kerangas 
dan hutan bakau, pindah ke hutan hujan dataran rendah dan mengisi posisi-posisi niche jenis 
pelatuk yang hilang. Kebesaran dari pergeseran-pergeseran tersebut adalah sama dan sedang 
di hutan-hutan fragmen dan pulau-pulau kecil yang terisolasi sekitar 10.000 tahun yang lalu. 
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Di pulau Simeulue, yang terisolasi >10.000 tahun, satu-satunya jenis pelatuk yang tersisa 
membuat pergeseran yang besar kearah tengah ruang niche yang kosong.  

Diantara hutan pertumbuhan tua dan hutan hujan dataran rendah Kalimantan bekas 
pembalakan, penurunan yang penting terjadi di total biomassa pelatuk (61% penurunan), 
total kerapatan pelatuk (41% penurunan), dan kerapatan-kerapatan Pelatuk Kumis Kelabu 
(Picus mentalis) dan Pelatuk Kelabu Besar, yang mana masing-masing turun 85% dan 83%. 
Hutan bukit, walaupun bebas dari pembalakan, mempunyai kerapatan, biomassa dan 
kekayaan jenis pelatuk yang lebih rendah daripada lokasi hutan dataran rendah yang 
mengalami pembalakan parah. Pelatuk Kelabu Besar dominannya terdapat dalam kelompok-
kelompok yang berjumlah 4,2 ± 1,2 individu. Kelompok-kelompok tersebut sering secara 
kolektif mengeksploitasi satu sumber makanan semacam lulut, rayap, dan sarang semut yang 
berada di cabang-cabang dan batang-batang pohon tua yang berdiameter besar. Rata-rata 
penurunan jenis Pelatuk Kelabu Besar akibat pembalakan di Myanmar bahkan lebih tajam 
daripada di Indonesia. Walaupun Pelatuk Kelabu Besar terdapat di limabelas negara, sekitar 
70% dari populasi global terdapat hanya di empat negara (Myanmar, Indonesia, Kamboja, 
dan Malaysia), tiga dari keempat negara tersebut memiliki tingkat kerusakan hutan dan 
kehilangan hutan pertumbuhan tua yang tinggi tiap tahunnya. Rata-rata penurunan populasi 
global Pelatuk Kelabu Besar saat ini mencapai sekitar 59% ± SD 17% dalam tiga generasi 
membenarkan status Vulnerable atau Endangered oleh IUCN. 

Pembagian niche pada burung pelatuk Asia di wilayah Asia Tenggara nampaknya 
dipicu oleh kompetisi, dilihat dari penghindaran jenis yang mirip secara ekologi dalam 
kelompok campuran dan dari arah pergeseran niche kearah ruang niche yang kosong di 
hutan-hutan fragmen dan pulau-pulau. Walaupun burung pelatuk Sunda mempunyai cukup 
fleksibilitas dalam tingkah laku mencari makan, evolusi diluar permulaan batas fleksibilitas 
terjadi hanya pada skala waktu >10.000 tahun. Evolusi niche dengan rerata lebih cepat 
dilaporkan terjadi pada burung tits (Paridae) di hutan beriklim sedang. Terbatasnya 
fleksibilitas dalam niche mungkin menyumbang kepada sensitifitas burung pelatuk Sunda 
terhadap kerusakan akibat pembalakan. Aksi-aksi konservasi yang direkomendasikan untuk 
wilayah Sunda adalah meningkatkan penjagaan terhadap beberapa area hutan dataran rendah 
bebas pembalakan yang masih tinggal, dan mengembalikan hutan-hutan dataran rendah 
bekas pembalakan kepada kondisi hutan pertumbuhan tua. Akan tetapi saat ini yang 
ditekankan dalam jaringan kawasan lindung di wilayah Sunda adalah hutan-hutan bukit dan 
pegunungan. Dari semua pelatuk-pelatuk Sunda, Pelatuk Kelabu Besar memiliki potensi 
terbaik sebagai indikator gangguan hutan karena kesatuan kerapatannya dengan hutan 
pertumbuhan tua dan memiliki suara panggilan menyolok yang memudahkan sampel 
kerapatan. Penelitian-penelitian yang direkomendasikan untuk masa mendatang termasuk 
sampel reaksi-reaksi dari burung Pelatuk Kelabu Besar dan burung-burung hutan lainnya 
terhadap pembalakan dibeberapa lokasi tambahan, khususnya di Indocina, dan penelitian 
yang lebih dalam terhadap struktur populasi dan sistem sosial dari burung pelatuk ini di 
hutan bekas pembalakan dan hutan pertumbuhan tua. 
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